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4 11
Ali. Cans.
11TSTINI:ROt'SE J50=Rectifieirs.400 volts. 2 m:1..3'ß rac h.
Lnsths of steel tube which
TANK AERLLI.S. -Seven 2ft.
or':her. making a very efficient aerial, 3.'6 each.
It into each
Rubber Bases to fit, 2 6 each.
I.OUDSI'EAKERS BY FAMOUS MAKER.

bin. P.M.. 2-3 slims

...

...

...

..
nitres
loin. Energised, 11Yx1 ohm field with Pc n. op

12in. l',M..

:

176
23 6
85 -

..

15

At last a gramophone motor to match the performance ..
of the famous Connoisseur Pick -up. Voltage
220 -250 r
volts A.C., 30 cycles. Rim drive with speed variation.
No governors and no gearing. Heavy non -ferreous turntable. machined to run dead True, fly -wheel action
no " WOW." Main turntable spindle hardened. ground
and lapped to mirror finish, running in special phosphor
bronze hearings. Motor runs in needle-point, self- adjusting bearing. Motor Board (in, plastic. Pressure on
Drive-wheel released when not in use, to obviate forming
flats and tansy action.

16
16 61

...

...

trans....

36/6

STA'cD.V21) LOUDSPEAKER 01'TI'C'1"111A\S2 11.
...
FOR MFRS.
...
...
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...
5 11
...
...
...
Multi Ratio
All
ptimarloaux
TRAN'iFORMlìlts.
MAINS
PREMIER
cycles.
All
primaries
40
-130
-250
main,
v.
230
tapped for 2(F)are screened. All I.TS are centre -tapped.

7 -L
a

ata,4

:
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A. R. Sut;den & Co. ,Engineers) Ltd., Brighouse,

v

:

-

A. R. Sugden & Co. (Engineers) Ltd.

175 =0 -175 v.. 50 ma.. 6.3 v.. 2 -3 a.. 5 v. 2 a., 25'SP. 175B. 175 -(17 5 v., 50 m a. 4 v. 1 a. 4 v. 2 -3 a.. 25 - : SP,
5 v. 2 a.. 25 - : SP. 2505..
250A. 250 -0 =2+0 v.. 60 m a., C.3 V. 2 -:3 a. a..
25- ; SP. 300A. 300 -0250-0-250 v., 60 n a., 4 v. 1 -2 a. 24a_.v. 325
SP. 3005. 300-0-300
300 v.. 60 it a.. 6.333 v 2-3 a. 5 v.
301A. 300- 0- 300.v..
60 m a., 4 v. 2 -:3 aL 4. v.3-5 a. 4 v. 1 -2 a.. 25 - : SP. 301B.
Sl'.
300 -0 -300 v.,
120 m a.. 5 v. 2 -3 a. 6.3 v. 3 -4 a., 28 120 m a.. 4 V. 246 a. 4 v. 2 -3 a. 4 v. 3 -5 a.. 28 - : SP.35..350A. aso -o350-0 -350 v..
350 v.. 100 m ia.. 5 v. 2 -3 a. e.a v. 2 -3 a.. 29 - : SP. 350

SP. 175A.

ASR

o

Yks

:

a., 29: - ; SP. 351. 350 -0 -350 v..
100 m a.. 1 v,2-3 a. 4 v.2-3 a. 4 v. 3 -5
36- ; SP. 35íA.
150 rn a., 4 v. 1 -2 a. 4 v. 2 -3 a. 4 v, 3 -6
14[1 m'a., 4 v. 2 -3 a. 4 v. 36 a. 4 v.1-2104 4.1-2a.. 39'- t
:3.50 -0 -a50 v.,
fi v. 2 -3 a. 6.3 v. 2 -3 a. 6,3 v. 2 -3
SP. 352, 35810 -350 v., 150 m a..
2511 m'a.. 6.3 v. 2 -3 a. 6.3 v. 3 -5 a.
36- : SP. 375 A. 375 -0-375 v..
v.. 250 m a.. 4v. 2-3 a. 4 v.
5v. 2 -3 a.. 46 - ;. SP. 37513.. 375-0-375
SP. 425A. 425 -0 -425 v., 704 m'a., 6.3 v.
2- 3 a. 4 v. 3-6 a.. 48v., 700
-3 a. 6.3 v. 3-5 a. 5 v. 2 -3 a., 47'- ' SP. 425B. 425-0 -425 560 -X7-500 v.,
a., 47 - : SP. 501.
3 -6 a. 4
2 3 a.
SP.
2 -3 a. 4 v. 2 -3 a. 4 v. 3-5 a., 47 150 m a.. 4 v. 2-3
2-'3a. 0.3 v. 2 -3
501A. 500 -0-500 v.. 150 tn.a., 5 v. 2 -3 a. 6.3a.v. 6.3
v. 2 -3 a. 6.3 v. 3-5 a.,
SP, 50.3. 500 -0 -320 V.. 250 nt a.. 5 v. 2 -3
-0
v., 350 Ma., 62 6;: SP. 750. 750 -750 v.,
65 - : SP. 504. 500-0-50)
m a.. 67 8 : SP. 1000. 1000 -0-1000 v.. 553 m a.. 70 -.

a

a

;

a.4v.

.

PACK 4-11.1Nl). Consist of a fully wired
PREMIER (1)11.
latest type 5- Position twit
and calibrated roil pack of the
Wavebands covered. 13.6 -52 m.'.
inetudes a gram. position.
200 -:150 metrcn
í:x2-5.8 me S.I. 51 -200 metres 5.9 -1S me vi.
short v,.
900-2.100 metres. Air dielectric trimmers on all
:

roils. )Unit consists of 3 screened sections. Aerial, R.F. _,.
oscillator.
included ?:-.
Dimensions of rook, bin. x 4.tlq,,,X 2',ín. Also
litz windines
tran- dormers with permeabTGtty...tuned
Q,"
mg condenser. drive spindle. drive wheel l'
with coloured
circuit Rhagratr. 851-, or complete
hack -plate. poiater,'dial light, brackets, and t
vharsi. -4, with blue prints, 6510 -.
l'R1: :1R 1I7's FINEST /1 tir!( All \
1[07. O 'i tF UI Plis.
(See " w,\4 ." Aug. 19:
11oNs It f11Ì11 Frequency
Changer, I F .
ri
11.G,
4 V.., A7 amp.. A.C. mains 100-250 t 1.9
Dette
no
7.2 me s. to
Frequency !ange 17.5 to 7.me's..
B.F. Monitor L.S. built in. Complete. lc
1.2 m, s
16.-.
£16
details.
lull
These are olt Brand
TIRE F.111111'S ií.1155 RE('EIVER.v range 13 m s-75 kc s. in 5 warNew and Unused. Frennenvalves
»in»lud n!; Max) Esc,. CornComplete with LU
In black crackled metal case, 16in. x Sin. a 9in.
»»

HENRY'S
1:X- GOl"r. l'A1.1'l:S. Brand new American boxed valves,
6VoG or GT. 5Y3GT, 6J7GT. 65C7, 051.7, 554G, or G.P. 5554;
12SJ7, C:T, all at 7'6 ea. ; 6L6G or Metal. 126 ea. Fax Paid.
RF50. Brand new and in original boxes. 7 6 ea. EÁ50. Brand
new, 3 6 ea. Also 155 at 11 -. 1T4. ISS and 3S4 at 9 -. 1DOGT at
15:3. In addition to the above we have many thdusatds dl
brand new and boxed B.V.A valves at current B.G.T. prioa ,,,
including 251,O0T, 25Z80T, 75. PX4, (3A7, T41, T1141, PEN,
PEN. 46, etc., etc.
TRANSMITTING, VALUE. 813. By Canadian Westinghouse.
brand new and te_ei ä:' lu original box, £3.103- each,
SPF:AI ,E í$. SPECIAL OFFER. lin. Truvox, less Trans.,
12.6 8in. h ola: with Trans., 21.- only.
1tIDcI:'r TWO GA NGS 000í6. Ceramic Insulation, size only
'I.t. . l'in, x 1'in. lung spindle. 10.6 only.
:

v

:

I

gel.

..

\1)1)1N (O11. FORMERS.

Complete with Iron Cure,

0 -1 11 A. MOVING ('(III. 111:TERS.
Ib.
nd new and boxed. 15,- ea,

2ün. navel mounding,
3 6. complete

51NIATl'RF: 5-W.11 Jones Plug and Socket,

i

t.

-

.

'

"( IIISSN l"1"1'1:125. Complete with key
'ontton bit-e), 103. :loe l.m., l,in. and Din. (for E

(1-11 AX

1

1:6 ea.
1

I\t.

t

Mt

1).
;

'

a. 2 wat'. 60 ohm, iny ft. .2 a. 9 tt i
a. 3 way, tin ohms per ft. ; best quality,

.2
.3

r:
i

,

in,)

.

-

112íO.

(Incorporating output
"VIA' .'SITblack
enamelled case,
ed In a

11111F:.

star,..

per

10i.:-

eeeiver, There are two me,
;1u It supplies an mite,
R.1155 with the nut
Pack only, 50 -.

100

1..'I'. It

Single 7.0076 Plastic-Covered, assorted colours,

yd. Coil.

.

LOWER
4723.
T,

7 6

,

l'.l'I1F111ts. Selenium.

lamp. 4 6 ca.
:AHI t'. 2 in A.. 7 6 ,'a.
3
f. itent We r:up i ttdy the l;
r1t.,wdComlx-.nniz in
I'rudC.
6 v.

t.

'I

RADE SC:1'I'I.IB)D.

.,t--;

umprchemdve C'r,mp_,nrn!

I_t

HENRY'S, 5, Harrow Road, W.2
l'.-.
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BDX.17.G.

VALLANCE'S FOR VALUE

:CJLC. 1)1.11.. 1 \1) Dlt 111, .'sF. SH LV. -An exceptionally
fine d-al for the home cun,truc ted superhet. The scale is
finished in brown. with cream markings. Calibrated in fequene wavelengths and station names. S.W. 16 to 50 metres.
M.W. 200 to 550 metres. L.W. 800 to 2,000 metres. Indications
are provided along the bottom edge of the scale for tone and
volume controls, wavechange switch and tuning control. Size
of ope ling required, 1011n. x 41n. Complete with rigid mounting brackets, tuning spindle. drive cord, pointer. drive drum
and flexible coupler to drive condenser. Assembled ready for
use, 21'9. Post and packing
CARMEN THROAT MIKES. -These are lightweight compact
units of American manufacture. and are complete with fixing
strap, cord and 2 -pin plug. Brand new, 1 5 each. Postage
9(1. extra.
TRICKLE CHARGERS.-Heayberd A.C. mains 200 250 volts.
To chargea two -volt accumulator at ¡ amp.. or 6 -volt accumulator at I amp. Price 24 3. Post and packing 1 -.
MI MR COMPACT MAINS TRANSFORMER. -This small
drop through transformer is ideal for V.F.O.'s. Test instrumentslmidget receivers. and a host of other applications where
size is the limiting factor. 'Primary. 200 350v. A.C. Screened:.
Secondaries 6.3 volt 5 amp., 4 or 5 volt at 2 amps.. tapped.
260-0 -M0v. 60 pi.a. Dimensions. 31in. x 21in. x 2fn, Price
22 6. Postage 1. -,
DI:NCO POL1- STYRENE SOLUTION. -1 oz. bottle 9t1.:

The best--

und

I

:

1

1-

oz.

2 oz. 1 10.

:

PIF('O- RADIOMETER. -A.C. and D.C. The Sherlock
Holmes of Radio -saves worry, trouble. and solves all difficulties can be used for testing motor -car lighting circuits:
H.T. and L.T. batteries, A.C. mains direct valves, and a host
of other applications too numerous to mention. Measures
A.C. and D.C. voltage 0 -6 volts, also 0 -240 volts D.C. current.
0 -30 m.a. valve testing. 4 and 5 pin English valves for filament
continuity ; resistance test. A test instrument at a rea.-ionable price. 25'- only.
l'IDOR. POWER UNITS.-Replaces the H.T. and L.T. b,llterles in your all -dry. receiver. Input 200 250v. A.C. maim..
Outpu 90 volts 10 m.a, and 1.4 volt .Zí amps. Price £5 15 *
Post and packing 1!8.
SPEEDY POSTAL SERVICE, C.W.O. or C.O.D.
When sending C.W.O., please include sufficient extra for tr:-,
and packing.

LOW

;

:

:

:

;

144,

VALLANCE & DAVISON, LTD.,
Briggate, Leeds I.
'Phone : 29428
Staff call signs

:

9

G2HHV, G8SX, G3ABD, G3CML.

L.T.

ACCUMULATORS

and

H.T. BATTERIES
SPECIAL

HANDY CARTON

for better

battery radio rece ,sime

ENOUGH

FOR
200 ATTRACT
JOINTS

.susx COA

SOLDERS

L20. MILIAN NOOSE. ALLEHAIILE

STLEET. LONDGN. W.1

ISSUED BY THE CHLORIDE
ELECTRICAL STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED
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A dependably accurate instrument for testing and fault location
is indispensable to the amateur who builds or services his own set.

Stocks are now available of these two famous " Avo " Instruments.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining one locally, please send us
the name and address of your nearest Radio Dealer.

0-100
0-250
C

-500
D.C. Current

-2.5 milliamps
0-5
0-25
0 -100
0-500
C

GUARANTEE:

The UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

A.C. Voltage
volts

U.C. Voltage

0-75 millivolts
0-5 volts
0-25

0-5

a highly accurate moving -coil instrument,
conveniently compact, for measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage,
D.C. current, and also resistance; zz ranges of readings on a
3 -inch scale. Total resistance zco,000 ohms.
Complete with leads, inter Size : 4}ïns. x 3lins. x ¡lins.
changeable prods and crocoNett weight : r8 ozs.
dile clips, and instruction

(as

0-25
0-100
0-250
0-500

illustrated) is

`

Resistance
20,000 ohms

00- 100,000
o- 500,000
0 -2 megohms

E8:10:0
book.
The D.C. AVOMINOR

Price :

is a 21 -inch moving coil meter providing 54 ranges of readings
of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up to 60o volts, ¡20

0-5
0-17

milliamps, and

is

!f

the Manufacturers against the remote
possibility of defective materials or
workmanship.

3

megohms respectively.

¡00,00o ohms.
Size : 41ins. x 34ins. x ¡lits.
Nett weight : ¡a ozs.

The registered

in itself a
Trade Mark " Ave "
guarantee of high accuracy and supericraftsmanship.
and
design
ority
Every new AvoMinor is guaranteed by

-

Sole

Proprietors and Manufacturers

:-

Total resistance

Complete as above.
Price :

£4:4:0

& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
'Phone VICtoria 3404-9
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER

:

BUILT
TO
LAST
Attention to detail and finish
makes R.M. Mains Transformers
the best value on the market
today. Their sound mechanical
and technical design and low
operating temperature , make
long service a certainty.

4 V. & 6.3 V. types.
75 M/A
.. 37/6d.

v,5

120

Main' s
LTD.,

MA

7ndo'mrs

TEAM.

VALLEY,
\S\S

www.americanradiohistory.com
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16th YEAR
OF ISSUE

and PRACTICAL TELEVISION

EVERY MONTH
VOL. XXIV. No. 509 DECEMBER, 1948

ttvt F.J.CAMM

-

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

BY THE EDITOR

Code of Practice for Publishers

?

THL Teclurica1 Committee of the {.S.U.B. for example, are umrecessari and ugly. Some,
has for some time been cousilcriug rn indeed, are merely slang words which should find
.
proposal that a Code of Practice should be no place hi technical parlance.
prepared for the guidance of contributors, editorial
lt would take a considerable amount of time to
staff and printers, somewhat similar to the style standardise technical terms and, having done so,
sheet employed in all printing and editorial offices. to enforce its use. Should it be found necessary
In the course of its word: the committee encountered to hold a meeting we shall be glati to attend and give
I

-

numerous problems, the chief of which it said is our views, but, as with all other industries, we feel
that no two contemporary publications use identical that standardisation of terms is impossible of
technical abbreviations of circuit symbols.
achievement beyond the limits already attained.
The British Standards Institution had anticipated
the 1.S.G.B. in that they have already issued The Copenhagen Conference
13.5.204/1943, entitled, Glossary of Terms used in
A Couferectce of European nations agreed at
Telecommunication, and B.S. 530;1948, entitled, Copenhagen on September 15th on a- redistribution
Graphical Symbols for Telecommunication.
of long and medium wavelengths used for broadWe pointed out to the R.S.G.B. that so many casting.
books have been produced and so many mere have
The last effective plan of these wavelengths was
been prepared for press that it would be some mado at Lucerne in 1933, and since then the
years before these could be amended to conform claipas of many countries, particularly those which
with any code which may be decidec4upun and wetin 1933 less technically advanced, have greatly
which publishers would agree to adopt. It would increased. But the number of wavelengths available
be a costly business, too, to scrap existing blocks.
fin distribution now is practically-the same as the
In the early days of this journal we realised Lucerne Conference and is considerably less than
this difficulty and produced the,` Practical Wireless' the total needed to meet the requirements of all
Encyclopedia," which was the first effort to co willies.
Consequently, agreement has only
standardise nomenclature, definitions and circuit been made possible by uatiOns from all parts of
symbols. This has been used as a guide by our Europe accepting less than their full requirements.
printers and by our editorial staff ever since, and
The Lucerne Plan gave the, United Kingdom one
we believe also that it has been
long and 10 medium wavelengths.
adopted as' a standard, in many
The preset 13,8,0:. services have
Editorial and Advertisement OSier.
other editorial and publishing
only been carried on by taking
Practical Wireless." George Newnes, Ltd.,
offices.
into temporary use one additional
Tower Route, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.
'Phone
Temple
Bar
9363.
There is -also a Service publicalong and two additional medium
Telegrams
Newaes, Rand, London.
tion
entitled
"-Inter-Service
wavelengths allocated at Lucerne,
Registered al the O.P.O. for transmission by
Standard Graphical Symbols for
Canadian Magazine Poet.
to other countries.
The new
The Editor Will be pleased to consider
use in Telecommunications EnCopenhagen Plan gives the United
articles of a practical nature soluble i
gineering," published by the Air
Kingdom one long and 13 medium
for.publicatton At " Practical Wireless." i
Such- articles should be written on one i
Ministry -and Admiralty, under
wavelengths and in some eases
side of the paper only, and should con- i
references AP /2867 and Bit /1079
fain the name and address of the sender. i
increased power may be used.
Whilst
the
Editor
not
does
hold
himself
i
respectively-.
The alterations are sufficient to
responsible for manuscripts.- every effort i
Will
be
made
to
return
tltern
if a stamped
The " Practical Wireless Enensure that the B.B.C.'s pro and addressed envelope is enclosed.
cyclopa:dia," edition by edition,
Al! correspondence intended for the
grammes can be carried on subEditor
should
be
addressed
:
The
Editor,
takes note of any changes in
stantially as they are at present,
Practical Wireless," George Netcnes,
standard practice and any
Ltd... Tower House, Southampton
though most of the transmitters
Street. Strand. W.C.2.
additions to it.
will hate to change their waveOuting to- the rapid progress in the i
design
of
wireless
apparatus
and
to
our
t
lengths. These changes, however,
We agree that in some minor
efforts to keep our readers in touch i
cases there is lack of uniformity.
with the latest developments, we sire i
will not be made until the new
no warranty that apparatus described i
plan is introduced in March,
There is a tendency for some
in our columns is not the subject of i
patent.
letters
r
publishers to use American radio
1950.
Copyright in all drawings, photo- l
terms (radar, for example), and
graphs and articles published in
The
agreement
reached
at the
Practical Wireless " is specifically
unnecessarily to add to the
Conference represents a considerreserved throughout the countries i
signatory to the Berne Convention and l
technical vocabulary.
There
able achievement in international
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations i
are ,certain terms which should
of any of these are therefore expressly t
co-operation. Thirty -two nations
forbidden.
t
'
Practical
Wireless"
be expunged altogether ; antenna,
have already signed the Conincorporates " Amateur Wireless."
wobbulation, rheostat, tweeter,
vention.
:

:

:

.

-

.

i

i
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Radio Industry Council. " There was some
Broadcast Receiving Licences
following statement shows the approximate interference from medical electrical apparatus,
THEnumbers of licences issued during the year but this was cleared vpluntarily by the Danes
themselves, and the only breakdown throughout
ended August 31st, 1948.
of two minutes due to someone
Region
Number the 16 days wasa one
cable: I think we made a conLondon Postal ..
2,110,000 tripping over
Home Counties
1,484,000 siderable impression also on the Danish State
Midland ..
1,611,000 Broadcasting and Danish Government officials."
North Eastern ..
1,747,000
Radio Speeds Deliveries
North Western ..
1,476,000
South Western
.
991,000
OF parallel interest with the development of coach
Welsh and Border
655,000
radio is its growing use on long -distance
commercial vehicles, a new development in this
Total England and Wales
10,074,000 country but an established practice in the U.S.A.
1,065,000
Scotland .
Firms such as Wall's Ice Cream have found that
Northern Ireland..
..
186,000 there is a considerable saving in operating costs on
vehicles fitted with radio, and many other firms
Grand Total ..
11,325,000 are now following suit.
The benefits derived from radio on commercial
The above number includes 61,700 television vehicles are that drivers make fewer stops, especially
licences, an increase of 3,450 over the previous on night runs, with the result that vehicles are not
month.
" pushed " to make up lost time. They also
Prosecutions during August for operating wireless experience less fatigue, and there is a marked
receiving apparatus without a licence numbered improvement in maintaining schedules.
509.
The new trend has been recognised by heavy
Despite previous warnings, some motorists vehicle manufacturers, some of whom now make
continue to overlook the fact that it is necessary provision for radio in the driving cabin.
for them to take out a separate broadcast receiving
The equipment recommended by Radiomobilo
licence for a wireless set fitted in a motor -car.
is the standard push- button Model 100 " His
Master's Voice " Automobile Radio, priced at
British Television in Scandinavia

£27 6s.

Philco (Overseas), Ltd.
TOTAL attendance at the television demonstration
given by the Radio Industry Council in the THE Philco Corporation of Philadelphia, Pa.,
British Exhibition, Copenhagen, was 117,000.
U.S.A., has recently formed a wholly owned
" The demonstration was an unqualified success British subsidiary known as Philco (Overseas),
from the point of view of public interest," said Limited.
This company has been formed for the purpose
Vice -Admiral J. W. S. Dorling, Director of the
of selling in all export markets British made Philco products.
The directors of the corporation are Mr.
William Balderson, president of the Philco
Corporation, U.S.A., Mr. J. C. Beevor, and
the managing director is Mr. R. W. Cotton.
Mr. Cotton will be remembered as the
chairman and managing director of British
Rola until 1945 and as a previous managing
director of Philco Radio and Television
Corporation of Great Britain, Limited.
-

Television at Birmingham Ideal Homes
Exhibition
first large -scale exhibit-ion of teleTHEvision in the Midlands took place
during the recent- Ideal Homes Exhibition
in Birmingham.
A television palace was the central
feature of the exhibition. This stand, the
Part of a consignment of Stentorian loudspeakers leaving largest ever erected for the Birmingham Ideal
the Whiteley Electrical Works for Argentina, Malta, Trinidad Homes Exhibition, was about 3ffft. high,
and Bombay. Export figures of W/B products are showing surmounted by a television mast similar
to the one on the Alexadra Palace
a marked increase, despite world comf etition.
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in London. It was erected by Sobell Radio.
Television was actually transmitted from a
transmitting room at the stand to television sets
placed on the stand and around Bingley Hall.
The transmitter was designed and built at the
Sobell Industries factory in South Wales. From
ordinary films and sound tracks it will produce
normal television and sound, so that it can be run
independently of any B.B.C. television transmission.
-Rows of Sobell television receivers were in
operation on the stand every day throughout the
period of the exhibition, so that everyone had
the opportunity to see
the short television programme
which
was
specially devised by Sohell
Industries, Ltd., for their

excluding spurious light (which tends to cause
ripple on the received picture) and compensating
for irregularities on the original. Further exclusion
of spurious light is achieved by the transmitting
drum being enclosed the progress of transmission
can be followed on an external visual traverse
gauge.
;

Mullard Readership in Electronics
Mullard Company's recognition of tho
THEnecessity
for industrial organisations 'to
accept some measure of responsibility, and to assist

entertainment.

Radio and Car -racing

conver-

-SPOT
O\ -THE
safions between

British

motor -racing
drivers using two -way
radio t o talk to and receive
instructions from t heir
servit -e pits in the recent
Paris twelve -hour race
were included in the television newsreel broadcast The Prime Minister of Denmark, Mr. Hans Hedtoft, and the Danish Minister of
Education, Mr. Hartvig Frisch, were among guests at a luncheon given by the
r'cently.
The sound recording, Radio Industry Council in Copenhagen to -celebrate the very successful
on a di -c made by Radio - demonstration of British television in the Exhibition there. The luncheon was
diffusion Française, was held at the historic Den ,Kgg1. Skydebane (a shooting club dating from the.
brought over by Peter 15th century). In the picture are (I. to r.) : Mr. C. O. Stanley, vice -chairman of the
('las k, captain of the R.I.C.; Mr. Hans Hedtoft, Prone Minister of Denmark; Mr. J. W. Ridgeway,,
1-1.1t,(:. team, which used chairman of the R.I.C., and Mr. Hartvig Frisch, Danish Minister of Education.
Pye two -way radio (luring
the race, and combined with an Actualités actively in the problems of the fitturo education of
Françaises film rushed from Paris in time for last electrical engineers, has prompted them to take
practical steps in this connection by offering to
week's television programme.
Tho V.H.F. installations operated by Clark's finance a Readership in Electronics at the City and
drivers were the same as those installed by Pye Guilds College of Imperial College.
in more than 50 taxi fleets, police cars, ambulances
Following discussions with Professor Willis
and other transport services throughout the Jackson on this subject an approach was made
country during the last year.
to the Rector of Imperial College, Sir Richard
Southwell, outlining the company's views and
Muirhead- Jarvis Facsimile Equipment
desires, and this has resulted in the authorities
CCABLE AND WIRELESS, LTD., have extended of the University of London accepting the offer
their photo -telegraph equipment by the made by the Mullard Company.`
addition of the latest type of apparatus manufactared by Muirhead and Co.. Ltd., and incorporating
Rocket Radió
detail devised by Mr. S. W. Jarvis of the Daily Mail
capable of sending scientific
transmitters
Wirephoto Department.
SMALL
from a rocket 72 miles above the
Transmitter and receiver are separate units, with earthinformation
operated successfully last month at
a separate control panel, on the Muirhead -,Jarvis White were
Sands Proving Grounds, according to
equipment, which is devised for working on the new
'Science Service. The rocket was travelling at a
international limoits -1,500 to 2,300 cycles
hour.
ranging from white to black. The transmission speed of more than 2,800 miles per
The equipment used the Aerobee system to
drum can he operated at 60, 90 or 120 revolutions
per minute ; 60 and 90 r.p.m. are used for oversea transmit 2I different kinds of continuous informawork, and 120 r.p.m. for landline work. A rt ceiving tion to ground -based recorders. The system was
unit, receiving a picture from oversea, can be.coupled evolved during the war by scientists of Princeton
with a transmission unit for automatically relay jng and Johns Hopkins Universities.
a picture by landline to an addressee equipped
with the appropriate apparatus.
MINISTRY APPEALS TO HOUSEWIVES
The picture is scanned by light frein two sources,
Keep Waste Paper separate, dry and clean
which is reflected to the photo -electric cell as a
for salvage.
single ray. This enables more selective lighting,
.

-

-
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Bedside Portable Two
Further Constructional Notes on This Battery -operated Midget
By

R.

TWO fixing holes were found ample for securing
the speaker platform to the chassis, these
being arranged at opposite corners, as shown.
The clamping strip was cut from a length of brass
curtain- runner channel. It was passed through the
magnet of the speaker, as shown, and two setscrews, one close to each side of the magnet bar,
fixed the speaker tightly to the platform.
Details of the speaker platform, clamping strip
and sub.-panel screens " A " and " B " are shown

L.

Receiver.

G.

The reaction condenser, which is of the solid
dielectric type, is immediately in front of the
coil, and the connections to the coil reaction leg
and thence to the anode (oscil. anode) are quite
short. Incidentally, it may be found simpler to
solder certain wires to the coil holder before fixing
this to the chassis.
Make sure the connection to the fixed plates of
the reaction condenser does not touch the metal
chassis, and it may be advisable to fit a small
spacing collar over the bush to
spae ; the condenser slightly from
3,8
the chassis.

Central Compartment
This contains the two H.F.
chokes in series, and is connected
between anode (anode proper) and
H.T. -h l,'the two chokes being at
right -angles, and give a very
efficient choking effect. One choke
only may be tried if desired, but
the choke in this position must be
a good one. Pre -set condenser C.5
in this compartment should be
positioned so that it can be adjusted
from the outside, a large hole being
drilled in the front face of the
chassis for this purpose. In this
Fig. 6.- Details of the speaker platform and sub -panel screens.
compartment are also R.1, R.3,
0.3, C.4, and there is ample room
in Fig. 6. The two holes in " B " are for screwing 'to space them and the wiring well.
The remaining right -hand compartment contains
on the H.F. choke supports. These latter are
merely short lengths of dowelling, of a diameter all the components associated with the audio
to give a good push -on fit. No distances for these amplifier. The author utilised a small L.F. transare shown, as the positions are best found by trial. former stripped down from some old R.A.F. equip.
A similar support is screwed to
the front- face of the chassis: for Fig.
Wiring diaH. T - ..
the third H.F. choke. Various holes gram and battery
"lie.'
may be drilled in the sub -panels
lead connections
Hr+i
to pass insulated wires through.
GB
LT-

.

7.-

c#
-.

cHTt2

r--G_B-f-

Wiring Diagram
This is clearly shown in Fig. 7.
Looking at the underside of chassis,
the left-hand compartmeñt contains
the coil and reaction condenser.
The coil is seen plugged info the
chassis -type valveholder acting as
base. This is supported by two
stout brass angle brackets, one to
the side wood piece, and the other
to the chassis by setscrews.
Owing to the restricted space,
it was found necessary to cut
down the legs of this valveholder
to jin. long, and this should he
Although this
done carefully.
affects the resilience of the sockets
somewhat, the pins of the coil
should give good contact if opened
out a little more.

-

.

r

a

Chassis-A o 0 o 0 0 o 0

Grid Winding
Reaction
Fixed

Pates

Of C2

L.-4J

IC6 Reaction

i_u

Cl 8 C2 Ganged
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ment, but there is ample space
available for most makes of the
small, type component. The
chassis depth of 2in. of course
limits the size one way, but if the
size of the transformer used
prevents the inclusion of H.F.
choke _', this latter might he
sub.;titicted by a I -watt resistance
of abcmt 10,000 ohms without too
much loss of reaction smoothness.
Note the grid stopper resistance,
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Frame Aerial Wire

491

Wound

Over Corner Pieces Of
Insulating Tape
/4

.3%2

/0

7-14.

li._'.
As regards the actual wiring,
all joining points are shown

joined with a round dot, whilst
wires crossing are broken.
It will be noticed that several
wires are shown running outside
the chassis. This' is merely for
clearness of illustration, and
should, of course, be within
chassis limits. For the same
Tuning
reason some wiring is longer
than in actual practice, and
wires should, so far as possible,
Reaction
go straight to and from compon4 .1 Dia Speaker Fret
ents. fare should, however, be
Covered With Fabric
taken to space any wiring
which carries radio -frequency
Switch
currents.
3%2 Crs
Frame Aerial Winding,
Earthed points have, in all i6 Thick
cases, been chosen as going to
Corner pieces
20 Turns Litz Frame
soldering tags screwed to chassis.
Pinned To Cabinet
Aerial Wire - Spaced /%6
It is, however, a good plan to
Or 20 Turns 22 S W G
arrange for a stout liare wire, Fig. 9.- Frante aerial and
going from one side of the
Di{C Spaced One Diem Of Wire
cabinet details.
chassis to the other, to which
is
earthed or chassis points can be conveniently around this case wound the frame aerial. This
soldercl. A 7 -point tag board has been used for the ease, complete with frame windings, is shown in
connecting points from the set, and to these tags Fig. 9. Much of the efficiency of the portable lies
are finally soldered the several flex wires for battery in a carefully -made frame aerial. The author had
connections. A separate view óf this tag board is available some Litz frame aerial wire, and this is,
of course, ideal. However, medium -gauge cotton seen projected above, in Fig. 7.
covered copper wire will be found quite suitable;
Case for Set and Frame Aerial
although the wire is less easy to wind, being not
A simple rectangular three -ply case, fitted with quite as flexible. The corner strips of insulating
a ply front panel, accommodates the set, and tape will help to keep The turns correctly spaced,
but equally spaced saw cuts at
Grid Winding 70 Turns °Chassis t2) Grid Condsi- ® Peec Conds- ®Anode
the four corners can be adopted
26 SWG. Enamelled,
Osc
to anchor the turns if preferred.
...Chassis
The small pieces of /loin. strip
yet
wood shown give partial air spacing
,l DTIm
for the winding when the set is
assembled, in the outer casing,
Screen and also protect the winding from
-:4"
rubbing as it is slid in.
As there is only one winding on
the frame it is immaterial in which
direction it is wound, although it
End Of
will be found that there is a best
Bottom A/um Panel
Chassis
way round of connecting the ends
Brass
to the two connections on the small
Brackets
© 'Reaction
tag board.
Winding
/5 Turns
The control spindle holes in the
36 SWG.
panel are best drilled out last, and
Off.
their
correct positions may be found
Cut
To
Coil Viewed From
by tipping the spindles with ink and
Free End Of Pins'
-Front Face Of Chassis
-

1

_45_

g

Fig.

8. -Coil winding details and coil mount.

pushing the set in until they touch
and mark the wood panel inside.
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An outer case was made to take the set and frame,
with sufficient depth to accommodate .the H.T.
and grid -bias batteries and the Varley V.20 dry
accumulator used for filament heating. It will
be found that the standard size 1.20 -volt H.T.
battery will just fit in a vertical position, with the
bias battery and accumulator to one side. The
.

December, 1948

nections shown the winding was at the top end of
the former. This is again a matter for experiment,
and the turns of the reaction may have to be
increased or reduced to give the required smooth
reaction results. If increasing reaction control
decreases the volume, then the reaction connections
should be reversed. When making these alterations
great care should be exercised to avoid wrongly
connecting the reaction coil to the grid- coil pins as
the H.T. can easily be shorted, although the fuse
should safeguard components if this happens.
Adjusting the Set
It is `best to do this with the set placed close to
the frame aerial, this being joined to the small

tag board.
Connect up to the batteries, using a 48 -volt tap for
H.T, +1 if available. If not, R.3 value will have
to be increased, and is a matter for experiment.
H.T. +2 should go to the full 120 volts. Grid
bias should be tried in 3- 'olt tap of the 9-volt
bias battery.
The stations should be received with only slight
adjustment being necessary to the trimmers on
the ganged condenser. If no results are obtained,

IL
Fig. m.-Dimensions of the containing case.

case may be of mahogany, or any suitable hard
wood, the author's being tin. thick material. It
will be noticed from the sketch of this casé. Fig. 10,
that there is a beading surround at the front, and
this forms a finish, and also acts as a stop to the
set. A simple plain plywood panel can be made to
fit the back, with four simple turn -buttons for easy
removal when desired.
Two simple brass brackets, with a plain strap
having stop pieces sewn to its ends, forms a simple
carrying grip, as shown.

Screen

Grid

Q Osc,

- Grid
Screen

_

®Met.

^© Anode

N

®\

Anode

(Used
Oe-. Grid)
Oct.

(Used As
Get. Anode)

British 7 Pin Base
T,

I

Q Grid
British 5 Pin Base

Type 7A

Mul/ard

Fig.

(Anode

Grid N., fiwA

e1

Grid

Top Cap

Type

N.2

SF

Mu /lard PM22A

12.- Valveholder pin

connections as seen from
the underside.

or only faint signals when either of the trimmers'
are full in, then the two circuits are not matched
to each other, and the coil may need turns removed.
The Coil
The coil was wound on a standard 8- ribbed coil Try, if at all possible, to adjust the coil to the
former as used for short -wave coils, although its frame aerial rather than altering the latter. Conoriginal lengtjl of 2tin. was shortened to lain., as tinuous oscillation may point to too many reaction
shown in Fig. 8. Although the author used 26 s.w.g. turns, and, as a 'temporary test, take the inner
set without it.
enamelled wire for the grid winding, close winkling reaction coil right out and try the reaction
should
this, it is possible that a silk- covered wire of lighter With the correct number of turns, is, of course,
Experiments he quite smooth. The frame aerial
gauge would be quite as efficient.
are worth while to got the best coil possible. Seventy directional, and one position will be found to give,
turns of the s.w.g. will be found to fill the If in. peak results.
space available. The reaction coil should fit comfortably inside the grid coil, and with the con- Resits
The portable, as built by the author, gave quite
nice volume on both Light and Home stations, the
former being at 60 deg. of tuning knob, whilst the
latter station approximated to the 90 deg. point,
i.e. (12 o'clock).

Current readings were taken, and these were
found to be as follows
1st section of V.1 = 3 mA.
2nd section of V.1 = 5/6 mA.
Output at anode of V.2 = 10 mA.
With grid bias at 3 volts negative.
:

Fig.

ii. -Note

the use of a paper covering to avoid
the risk of short circuits.
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Licropìone Amplifier -2
Concluding Details of

a High -gain Instrument Suitable for Moving -coil
or Ribbon Type Microphones.
By "EXPERIMENTER"

I\STABILITY due to lack of sufficient decoupling tip from magnetic fields to the absolute mini-

mum, particularly if the amplifier is to operate
close to mains equipment. Some measures which
should be taken to minimise hum pick -up in the
input circuit of the amplifier were described earlier,
but precautions are just as necessary in the wiring.
Briefly, tha main principles to be followed in the
wiring are that all leads should be as short as
possible, that leads which are at high impedance
to earth and which are at low level points in the
circuit should be thoroughly screened and that no
component or conductor should be connected to
earth at more than one point. For example,
a screened lead to the top grid connection of a valve
should be earthed at one point only on the metal
braiding. If the lead passes through the chassis,
and if this is not the point at which it is earthed,
the braiding must be insulated from the chassis
by means Hof a rubber grommet: If any conductor
is earthed at two points, it forms a closed loop and
e.m.f,s induced in the loop by magnetic fields can
cause hum. The wiring system favoured by the
author, and which has always proved successful,
is to mount the components associated with a
particular valve on a tag board in such a way that
tho inter-connecting leads are as short as possible.
The tag board is then mounted at right angles to the
chassis and very close to the valvehoider. For
example, R2, R3, RCS, RO, C2 and 4.4 are so mounted
particular circumstances that additional decoupling for VI but C3 is a bulky component and is mounted
may be necessary to prevent instability. In such separately on the chassis nearby. One tag on the
eases a two stage decoupling circuit may be used for tag board is selected as an earthing point and all
V2 ór a three stage circuit for
V, rag Board
V2 Tag Board
Screen Decoupling
V I. The loss of H.T. volts in
Capacitor For V2
the--,decoupling networks is
Screen Decoupling
ain
about 50 volts for both Capacitor
V2
Output
For V,
valves, and the H.T. supply
Va/veholder Socket
to the amplifier, therefore,
should 'óe about 350 volts.
It is clear from Fig. 3 that
RS, C-1 and R10 form a
potential divider across the
supply to V and that
any ripple present will be
amplified by V2 and all
subsequent valves. It is,
therefore, unnecessary to say
that the H.T. supply for
the microphone amplifier
should be very thoroughly
smoothed. This: need not,
however, cause undue concern, for it is usually found
that if the H.T. supply is
adequately decoupled it is
sufficiently
automatically
smoothed.
Electrolytic
H..T & 1,T
In an amplifier of this
Decoupling
' Supply Ploç
nature, operating with such
Capacitors
a tiny input, it is absolutely
essential to reduce all pickFig. 4.- Underneath view of the suggested layout.

in the H.T. supply is a common cause of trouble
in microphone amplifiers and considerable
attention should be paid to this part of the circuit.
icrophone amplifier has its own mains unit, it
If the microphone
is sometimes claimed that no decoupling is necessary.
The argument is that the A.C. components of the
anode currents of the two valves are out of phase
and therefore instability cannot be caused by a
conuuon impedance in the H.T. circuit. Although
this is true, a common impedance can cause negative
feedback, which may reduce the gain of the amplifier
considerably. Thus, the H.T. supply for the
first valve must be adequately decoupled. If the
microphone amplifier and the following amplifier
are fed from a common H.T. supply, considerable
decoupling is necessary for both valves. As
pentodes with high anode and screen resistors take
very small H.T. currents, high value resistors can be
used for decoupling without causing too great a loss
of H.T. volts. Nevertheless, it is very doubtful
if all the decoupling necessary for the first stage can
be supplied by a single R.C. circuit. If it can be
done, the values of R and C. necessary will be of
the order of 100,000 ohms and 32 iF respectively
and it is far preferable to use two stages of decoupling With the values suggested in Fig. 3. Although
the airthor has found the decoupling measures
illustrates! in Fig. 3 satisfactory, it is possible in

_
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the earth connections associated with V1 are wired
in the most direct manner to this point, including
the braiding of screened leads (which are not
allowed to touch the chassis). The same method is
adopted for the components associated with V2
and the earth tags of the two tag board's are joined
by a wire which is also connected to the chassis
at one point only. Thus, the chassis can be entirely
Electrolytic Decoup/ing
Capacitors

December, 1948

or Johnson noise from the first valve. Differences
in ham output of several db. can often be obtained by
exchanging one valve for another of the same type.
The output impedance of the amplifier of Fig. 3
is very high and it should not be connected to a
load of less than 250,000 ohms, otherwise a serious
loss in amplification and of bass response will
occur.
Figs. 4 and 5 suggest a possible layout for a

microphone amplifier obtaining its H.T. and L.T.
supplies from an external source. Fig. 4 illustrates
the arrangement of components under the chassis,
and it must be emphasised that this sketch is
diagrammatic only and does not indicate correct
electrical connections. For convenience the back
flange of the chassis is shown cut away.

Slide -rule Gauge Points
READERS having slide -rules may find useful the
following gauge points I have evolved. The
scales are referred to as A, B, C and D in the usual
way.
R.M.S

Gain Control

Fig.

5.-A perspective

view of the suggssied layout.

divorced from earth by cutting one wire and the
chassis is not used as a conductor for carrying
supply or signal currents. The only conductors
which are earthed by direct contact with the
chassis are mumetal screens and transformer
cores and care is taken to see that they touch the
chassis at one point only. Whenever possible the
electrolytic capacitors used are chosen because
the metal cans are not connected to the negative
electrodo : if use of the conventional type cannot
be avoided, the metal can is insulated from chassis
and is joined to one of the earth tags. These
precautions against the pick -up of hum may seem
needlessly elaborate but they are absolutely essential
if it is desired to reduce the hum of the amplifier
to the lowest possible level.
Even when all the precautions mentioned above
have been taken, there will still be some hum
present in the output of the amplifier due to
sources inside the valves, more particularly VI.
One cause is electronic emission from the heater to
the cathode; this is particularly troublesome when,
as is usually the case, the centre tap, or one side
of the heater winding feeding the valve, is earthed
and the cathode is a few volts positive with respect
to earth. Hum due to this cause can be eliminated
by biasing thelieater about 30 or 40 volts positive
with respect to the cathode. In the circuit diagram
of Fig. 2 this is clone by joining the centre point of
the heater winding to the junction of 1116 and 1117
connected across the H.T. supply to V2. To make
a low impedance path between heater and earth
an electrolytic,capacitor 010 is connected in parallel
with R17. Frequently this method gives a worth(
while reduction in hum in amplifiers handling quite
large signals and it is an advantage to feed V1 and
V2 from the saine heater winding.
If all the precautions so far discussed are taken,
the hum level of the amplifier should be very low
indeed and should not appreciably exceed the hiss

Voltage -Peak Voltage With the slide
inserted correctly set 1 on B against 2 on A, and
ndie 'against the R.M.S. voltage on C read the
peak voltage on D. By using the extensions in
red at the end of the scales the peak voltage can
be seen for every R.M.S. value except those starting
with the figure 8.
Wavelength-Frequency Conversion : Take out
the slide and reinsert it so that scale C is against
scale A, then bring 10 on C under 3 on A. Wavelength- frequency equivalents are now given by the
A and inverted B scales, and by placing the cursor
over the known wavelength or frequency on either
A or B (it does not matter which) the required
equivalent will be seen on the other scale.
If greater accuracy is required at the expense of
having to have two settings to cover the range, then
scales C and D maybe used. Against 3 on D set
either the slide's left- or right -hand index (10 or 1),
depending on whether the first figure of the wavelength or .frequency is above or below 3, then, by
using the cursor, the wavelength- frequency
equivalents are shown by the D and inverted C
scales. Note : If the rule has a reciprocal scale
(i.e., a scale in the centre of the slide identical with
scale C but the opposite way on), this can be used
instead of scale C and the slide kept the correct
way round.
The decimal points are easily located 3f it is
remembered that for metres-kilocycles, or vice
versa, there must be a total of seven figures
(counting the figures in both numbers) before the
decimal points if the first figure of each number is
between 1 and 3 inclusive, while there must be a
total of six figures if the first figure is between
(but not including) 3 and 10. Take, for example,
1,500.0 m. =200.0 kc /s; the first figure of each
number is between 1 and 3 inclusive, and the total
number of figures before the decimal points is
4+3 =7. Again, with 750.0 kc /s =400.0 m. the
first figure of either number is between 3 and 10,
and the total number of figures before the decimal
points is 3+3 =6. For metres -megacycles the total
number of figures before the decimal points is
reduced by three in each case. -R. V. CoODE
(Isle of Wight).
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THERMION
Television and the Cinema

Annual Dinner of the LP.R.E.

-THE

annual dinner, attended by 100 members
1 and guests took place at the Connaught
Rooms on October 6th, under the chairmanship
of the president, J. F. Tomlin. It was a merry
affair. In proposing the toast of the institution,
Mr. H. A. Curtis. F.C.I.S., paid tribute to -its work
aml pointed out the duty it had in providing a pool
of qualified service engineers in whom the public
could place complete reliance. The president in
reply also presented to Mr. Curtis a certificate of
Honorary Life Fellowship of the institution. The
toast of the guests was proposed by T. E. Fevyer,
with responses from L. A. Sawtell and F. J. ('euiün.
The toast of the ladies was proposed by V. Pope.
with response by Mrs. B. A. Smythe- ltunisuy.
An excellent musical and conjuring entertainment.
followed.
Brass Bands

H. W. JACKSON, of Waltham Cross,
thinks I am off my wavelength in criticising
brass bands and suggesting that their frequency
range needs changing He says he has seen people
moved to tears by brass bands. This seems to be a
piece of unconscious humour, for I have been
moved to tears by the cacophony of brass bands
myself, and 1 am further moved to tears to think
that at least one reader would like to hear more of
it. I presume that this reader would also be moved
to teal's by the sotincl of that Whining banshee
instrument, the .bagpipes, the only use for which
it seems to me is to precede the ariival of that other
concoction, the haggis. Another reader, Mr. A.
Gilbert, of Redhill, says that the modern brass
band is accepted as a first -rate musical medium by
" such prominent musicians as Sir Adrian Roult,
Sir Malcolm Sargent and John Barbirolli."
I do not, however, allow these musicians to
deci le what 1 like and what I do not like. They
may prefer porridge for breakfast, or fried
fish and chips and jellied eels, but that does not
mean to say that I have to like them because they
MIL

!

do.
Purchase Tax
MR. H. J. GREEN, of Colne, thinks that the
ritakers are entirely to blame for the high
prices of sets, and that but for purchase tax they
would be far higher. A short while ago, he says,
a five -valve battery set was advertised at £25, plus
P.T. He thinks that the sets are of pre -war circuit,
with uglier boxes, and that if there are any new
designs the development costs have already been
paid .for by war contracts, and therefore sets should
be cheaper. He blames high prices for lack of
sales. He makes the point that there are too many
valve types for the sane job, and too few alternatives. Also too many valve bases, which makes for
extra production costs.
I quite agree with his points concerning valves.

TH E shape of television ti e> to come is indicated
by the fact that di,,- ussions have begun
between representatives of the Renters. Exhibitors
and Producers Committee of the film industry,
i

as well as with representatives of the B.B.C.,
under Post Office chairmanship; to consider the
possibility of making co- Operative arrangements
for the -showing in cinemas of items of B.I3.C.
television programmes, and for the inclusion in
B.B.C. television programmes of conunercial films.
It had already been agreed that in order to
ascertain the reactions of the public there is scope
for such arrangements on an experimental basis,
subject to revision and development in the light

of experience.

Tlie discussions are to continue.

The Better Listening Campaign
AT the moment of going to press it is not possible
to assess the results of the better "listening
fortnight which ended on October 9th. Fifteen
thousand radio dealers took part in what was
virtually a scheme acting as a substitute for

Radiolÿmpia. Each dealer staged- a sort of
miniature exhibition enabling the public to see the
latest products. There are, of course, many
receivers in use to -day which are hopelessly out of
date. The owners do not notice the lowering of
quality with the passage of the years until they Lear
a modern receiver.
For quality undoubtedly, gradually worsens -so
gradually, indeed, that it is not noticed:
Another point is that an old wireless receiver,
like an old car, is costly to maintain. One thing
is Put right and another goes wrong. It is often
more costly to repair an Old receiver than a new tole,
apart from the difficulty of obtaining spares.
The Copenhagen Conference
WHEN the proposals agreed at the Copenhagen

Conference for the redistribution of wavelengths are put into effect it will mean that dial
markings on all receivers will be rendered obsolete.
From inquiries, I understand that manufacturers
will issue for a small nominal charge new scales.
Seven Million Old Sets

ACCORDING to statistics recently published,
5,300,000 householders, or 43.5 per cent. of
the radio licence holders in Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, are using sets which are more than
10 years old and 1,500,000, or 11.8 per cent.. are
using sets over 12 years old. It would be wrong
to assume that all old sets are defective, but it is
correct to say that because of improvements made
in design and manufacture in the last 10 years
a set which was made before that lias a lower
standard of reception than a new set. Moreover,
the B.B.C. in recent years has greatly improved the
quality of its transmissions and the user of an old
set is not able to take full advantage of this.
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Using the Oscilloscope -3
In

Article, H. R. McDERMOTT Describes
the Use of the 'Scope at the Transmitter

This Month's

OFTEN, it is easier to measure A and B by the noting modulation levels, it is possible to observe
following method. Switch off the modula- the fidelity with which the transmitter is dealing
Lion, when the picture will become that of
Fig. 10A. If we measure the height of this, B will
be equal to this figure divided by two. To measure
A, switch on the modulation at the desired level for
measurement and measure from X to Y, Fig. 9A.
This measuremept is composed of 2A phis 2B. so if we
subtract twice the measured value of B and divide Feral
'Scope
the renwiirder b two, we are left with A. A and B R..F
-0.0..................Ve tial
are then substithted in the formula given.
/reput ''
Aerial

Fig.

Carrier Only

No Carrier

Fig.

io.- Typical

oscillograms, showing carrier
waveform.

Should an audio oscillator not be available, a
rough idea of the modulation level can be obtained
by simply connecting the microphone in place of
the oscillator and speaking into it. A modulated
trace 'similar to Figs. 9D, E, F, will be obtained
with various levels of modulation. Over- modulation
is easily recognised by the characteristic gap in
the picture obtained, as in Fig. 9F. It will be
realised that for modulation mro.suren,ents, as
distinct from observations, an audio oscillator is
necessary. If a pure sing wave is used, as well as

Twisted
Flex

I

11.-A

method of eliminating transmitter
harmonics.

the input and output waveforms compare. It is
here that the double beam oscillograph scores,
with its facilities for observing both waves at tha
same time.

a

C

Fig. 14. -Other forms of distortion will show up
as indicated here.

Aerial

No Carrier

C
To

r
Under Modulated

Oel

/00 °% Modulated

F
Modulator
R/ =

0Z5 Mfl
Over Modulated

Fig.

12. --The

Trapezoidal method of taking
modulation escillo rims.

Fig. 13. -The above are some typical trapezoid
traces.
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Wide Rance Ohmmeters
Principles of Design and Constructional Details for Two Types of Inst ument
By

E.

N.

T the Ohmmeter can never replace the
Bridge for the exact- measurement of resistance over; wide ranges of
values, the instrument can prove extremely useful
on the test bench and in the home laboratory. In
the servicing of modern receivers, for example, it
may prove necessary to measure coil resistances of
the order of tenths of ohms and grid resistances
possibly as high as ten megolims, and such work
can only be carried out conveniently by a singleadjustment instrument ; a bridge is unsuitable.
There is, moreover, no reason why the ohmmeter
should not be quite accurate and capable of
measuring resistances between 0.1 ohm and
1 megohm or between 0.01 ohm and 10 megohms
(the overall ranges of the meters to be described) ;
all too often the ohmmeter circuits provided by
WHILSWHILST

BRADLEY

measurement, then a correct result will always be
obtained, but as a general rule a specimen set of
values for X aro worked out, presuming a battery
voltage of, say, 4.5 volts, and this set of values
used either to calibrate the meter directly in ohms,
or to draw up a conversion chart to give ohms in
terms of current. Such a calibration or conversion
chart cannot take into account the changing
potential across an ageing battery, and so the
accuracy of the instrument suffers by a variable
error which is in turn dependent on the state of the
mieter supply.

commercial analysers and multi- metersare restricted
both in range and accuracy.
Basic Ohmmeter Circuits

Resistance measurements on an ohmmeter are
made in terms of a change in the current registered
by a milliammeter when the unknown resistance is
coupled into the circuit, and the two best known
basic ohmmeter circuits,g,re shown in Figs. I and 2.
In Fig. .1, the series- connected ohmmeter, the
points X X are first short -circuited and the instrument brought to its full -scale reading by
operating the rheostat. The resistance across the
points X X can there be considered as zero. The
short- circuit is then broken and the unknown
resistance connected across X X so that the circuit
is once more completed, although it is obvious that
the extra resistance will reduce the current flowing
and so cause the instrument to give a lower reading.
The meter can be calibrated directly in terms of
resistance, but the unknown resistance can also
be calculated from the formula

X_ (Pc"i\ _Rc
I

J

where X is the unknown resistance in ohms, Rc is
the total internal 'resistance of the olunmeter,
i is the full -scale deflection current of the milliammeter and I is the new current reading obtained
wheys X is connected in place of the short circuit.
The value Rc depends on the full -scale current
flowing through the instrument and the battery
voltage. If the full -scale current i is 1 mA. and
the battery voltage is 4.5 volts then by Ohm's Law
the total resistance of the ohmmeter, with X X
short -circuited, must be 4,500 ohmms ; this also, of
course, is the value of Re in the formula.
The accuracy attainable in an ohmmeter finally
depends on the stability of the battery voltage.
Should the battery voltage fall then Rc must Also
fall is proportion if the milliammeter is still to be
brought to full -scale with X X short -circuited, and
this means that in the formula already given a
different value of X will result as Rc changes. If X
is worked out each time, and either Re or the exact
battery voltage is known for every resistance
.

i.-

Fig.
(Left) Basic series -connected ohmmeter,
and Fig. 2 (right), Basic shunt-connected ohmmeter.
The degree of error can, however, be checked by
making the internal series resistance of the meter
part fixed and part variable. When this is done the
fall in battery potential with age and use is soon
made evident, for as soon as the battery voltage
falls below a permitted minimum it will no longer
be possible to bring the ohmmeter to a full -scale
reading with X X short -circuited ; the fixed series
resistance will be too high to pass the necessary
current even with the variable resistance turned
right down to zero value. In the example quoted,
where a 1 mA. instrument is being used with a
4.5 volts battery so that the total series resistance
must be 4,500 ohms, the internal resistance could
very well be macle up of a 4,000 ohms fixed resistance in series with a 1,000 ohms variable resistance.
Supposing the internal resistance of the movingcoil instrument itself to be negligible, it would be
impossible tq bring the meter to a full -scale reading
as soon as the battery voltage fell below 4 volts ; if
closer control were required it would only be
necessary to make the fixed resistance a little higher
in value -say 4,300 'ohms. Then, again assuming
negligible instrument resistance, the meter could
not be correctly zero'd (brought to the full -scale
mark, that is, in tire case of an ohmmeter), when
the battery - potential fell below 4.3 volts.
The series -connected ohmmeter is most suitable
for measuring medium and high resistances. With
the instrument used at its fullest sensitivity (so,
that it will measure low currents clearly and
accurately) the ohmmeter will measure the higher
resistance ranges ; if tire instrument is shunted so
that a greater current can be passed from the
battery (the series resistance inside the instrument
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being correspondingly reduced) then lower resistances can.be measured. To make the ohmmeter
provide, say, three ranges of measurement, three
series resistances and two shunts can be switched
into circuit when, with the highest current shunt
and the lowest series resistance brought in, the
ohmmeter is set to measure over its basic range.
If the next shunt allows the instrument to measure
one -tenth of the current passed by the highest
current shunt then the resistance range of the
meter is multiplied by 10 ; similarly if the unshunted instrument is 10 times more sensitive than
when the second shunt is in circuit then the basic,
resistance range is multiplied by 100.
On a 1 mA. instrument the current ranges
provided by the shunts would be 10 mAs. and
100 mAs. the meter with the 100 mAs. shunt and a
correct series resistance would give the basic " R
range, the 10 mAs. shunt and a correct series
resistance would give " R X 10 " and the unshunted instrument would give the " R X 100 "
range.
Three common ranges, using a 1 mA. instrument
and 10 and 100 mAs. shunts with a 4.5 volt battery,
are 0 -5,000 ohms for " R," 0- 50,000 ohms for
"R x 10" and 0- 500,000 ohms for " R x 100."
Medium and fairly high resistances would thus
be covered reasonably well with such an instrument,
but low resistances would have but little effect
when connected across the points X X. A high
resistance, when connected across a series- connected
ohmmeter causes a considerable fall in the reading,
but a resistance of 0, 1 ohm or even 10 ohms causes
sich a slight fall in the reading -that the pointer
of the instrument seems hardly to move from the
full -scale mark, so that accurate measurement of
a low resistance is very difficult.
To measure low resistances the shunt ohmmeter,
shown in Fig. 2, should he used.
;

December, 1948

where X is the unknown resistance, Rsn is the
internal resistance of the instrument itself (not the
resistance of the battery -instrument -series resistance
circuit, which is still dependent, of course, on the
instrument sensitivity and the battery voltage),
i is the full -scale current and I is the new current
reading with X connected into circuit.
Again the accuracy depends on the battery
potential and can be controlled by using a mixture
of fixed and variable resistance for the meter's
zero control, and different ranges of resistance can
again be catered for by shunting the instrument
for different current measurements. Suppose, for
example, that a 1 mA. instrument with an internal
resistance of 50 ohms were to be used as a shunt connected ohmmeter. If the instrument were
shunted to read 10 mAs. the internal resistance
of the instrument would fall, for,now it would be
in parallel with the current shunt, and as the current
range has increased by a factor of 10 the instrument's internal resistance must have decreased by
a factor of 10-that is, its internal resistance may
now be taken as 5 ohms, instead of 50. Shunting
the instrument to read 100 mAs. would bring its
overall internal resistance down to 0.5 ohm.
As with the series- connected ohmmeter then,
so may the basic range of the shunt -connected
ohmmeter be taken as the range provided when the
instrument is at its least sensitive working condition ;
i.e., when it is shunted to measure the highest
current.
A Simple Wide -range Ohmméter

Since a series -connected ohmmeter will measure
medium and high resistances, and a shuntL eonnected
ohmmeter will measure low resistances, it only
remains to combine the series and shunt circuits
eter. Such a circuit
to make a wide -range ohmmeter.
combination is shown in Fig. 3, where is illustrated
a meter capable of measuring, with quite fair
accuracy, resistances between the limits of 0.1
ohm to 1 megohm.
The instrument chosen as the meter indicator is
a 0.5 mA. moving-coil instrument with an internal
resistance of- 500 ohms, since such instruments
are in quite good supply at the time of writing.
An instrument which will measure at full -scale
0.5 mA. and which has an internal resistance of
less than 500 ohms may also be used, so long as
a series resistance is connected directly at one
meter terminal which will bring the resistance of
the meter plus the series resistor to 500 ohms.
This is quite permissible, for adding series.resistance
to a meter does not change or impair the meter
sensitivity; it is the potential drop across the
combination which is changed. Any shunts must
then be connected across both meter and ballasting
resistance, when the instrument will act as a 500
ohms instrument with a full -scale current of 0.5

The llfleasurement of Low Resistances
It can be seen that when the shunt- connected
ohmmeter is used the unknown resistance, connected across the points X X, is connected directly
across the instrument itself. Before the unknown
resistance is brought into -the circuit the instrument
is zero'd, as is the series- connected ohmmeter
(although the points X X are not, of course, short circuited but are left with no connection across
them at all). By means of the variable resistance
in series with the battery and the instrument the
meter is brought to a full -scale reading, then the
unknown resistance is connected across the instrument. If the unknown resistance is high very
little current will be diverted through the alternative
path and the ohmmeter reading will scarcely vary
from the full -scale setting, but if the unknown
resistance is low then it acts as a shunt across the
instrument and provides a quite good alternative
path for the current. The instrument reading
therefore falls ; the new current shown is lower mA.
By means of a 3 -pole 4 -way switch various series
as the unknown resistance falls. This is an opposite
effect from that obtained with a series -connected resistances and various shunts are connected to
ohmmeter, where a high resistance causes a greater the instrument, a rheostat and a 9 -volt battery,
to give three ranges of resistance measurement
current fall.
The value of the unknown resistance connected on both high and low resistance terminals. The
accurate,
across the X X points of a shunt- connected ohm- shunts and series resistances must he with
very
whilst the switch must be of a good type
meter can be calculated from
low contact resistances to avoid the intibduction
Rat x
X=
of error in the shunt circuits.

-I

I
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Resistances are also shunted across the variable
resistance so that the proportion of fitéd and
variable resistance on any range is maintained
roughly constant the maximum possible error
due to battery voltage fluctuation is approximately
plus or minus 13 per cent. on range R, plus or
minus 9 per cent. on range R x 10, and plus or
minus 3 per cent. on range R x 1(10. Range R
must be allowed the greatest tolerance, since on
this range the current drain on the battery is
heaviest.
To measure high resistance the range switch
should be thrown to the appropriate range, the
" high ". terminals short- circuited, the instrument
brought to full -scale reading. or zero'd, by means
of the rheostat, and then the short -circuit across
" high " can be broken and the unknown resistance
connected. The value of the resistance can then
be read off from a conversion chart, drawn lip from
Table 1 and Fig. 5, to be given later.
To measure " low " resistance, short the " high "
terminals and zero the ohmmeter as before, bringing
the instrument to the full -scale reading. Then
connect the low unknown resistance across the
" low " terminals ; the short -circuit across the
" high " terminals should not be touched or broken.
Once again the unknown resistance can be read off
from the conversion chart.
If desired, the scale of the moving -coil instrument
can be calibrated directly in, ohms, but for the
inexperienced worker this is not recommended.
Stripping down a moving -coil instrument, and
adding calibrations to its scale is very delicate work.
and a conversion chart which can be fastened en
to the body or lid of the instrument case is no I, -convenient.
The use of the conversion scale requires but little
practice. Along the central line, from 0 to 50,
are marked the current indications of the normal
0.5 mA. instrument, which is calibrated from 0 to
0.5 in 50 divisions. On one side of this central line
the right -hand side-are drawn lines which contact
with the scale line to show the points where the
instrument pointer will rest when resistances between 0.1 and 100 ohms are connected across the
" low " terminals.
On the left -hand side of the central scale lino
are drawn lines showing the points where the
instrument pointer will rest for resistances between
10 and 10,000 ohms connected across the `.' high "
terminals.
Both sides of the conversion chart refer to the
basic " R " range of the instrument, of course,
and if the instrument is switched to `' R x 10 " or
" R < 100," then the result obtained from the
chart must be multiplied either by 10 or 100.
As an example, suppose that the meter is switched
to " R x 10," is zero'd and then has an unknown
resistance connected across the " high " terminals
which cause the meter to read at 23.5. On thó
conversion chart this point coincides with 200 ohms,
using the left -hand side of the chart to correspond
with the " high " terminals ; since the rango
" R x 10 " is in use, then the actual unknown
resistance will have a value of 2,000 ohms.
The reader can draw up his own conversion chart
by using the values given in Table 1. Draw a
central line of any convenient length and accurately
subdivide it into the 5Q divisions, then add the

given resistance points as accurately as possible,
using either dividers or a good steel rule marked

;

High

Resistance

.

-

R3
161(12

R4

'000f)

Fig. 3. -The wide -range ohmmeter for 0.1
s

rnegohm.

ohm-

with tenth -inches. The work involved in making
a good conversion chart is by no means difficult,
and with a little trouble excellent accuracy can be
maintained.
Building the Ohmmeter
The simple meter is shown in Fig. 3, and the
following parts will be needed :
M, 0.5 mA. 500 ohm moving coil instrument.

Rl,

R2,
R3,
R4,
R5,
R6,
R7,
R$,

55.55 ohm, 5 mA. shunt.
5.05 ohm, 50 mA. shunt.
16,000 ohms.
1,000 ohms.
1,600 ohms.
150 ohms.
510 ohms.
51 ohms.

-

All fixed resistances should be 1 per cent. accurate
for best results, but 5 per cent. accurate resistors
may be used. All resistors, 1 watt rating. Except
for R1 and R2 (see below), all resistors are standard.
R9, 1,000 ohm wirewound potentiometer.
S 1, 2, 3, 3 -pole 4 -way rotary switch.
B, 9 volt grid -bias battery.
2 control knobs, pointer type.
4 terminals.
(To be continued.)
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Simple Peak Valve Voltmeter.
Making

a

Valuable Test Instrument
By

E.

G. BULLEY

THE peak valve voltmeter can to -day be
considered as an instrument that is essential
to the. radio experimenter, amateur and
serviceman. Instruments of this type can be used for
measuring the peak A.C. voltages that are developed
across the condensers located in the filter circuit of
a receiver, or of any similar radio equipment. This
is an important factor, because should a condenser
replacement be necessary, one can then be certain
of the peak voltage the Condenser will have to stand.
Replacements of this nature, however, should have
a voltage rating higher than that read on the
peak valve voltmeter.
This instrument can also be used for the measuring
of A.V.C. voltages or wherever the meter consumption must be small.
,

The instrument will only measure peak voltages
and not R.M.S. values. The latter can; however,
be easily calculated by multiplying the peak
voltage by .707. That is to say, if the meter reading
is 150 volts, the R.M.S. value would be .707 x 150
= 106.05 volts.
250

200

Construction

The construction of the instrument is quite a
simple matter as one will appreciate by ,making
reference to Fig. 1. The meter used in this circuit

4.F

Strap Anodes
Together

250V.
CV

/4/3

50

/nput

Switch

o=o
Fig. r.Circuit of the peak valve voltmeter.
14A D.C. meter, connected in
2 -watt 1- megohm resistor, both being

was a 0 -200

series

shunt
with a
connected across the valve and one side of the
input feed. This procedure eliminates the necessity
for a D.C. return in the input circuit.
The microammeter was chosen in preference to
a 1,000 ohm per volt voltmeter to ensure greater
sensitivity and accuracy, and it is as well to mention
that the resistor should be carefully selected so as
to maintain the sensitivity of the instrument.
An ex- Government valve, type CV1413, is most
suitable for this circuit, and is the Mazda_ UU6,
which is an indirectly- heated full -wave rectifier.
It is, however, possible to obtain all the components for this instrument from Government
surplus at a reasonable figure.
The other component for consideration is that of
the 4 itF condenser, the presence of which is to
maintain a constant time factor at 50 cycles.
This condenser should have a larger working
voltage than the peak voltage that is to be measured¿
which in this case is 240 volts.

50

200

2.- Typical

calibration curve of the peak
valve voltmeter.

/50
/00
Rectified Current In pA
Read On Meter

0

240V.
50

Fig.

Calibration
The peak valve voltmeter can be easily calibrated
and this can be done against a 240 volt 50 cycle
supply. A calibrated curve for this instrument,
showing the conversion of the meter reading to the
equivalent peak A.C. voltage is shown in Fig. 2 ;
a careful study of this curve will make it self -

explanatory.

It is as well to mention, however, that the.
calibrated curve may vary slightly for different
constructors, so it is advisable to calibrate one's
own instrument. This will take care of variations
.in the components that are purchased from
different sources.

SAVE THAT CARTON
Every empty ' breakfast-food sugar,
cigarette, soapflake packet is urgently
needed for salvage.
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J'ea ted eyif/,e
`SENIOR' MODEt.

Compare QuaIity
in

P.M. Unit : 9' diameter.
Capacity 7 watts.
Magnet flux density 12,000 gauss,
total flux 47,000 lines.
Magnet in Alcomax, fine of the
most efficient permanent magnet
alloys yet produced.

EXTENSIO\
SPEAKERS

:

:

& Price

Volume controls: constant -

impedance type.
Basins: die -cast in non -ferrous alloy.
Cabinet in polished walnut veneer,
size 14r" x 12;a" x

7 ".

TRANSFORMERS (when
required): Universal ratio type
transformers, tapped to match high
and low impedances or connection
direct to speech coil.
Pricg £5. 15.6.

(without transformer),

f5. 2.6.

`JUNIOR'

MODEL

Cabinet size : 131" x 111" x 61 ".
P.M. Unit: 8" diameter.
Capacity: 6 watts.
Magnet flux density: 10,000 gauss,
total flux, 39,500 lines.
Price £5 . 0 .
(without transformer) £4.10.6

MET'

MODEL

¡'

121" x 10]" x 5
P.M. Unit 7" diameter.

Cabinet size

:

:

Capacity: 31 watts.
Magnet flux density : 8,000
gauss, total flux 31,600 lines.
Price £4.10.0

(without transformer) £4.0.0

_S-ti)no/7;r7n

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO LTD
TIME A.C. R1155 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.
This superb R.A.F. 1.0 valve superhet, covering 75 kcs. -18.0 mcs.
in five wavebands, converted for use on. A.C. mains and
complete with speaker in attractive cabinet, is now available
at ONLY £18 10s. Send for fully illustrated descriptive leaflet.
EX R.A.F 10 VALVE TXIRX. Operates between 155 -185
secs. and easily convertible for amateur use. Contains shoals
or TX gear, and two valves RK34, one type EF50, four type SP4I,
three type DI, and a 20-watt rotary transformer. ONLY
3916 (carriage 51 -).
EX R.A.F. BATTERY AMPLIFIERS. A very fine battery
amplifier used by the R.A.F. for intercommunication in aircraft. Makes an ideal pre amp. stage for gramo. pick up, etc.
Complete with valves types QP2I and 210 L.F. Operating
voltages 2v. L.T. and 120v. H.T. BRAND NEW in transit
cases. ONLY 251- (carriage, etc., 216).
INSULATION TESTERS (MEGGERS).
Ex
R.A.F.
Brand New Insulation Testers by Evershed and Record.
Pressure 500v. Listed at over £12, our price ONLY 1113 10s.
BATTERY SUPERSEDERS. A superb American made
Vibrator Power Unit, operating from ONLY 2 VOLTS INPUT,
and delivering 1.4v. L:T.. 90v. and 180v. H.T., with provision
tor G.B. Fully smoothed and requiring little adaptation for
use with normal battery receivers. Complete with two 2-volt
..ccumplators in metal case ONLY £4 10s.4(carriage 51 -), or the
V.P.U. only at £3 (carriage 21 -). Illustrated leaflet available on
request.
EX R.A.F. 5 -VALVE BATTERY SUPERHET R.1224A.A fresh purchase of these excellent sets we offered some
months ago will be welcomed by all who were disappointed.
3 wavebands covering 1.0-10.0 mcs. Has R.F. stage, Muirhead
slow motion dial, aerial trimmer, etc., etc. Circuit diagram
with every set. Complete with valves. BRAND NEW IN
MAKERS PACKING. ONLY 9916 (carriage 716).
C.W.O. Please.
S.A.E. for lists.

U.E.I. CORP

for any set
MANSFIELD
NOTTS

The finest EXTRA Speaker

BETTER BE
BUY FROM

-

THAN
SORRY
FIRM
WITH A
REPUTATION FOR QUALITY PRODUCTS
SAFE

THE

" Q -MAX "
CHASSIS
CUTTERS

din,

¡in.

..

í 9,8

Key

...

Od.

..

12,8

1

l in.
11

in.

I l i ti. ...

2/A in....
Key

..

25

SVILLIAMSO \'S ELECTRONIC TELEVISOR, etc. Full
range of transformers, components, etc.

POLYMAX -the Insulators that don't break. Stand -offs.
On.. 8d. ; lin., Bd. ; Ilin.,ll'-. Feedthroughs. 1 3. Beehives. 2' -.
S °,Meter
for fitting to AR88's with backplate and
instructions, 63; -.

RACKS- 31in.,

£6 6a. : 63In., £8 15s. Complete with chassis.
panels, fenders. stays, etc. Also metal cabinets, chassis,
panels, etc., in all sizes.
(:RAMIOPIIONE MOTORS -A.C. and A.C.'D.C.
G.E.C. HOME BROADCASTER, £2 2s.
24 HOUR SERVICE-We hold large stocks of brand new
components (NOT Ex. Govt.; and all orders are despatched
the sanie day as received. Illustrated catalogue 3d. pest free.

THE RADIO CORNER, 138, Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.1.
(Telephone : TERminus 7937)
Open until I p.m. Saturdays, we are 2mins. from High Holborn,
5 mins. from Kings X
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Charger Transi.

Input 200- 230-250
v., outputs 4 V.,
8 v., 15 v.. and 24
v., at 3 amps.,
27/6.
Ex- Govt.: T.M.C.

7,

Reed -type Headphones. 70 ohms.

atia/Ei M ATThasi

Ot.¢ S(/Rf tti ' 2t'ct Cct

T E R 11

each (316 pair
leads).
Midget
TrPara32 -1, and
STAB L SHED 25 YEARS
feed Tfr., 4 -1,
both lin. x lin. x lin., 3'- each. P /Pull Inter valve, 2.5-1 each
both
iltn. x 11ín. x lilo., 3/- each.
60
-1.
and
O'put
Tfr.
half,
Tannoy Transverse Carbon Mike Inset, 3/ -. L.F. Choke 15
Hny. 300 ohms, 175 mia., 12/6. M /Coil Mike, 2 6. Mu -Metal
Intervaive Transi. 3 -1, 5-1 or 10 -1. 319 each. Multi -ratio
Matching Transi., 4 windings (2 C.T.) over 10 ratios between
12 volt D.C. motor,
10 and 100 -1, 2in, x 11ín. x 11ín., 3/9.
suitable for models. 19/6.
1119.
Rectified M'Coil A.('.Meter, 0 -300 volts,250-0-250
v., 100 m/a
VIBRATOR TRANSF.. Input 6 v., output
(also available in 12 v.), 8,6.
Collar° A.C. Gram. Motor, 100 -130 v. and 200 -250 v., with 121n.
T/Table. £5.18.4. Incl.
Coils, T.R.F. Matched pair, M.. L.. 6/9. Weymouth ditto.
9/6 pair. S1Het. matched. S.M. & L., 819, 10/6 and 11/6
pair. All Wearite " P" Coils, 3/- each.
pair.
I.F. Transi. 965 kc /s. Wearite Midget Iron Core, 21/-Tuned,
Weymouth Midget Iron Core. 18/9 pair. Service Cap.
100 kcIs, 15/- pair. Mitre' Surplus, new, High Q., 465 kcis, Iron
Core, 10 /- pair.
1. 1, 1 and
Potentiometers. Centralab. 5K, 10K, 25K, 50K, 100K.
2 ,Meg., less Switch, 4 3. With Switch, 6/-. Midget with
Switch, and 1 Meg., 6/ -. Special .75 meg., with Switch, 4'9.
60
m;a,
300
ohms
616
20
Hny,
L.F. ('hokes. Porthminster
20 Hny. 350 ohms, 100 min, 12/8; 20 Hny. 185 ohms, 250 m a.
30 - 50 Hny. 1 "000 ohms, 60 mia, 1219.
Meter Rectifiers. Westinghouse 0 -5 m /a, 3.41 0- 0 ma,
0 -1 in a. 106.
748
m'a. 519
Selenium Rectifiers. H.T., h /wave : 250 v. 50Rect.:
6 v.
Bridge
250 v. 100 m /a, 7/6
200 v. 100 m'a, 5/9
11 amp.. 6 3
12 V. li amp.. 12/8 ; 12 v. 3 amp.. 241- ; 12 v,
70 v. 11 amp. 37/8
6 a.. 37.6:
36 v. 11 amp., 23/6
Westinghouse J.50 Rectifier 400 v., 2 m /a. 3,/6.
Send lid. stamp for very full Stock Lists. When ordering
7C please cover packing and postage.
STERN RADIO LTD., 109 & 116, Fleet Street, E.C.4
Telephone; CENtral 5814 & 2280
119
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SPECIAL OFFERS
HEADP1i(i l/S. -W /lead and Jack Plug, 3.41 pair (Boxed
2 pairs), 42 - doz. pairs.
LINE COR D.-.3 amp. 60 ohms, per ft. 2 -way, U8 yd., 3-way,
2/. yd.
TUNING CONDENSERS.-.0005 Polar Midget, 11 /6 .0005
Standard, 5'6. MIDGET I.F. TRANS, 465 kc's, 16/- Pair.
CONDENSERS. -.1, .01, 91- doz. : 16 mfd.í500v. canned, 8;6
8 mfd. /950v., 4/- : 4 +4 block, 3'8 mfd. /350v. midgets, 3/8 +8, 16 +16, etc.
SPEAKERS. -P.M. (less trans.), 51n., 12/6: 6in., 24 -Limited quantity 8ín. TRUVOX P.M. SPEAKERS, 16.6.
Trans. to match, 518. Multi Ratio Do., 7'6.
:

:

;

MATT
Sh

Newnes Television Manual, by F.

.

J. 01111111.

7s. 6d.

Post

Gd.

Electronic Musical Instruments, by S. K. Lever. 3e. 6d.
Post 3d.
The Amplification and Distribution 01 Sound, by A. L.
Úreculees. 168. Postage 6d.
Radio Tube Vade- Mecum, 1946, by P. H. Brans. 5s.
Postage lid.
Radio Upkeep and Repairs, by A. T. \Pitts. 7s. 6d.
Postage 4d.
We have the finest selection of British and American radio
books. Complete list on application.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
(Dept. P.10), 19-23, Praed Street, London, W.2.

PLAN YOUR
CAREER
t

:

:

red

-THESE ARE IN STOCK-

:

:

W S. 4 9.

Postage extra.
RADIO SERVICE
Let us have your
enquiries for all
Kingston 8353
Radio Components.
Competitive prices. 29, Castle Street, Kingston -on- Thames,

EDDYSTONE PRODUCTS

LEAD-THROUGH INSULATOR -Type 1,018, 2,6.
with
SLOW MOTION DRIVES 10 1 Ratio -598 full vision
Circular with 31in.
scale for individual calibration, 18'6.
dials, 637 silver 20 -, 594-black 17/6. Miniature with 21n. scales,
597 black 13/6, silver 15/ -. Direct drives to match the miniature 2in. types, black 5/8, silver 7/ -.
METAL CABINETS-Black crackled with front panel and
Special
dtecastachassis,
síame. 12 6. 644AÓinox 7ín x bin., I25Ì
9/6.
-Set of 63in. front and
RACK AND PANEL ASSEMBLY
frames (top and bottom), 21 /-.
rear uprights. 57 6. Pair of loin.
x 21n.. 11. -. Pair of brackets
Top plate. 10' -. Chassis 17in. x
191n. x 311n., 716. 191n. x 7in.. 9 3. 19in. x etin.,
10/6. Panels
Chromium
n
of speeds,
eds,
SEMI-AUTOMATIC MORSE KEV-Fine 3 rage
77'6.
type with 5in. unit in
MEDIUM LOUDSPEAKER-New
black crackled and chrome circular case. 2 -3 ohms, 87'6.
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS-" 640 " £27 10s.
Postage extra on orders under O.
60 -page illustrated " Ham Catalogue No. 6 " 9d. post free.
SOUTHERN RADIO AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
85, FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY, WILTS.
Telephone : Salisbury 2108

:

VOL. CONTROLS. -All values (Centralab), L/S, 3'6.

SHORT WAVE MANUAL No. 6- Contains constructional
of 2 valve S.W.
details. photographic layouts and circuits -l0
3 valve
battery receiver, 1 valve VHF preselector (5 metres),
VHF straight receiver, 60 mes. crystal controlled transmitter,
hetrodyne frequency meter. Also data on VHF circuitry,
free.
bases.
2/8.
post
aerial systems and latest VHF valve
flashover,
TX VARIABLE CONDENSERS -137 60 x 60v.pF,
R.M.S.,
56/ -.
4.500
flashover,
533
100
pF,
2.000 v. R.M.S.. 321-,
40 pF..
S.W. TUNING CONDENSERS- 1,094 20 pF, 5 /-.816,1,129
581 aerial
5/-. 1,093 60 pF, 61 -, 1.130 100 pF, 7/6. 1.131 160 pF,
trimmer for screwdriver trimming 60 2$F. 618.
50 111n. Ram.'
FLEXIBLE COUPLERS -For lin. spindlesspindles
: Midget
1For 5;32ín,
flexible driving shaft
6' -.
3 -, 530
STAND -OFF INSULATORS -1,019 tin. 9d., 916 beehive 11in.
1i6.

with confidence
Fadersatiwith oa assured.
Fall

TELEVISION
RADIO
and other INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC subjects

WRITE NOW FOR FREE BOOKLET summarising the careers available in Electronics and
giving particulars of Training Courses offered
by E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd.
The booklet contains full details of Correspondence Courses in Radio, Television, Telecommunications, and Industr :al Electronics.
Daytime and Evening Attendance Courses, and
Special Courses for candidates taking I.E.E.; Brit.
I.R.E., and City & Guilds examinations are also

available.
Payment for tuition can be made in easy instalments if
required.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LTD.
Dept. 32, 43 Grove Park Road, Chisw:c:c
London, W.4. Telephone: CHlswick 4417 8

-

backed by the Electronic Organiser ::' whLh
includes "H.M.V. ", Columbia, Marconiphone, etc.

E.M.I. Institutes
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Telcvision 'Topics
The New Midland

Transmitter, Interference Suppressors and Picture Magnifiers
By W. J. DELANEY
are Dealt With Here.

readers in the Midlands who are
ready with their home -built television apparatus may now go ahead with
the design of the vision and sound receivers as details
have been released concerning frequencies, powers,
etc. One interesting feature is that the new station
will radiate both sound and vision from a single
steel mast fitted with an aerial of new and improved
design. The power of the vision transmitter will
be 35 kW. and that of the sound transmitter
only 12 kW. Frequencies to be used are 61.75
Mc s. (4.86 metres) for vision and 58.25 Mc /s.
(5.15 metres) for sound, and the B.B.C. stato
that in order to conserve valuable .wavelength
space the upper sideband of the vision transmitter
Will be partly suppressed. It is claimed that this
will not affect the quality or strength of the..picture
and that the technical characteristics of the picture
will be the same as at the London station.
Receivers will, of course, have to be ,adjusted
specially for the asymmetric sideband transmission,
but readers need not fear that this will affect picture
detail. The writer went over to single sideband
reception a year or so ago and claims that results
are even: better than standard double sideband
reception. It is also interesting to bear in "mind
that- the Americans suppress part of their transmitter sideband, andin this country one firm after
another is changing over to this particular forte of
tuning. However, you now have the necessary
data to enable you to go ahead and build your
sound and vision receivers and get them ready
set up so that you can switch 'on as soon as tests
aro radiated.
THOSETHOSE

"

Hr.+
1

high -note cut of the ordinary tone- control type
will keep it down without spoiling musical quality
too much. A proper limiter may be built up,
however, and added to an existing' circuit, and so
designed that it considerably reduces the peaky
form of interference which is given by car ignition
A,

r^Ily,

Our

O/,OF

T

,

^,

Mn
R'.
Fig. I. -The extra diode wvired for noise suppression
on sound. Resistor RI is changed to 33kQ and
condenser CI is changed to 33 pF.

systems.

to C-R

tube
input

-A

Fig. 2.
noise suppressor for incorporation across the input to
the picture tube.

The small ex- service diode, VR92(EA50) can be used and mounted on one of the
fiat type holders which grips etch end of the valve,
and the necessary resistors and condensers may
be added round it. It can then easily be added to
an existing circuit. The arrangement which I
have fitted to my own receiver is shown in Fig. 1.
A diode rectifier was used for sound, connected

across the secondary of the R.F. transformer.
the second diode was wired as shown to the right
of the dotted lino, and before connection the
values of the resistor R1 (the original load resister)'
and its associated condenser Cl were changed from
.1 MQand 100 pF to 33 kf) and 33 pF.
It will
0 /pF
be seen that the two cathodes are coupled through
the .1)1 pF condenser and the arrangement, whilst
not entirely suppressing the noise, reduces it tosuch a level that it is not distracting during quiet
passages in a play, for instance.
Sound Interference
On the picture side a somewhat similar device
Interference continues to cause trouble in varying may be used to cut down the strength of the interdegrees and a number. of readers have asked for ference and thereby prevent the defocussing
help in removing it. On the sound side it is quite effect. It will be appreciated that the white
a simple matter to cut it out or reduce it to below spots which are seen when a car goes by are large,
nuisance level. On the picture side it is, however, unfocussed " blobs," and by reducing their intensity
not so simple, if picture quality is not to be im- they become focussed and although still present, aro
paired. On the sound side, in some places where not so obtrusive. If the effect of the interference
the interference is not too intense, a simple suppressor is to cut the trouble out entirely it will
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generally be found that this is carried out at the
expense of the brightness of the white parts of the
picture. As a matter of fact, the simple diode across
the input to the C.R. tube, adjusted so that it
conducts just as a car gets within about three
doors of the house, will still leave the dots, but, as
with the sound, at such a level that they do not

bother and the picture quality remains unimpaired.

shows the picture suppressor circuit. There
are, of course; other and much more elaborate
circuits which will completely remove even very
bad interference, but these have to be built up with
the rest of the circuit arrangement; and need
accurately setting up
task for the factory
rather than the home constructor. As a point of
interest, 1 might mention that having cut down
the sound of the interference, I found that with
single side -band reception the slight amount of
interference experienced in my district did not
warrant a picture interference suppressor, and the
new Murphy receiver just announced is fitted with
a suppressor only for sound.
Fig.
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Picture Magnifier
Readers who are still in the process of building
their receivers should bear in mind the new liquid
magnifying lenses which are now readily available.

Constructors who build their own receivers also
have to make their own cabinets, and these new
lenses are ideal for building on to the inside of a
home -made cabinet so that the advantage of the
larger picture is obtained without detracting from
the finished appearance of the receiver. The lenses
work very well, but the angle of vision is cut down
slightly. However, it is found that if one sits too
much at the side of the normal screen, vertical
objects (such as door frames, etc.) become very
curved and look a bit silly. At the position where
this takes place the liquid lens, however, fails to
show any picture, so that one has to sit round more
to the front: Where a large number of people wish
to see a programme, the increased size permits of
everyone getting a good, square view by sitting
farther back rather than crowding in a semi - circle
close up to the screen. Another point is thïi,t room
lighting which can be troublesome when looking
at the ordinary screen, due to reflections on the
tube end and glass protecting plate, does not affect
the screen so much, due to the much larger curvature
of the lens front and the possibility of taking the
reflection at a much different angle. A little judicious
placing of a standard lamp may, therefore, be
found an advantage for those who prefer to see
a programme with normal room lighting left on.
'

New Books Received
GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS. Fourth
edition. Compiled by Wireless World. Published
by, Wife & Sons, Ltd. 64 pp.
THE demand for this booklet, first published in
1947 as " Broadcasting Stations of the World,"
has been such that a fourth completely revised and
enlarged edition has been produced.
Details of nearly 300 European medium and long -wave broadcasting stations and 1,100
short -wave stations of the world are given in
tabular form, both geographically and in order
of frequency. As in the previous edition, all
entries have been checked against the frequency
measurements made at the B.B.C.'s receiving
station at 'fatsfreld.
In addition to the above information on broadcasting stations, this edition includes the revised
list of international call -signs, which will be adopted
in January, 1949 ; world time constants wavelength- frequency conversion table ; details of
European television and F.M. stations, and special
service stations.
;

CATHODE -RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS. By J. H.
Reyner. 189 pp. 134 illus. Published by Pitman.
Price 8s. 6d.
THIS is a simple guide to the practical application
of C -R tubes in the examination of waveforms
and other purposes. It covers types of tube and
amplifiers, and deals with the taking of frequency response curves ; valve characteristics ; R.F.
measurements and frequency comparisons ; and
has a separate chapter dealing with special
applications. It is invaluable to the student.

RADIO RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS.
By S. W. Amos, B.Sc.(Hons.) and F. W. Kellaway,
B.Sc.(Hons.). 356 pp. 210 illus. Published by
Chapman toi Hall, Ltd. Price 25s.
for the advanced student, this book
INTENDED
covers the radio field with many worked
examples. It is written for those who already have
a good background in physics and mathematics,
but it covers every phase of modern circuit design,
including transmitters for telegraphy, A.M., F.M.
and television. Four appendices deal with simple
harmonic motion ; Fourier analysis ; solution of
+ Ri = E ; work done during
the equation
hysteresis cycle ; solution to two other équations
and a note on dimensions.

Lit

RADIO INDUCTANCE MANUAL.
By N. H.
Crowhurst. 48 pp. 16 illus. Published by Bernards
(Publishers) Ltd. Price 2s. 6d.
THIS handy little manual deals with chokes and
1.
transformers of various types, and in addition
to showing how to calculate winding data gives a
chapter on testing the finished item. Two tables of
wire gauges are included, and the book will no
doubt be included on every experimenters book.
shelf.

WATCH YOUR DUSTBIN
Waste Paper, Cartons, Cardboard
should be kept separate, dry and clean
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Practical Hints
Converter, Motors
HERE is an idea of mine for

converting ex- Government

rotary converters to powerful
A.C. mains motors. The type
of converter used must have a
wound field of the shunt type'
so that its impedance is not too
low

on 50 cycle

A.C.

To

convert to a motor, disconnect
the field from the low voltage
end and connect it in parallel
with the brushes of the high
voltage end. Then connect up
to the mains. Next, -put the
low voltage brushes 90 deg.

strips , of brass rod or
curtain or valance rail are
drilled and mounted on blocks
Two

THAT DODGE OF YOURS

!

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE " must have originated some tittle
dodge which would interest other readers.
Why not pass if on to us P We pay bal -aguinea for every hint published on this
page.
Torn that idea of yours to account
by sending it in to ns addressed to the
Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George
Reamer, Ltd.. Tower Rouse, Southampton
Street,
Put your name
Strand, W.C.Y.
and address on every item.
Please note
that every notion sent in must be original.
Rack envelopes "Practical Hints."
LESS

that several of
the square valveholder panels
can be mounted by 4 B.A.
screws, side by side, on this
strip, a slight space being left
between panels to allow for
the solder tags just touching
and other connections such as
to a top grid cap being brought
SPECIAL NOTICE
up.
It is then a simple
i
All hints most be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page iii of cover.
matter to wire up each valve
114HOMHNMM.HME.4.4MMINNEMAWOM,MINSM,MIMMWMEH
stage individually, placo them
on the strip and connect tho
four tags together between panels to complete
the circuit. A front panel can be mounted
by two side brackets, if required, for variable
condensers, etc. Screens may also easily bo
of wood so

4 souarexl/4 thick bake /its or Tufno/
with va /veho /der mounted in centre and
4 DA. c/earance ho/e in corners
L

Earth copper strip
So /de?

tags

-

MOD /F/ED
AC
Mains

HT+ copper
strip
Brass valance or
curtain rail drilled
and tapped 4 B.A for
any required number
of valve holderpanels

2301/

Brushes

How

<JO°

out
the brush connections

are .changed.

from where they were and short together. On
many types of converter the end -piece with the
law voltage brushes has four fixing bolts, which
makes it very easy to fasten the end -piece one quarter of a turn from where it was.
The modified converter has a high starting torque
which drops to nil at synchronous speed and so is
useful for bench drills, etc. -A. R. BAILEY (Bingley).
Test Panels
'THE following is an idea which has proved very
helpful in assembling a circuit quickly just
to " try it out." The idea is to make up half a
dozen or so 4in. by 4in. by tin. boards with a
valveholder mounted in the centre and four tags
on each side as shown in the sketch. The two
outer tags are connected together by thick copper
wire or straps and are H.T.+ and Earth lines
respectively. The two inner ones connect across
also, looping to the heater tags on the valveholder.

NTBE

Nbode' end supports

Mr. Whittaker's idea for a test panel..
placed between the valveholder panels.
WHITTAKER (Brierfield, Lanes.).

-J.

L.

Output Meter

IT

is not realised by many amateurs that an
improvised output meter may be constructed
from a loudspeaker, 0 -1 milliammeter and a suitable
rectifier. The speaker (or its transformer secondary)
is joined across meter and rectifier in series, and to
use' it it is merely placed close up to a speaker
being fed from a receiver. The sound waves influence the additional speaker and the resultant
currents induced across the transformer secondary
are rectified and a reading is obtained on the meter.
In this way a ready method of comparing signal
strengths may be obtained. -A. T. \\'IxFIELD
(Beckenham).
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THE need was felt recently for a compact
mains -operated local station receiver with
an output sufficient for bedside. listening,
but not loud enough to disturb other sleeping
members of the household when listening to early
Detai s of a Small A.C./D.C.
morning or late night pro&t'ammes. It was not
By G. T..
considered necessary to purchase new components
for this set, so a simple circuit was designed around
of the equivalent of two 6J55 with heaters conreliable components already to hand.
nected in parallel.
Circuit

i
i

A complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
One section of a 6SL7GT double triodo valve
operates as a cumulative grid detector; the ether
triode section is used as an output stage driving a
21in. P.M. moving -coil loudspeaker. Resistance capacitance coupling is employed between the two
stages.
It might be as well to mention that although the
6SN7 valve would have been a better valve to use
(having a lower value of anode impedance), this
could not be done as the heater current of this type
is .6 amp. Actually, one popular valve manual
lists the heater current of the 6SN7 as .3A, but
it has been found to be .6A by measurement.
This is understandable, since the vitro consists

PE

Tho power supply circuit uses a 35Z5GT rectifier,
and as this valve has a .15A heater a shunt resistor
is employed to bring the total current up to .3A.
The theoretical value for this resistor is just over
233 ohms, but a 250 ohms 5 watt wire-wound compondnt is quito satisfactory in practice.
A line -cord dropper was made up with a 125 -volt
(R.M.S.) tap which is connected to the rectifier
anode via a R.F. filter (R8 and, C9). A 7.5v. .2A"
dial lamp is connected across part of the rectifier
heater.
An 8,1F. 200v. wkg. midget tubular electrolytic
condenser (C8) is used as the reservoir, and the
H.T. for the output valve is taken direct from
the cathode of the rectifier. Additional smoothing
for the detector anode circuit is provided by R5
and C6.

-

V
8

../

V %eW

Of

Valve Base

35Z5

R8

28011

3501'1

Line Cord
1

Coil

\

y

230v

i

On-Off

Unit

Switch

620,

R4
Volume Control

l.- Theoretical

Fig.

ikE.mm:s.M

I waft

R7

9 watt
0 j watt

RS

Rl

2 Meg

R2

100 k

R3

10 k

R4

100 k

R5

50 k

It6

1

k

12
1

I

250

S2

100

12 "I

5

watt W.W.

CS

100 ppF

watt

C6

814F

200

v.

pF 250

wkg. Elect.

Cl

50 ppF

C7

0.1

C2

100 ppF

CS

8

I watt

C3

500 ppF Variable

C9

0.01 pF 500 v. wkg.

watt

C4

300 ppF

Pit.

7.5

S2

52

S2

The following are the component values.

circuit.

j

F, Manna. Fan ... mrimaw.

Variable Pot.

maw F.m.

I.=

MEW

ma. man... am. Fmni r.wr
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rsonal Receiver
eceiver for Bedside Listening.
DWARDS
Coil

The coil used is a \Vcarite type " P " H.F.
transformer (PHF2) and, in conjunction with a
.0005,uF. bakelite dielectric tuning capacitor, adequate medium -wave coverage was obtained. The
primary winding of the coil is used for reaction
purposes, and the aerial is fed to the detector
grid circuit via a choice of two capacities (C2,
or Cl and C2 in series).
Volume- reaction Control
The 100,000 ohm control (R4) is connected to
perform a dual function. As the control is rotated

towards maximum the resistance in the reaction
circuit is decreased, while the grid circuit resistance
of the O.P. triode is increased. Conversely, towards
the minimum position the reaction circuit resistance
is increased, and the O.P. triode grid resistance is
decreased (thereby " loading down " the control
grid, and acting as an A.F. gain control). This
circuit is moro effective than the normal reaction
control as it allows the volume to be turned down
a._.
to a true zero.
Varying the value of grid resistance in this
manner to obtain volume control is generally
not considered good practice, duo to the frequency
discrimination characteristic of the circuit. However, in this set excellent control was obtained
with little audiblefeequency distortion.
In order to provide a useful degree of reaction
without introducing excessive oscillation towards
tho maximum setting of the control, the values
of the components associated with the detector
circuit were carefully determined by experiment.
A midget output transformer was used having
a ratio of 60 : 1. The anode current of the output
triode anode is in the region of 2 to 3 mAs, and,
consequently, there is little danger of core saturation
even with the smallest type of O.P. transformer.
Layout
Fig. 2 shows the above chassis layout employed.
The chassis used measured 4 ¡in. x Sin. x
Apart from It7, all resistors and condensers are
mounted under the chassis. An under- chassis
view is not given as the actual positioning of the
small components tan be easily decided upon
as the wiring -up is being done.

Cabinet
A small cabinet was made of plywood (three -ply
top, bottom and front ; six -ply sides) and two or
three coats of a patent white high -gloss paint were
applkd. This provided an attractive artificial
bakel(to appearance.
A simple tuning dial was marked out on the front
of the cabinet in black Indian ink, and a small
pointer -type knob was fitted to the tuning control
spindle.
1110.0.1111

I
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Results

With a short indoor aerial, attached along a
picture rail, adequate signal pick -up was obtained.
To those accustomed to the normal 2 to 5 watts
output power of the average domestic receiver,
this set gives, at first, the impression of being
somewhat weak. After a little use in a quiet
bedroom, however, it will be appreciated that the
output of the set is more than adequate for its own
particular purpose. Besides, the power handling
capacity of a'2Ain. L.S. is only in the region of
250 mW, and an input to the speech coil of, say,
4 watts would not improve the condition of the
cone and coil assembly
In the event of no regeneration being obtained
when "turning -up" the volume-control, try
reversing the connections to the reaction winding.
The idea of using a small 6.3v. filament transformer and half-wave selenium rectifier for A.C.
operation will suggest itself to the constructor not
wishing to use the line-cord arrangement.

I

i
i
_

-

I

i

i
!

!

Tuning

Vo/ume

.Control
(Below Condsr)

Condenser

On

I

i

-Off

Switch

ii

Line Cord

Fig.

z.-Layout of the receiver.

For those who possess a 25Z4 GT rectifier this
can be used in place of the 35Z5 GT ; in this case
the 250 ohms heater shunt will not be necessary,
but the dial lamp (6.5v. .3A rating) will have to be
wired in series with the heater chain, as the 25Z4
has no heater dial-lamp tap.

A

Useful Vest -pocket Book.

WERE and WIRE GAUGES
3/6, or 3/9 by post from
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton St., Strand, \A./.C.2

11140/0,1e1 lom114,1131.11.1.,wtab,,,./s2,1,Nww.,

.111

e,..N.....1111,.1.11104).4
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Incr ersing Output on Gram
How to Modify Certain Superhers for Improved
By C. L. ORSBORNE

L.F.

Results

many sets, when a pick -up is fitted it is Reducing Hum
The grid of the I.F. amplifier should be connected
found that the output is not very good.
This is usually because the detector is a to the I.F. transformer by screened wire. The
simple double diode and the rectified audio A.V.C. tag of the I.F. transformer should be
frequency. is fed straight to the output pentode. connected to the switch in screened wire, and the
The input to this valve, as far as radio signals are screening continued to the pick -up terminals. This
be
concerned, is ample. The output from a pick -up is necessary to reduce hum. It will probably not
the
is not nearly as much, and this results in low necessary to screen the rest of the wiring to
switch.
output on 'gram.
A condenser may or may not exist between the
This problem can be overcome by changing the volume
control and pick -up' terminals, but it is
double
If
a
triode.
diode
doublea
for
diode
double
to connect one in the modified circuit to,
necessary
is
output
more
and
used
already
is
triode
diodeD.C.
stopper, so far as concerns the H.T.
a
act
as
Valves
fitted.
be
must
triode
separate
a
required
grid, which now becomes the anode,
screened
on
the
and
condensers
additional
and
expensive,
are
the
switch to 'gram. At the same
on
throwing
how
the
describes
article
This
required.
are
resistors
time the frequency changer ceases to function owing
extra amplifying stage can be added for the cost
grid.
of a double -pole double -throw toggle switch and to the removal of H.T. on the screened
the
cathode
to
necessary
alter
not
be
will
It
wire.
screened
some
of the I.F. stage, as this will be anything up
The intermediate- frequency amplifier { is used resistor
and will give enough bias to accommoas a triode amplifier on 'gram, and in itA normal to 250theohms
voltage swings of the pick -up. The by -pass
date
capacity as an R.F. pentode for radio. Fig. 1 shows condenser
should be 0.1 pF.
the circuit of the frequency changer, I.F. amplifier
and detector in a typical superhet circuit. Many Crystal Pick -up
circuits have the screened grids of the frequency
The :30,000 -ohm resistor across the pick -up
changer and I.F. amplifier connected together itand
is to provide a grid return path if a
terminals
is
so,
not
is
If
this
resistor.
common
a
fed via
-up is used, and also reduces scratch,
pick
crystal
The
modification.
this
complete
to
first necessary
noticeably reducing output.
without
connected
be
should
pF)
(0.1
condenser
decoupling
Tone 'controls, scratch filters, or similar aids
the
to the frequency changer screened grid and I.F.
will, of course, have to be included in the A.F.
the
of
grid
screened
the
to
resistor
dropping
amplifier, and a temporary
wire used to connect the two
screened grids together.
The actual value of the
dropping resistor R is best
found by trial to give normal
results on radio. It will be
about 22,000 ohms, and
should not be much less
than this value as it constitutes the load of the I.F.
amplifier when acting as an
A.F. amplifier.
When the correct value
of R has been decided upon
the double -pole switch can
The position
be fitted.
chosen. should be one that
gives accessibility and reasonably short leads. Fig. 2
shows the connections to
the switch.

O

-A

circuit such as is
Fig. i.
used in most modern types of
commercial superhet, showing
the pick -up connections.
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stages, and if the particular
pick -up calls for some special
form of control, this will
have to be switched in when
the receiver is switched
over to 'gram. No doubt,
this could be arranged by
means of a ganged switch,

Fig.
2. -The
modification
referred to. Note the new
double -pole double-throw switch
and the new connections for
the pick -up.

but then care would
to be taken to see
unduly long leads
not included on the

have

that

were

R.F.

side of the circuit as these
might lead to instability
when using the receiver
for radio.

Radio

in

Inland Australia

Some Interesting

Notes by Dr. JOHN WOODS,
Flying Doctor Service, Broken Hill

A USTRALIA.is somewhat larger than Europe,
but its total population is much less than that
of London alone. The people are mostly
settled in the largo cities around the south -east
coast, Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, which
compare roughly in size with Birmingham,
Newcastle and Hull.
In the inland parts, the " outback," as it is
known, the population is scattered, the people living
in small towns and isolated homes on ranches, or
" stations," as they are called. Here, sheep and
cattle are raised on Very largo tracts of country,
comparable in size to the various English counties
a few would be half as big as England itself.
There are no railways, no telegraph lines in these
vast remote areas. and so wireless comes into its
own as a necessity for communication, both as
between the homesteads themselves and between
them and the cities. Most places are served by a
" postman " with a large diesel -powered motortruck, who often takes three months to complete
his " daily round."
Some 25 years ago a Presbyterian missionary
named John Flynn planned to help the isolated
seutlers, particularly in regard to their medical
needs. During the course of his travels in the
outback, often riding on a horse or a camel, he
encountered terrible eases of hardship -lives lost
for lack of medical care -men with broken limbs

1/11

-

carried for weeks over rough country in bullock
waggons, and arriving too late for the nearest
doctor to be able to do much.
The idea of providing doctors with aeroplanes at
various centres was only a partial solution to the
problem. How was the doctor to know where to
go ?
Ultimately Flynn induced an Adelaide
amateur radio enthusiast, named Traegar, to
devise a transmitter -receiver suitable for use in
isolated areas, and capable of being used by people
with no knowledge of wireless whatever.
The Pedal Set

The Traegar " transceiver," or pedal -set, is now
used universally in inland Australia. Its original
cost was in the region of £80, and it derived its
namo from the transmitting. power unit, which
consists of a generator fixed to the floor beneath the
set, and fitted with a pair of bicycle pedals which
are slowly turned by the operator's feet while he
speaks into a small microphone held in the hand.
In the early days Morse was used, and an ingenious
device like a typewriter enabled anyone to send
messages to be picked up at the base by a trained
operator, who replied to him by speech.
The interior of the continent is divided up into
seven areas, each of which is four or five times the
size of England, and in the centre of each is a flying-
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doctor base. Each base, in addition to the medical
and flying personnel, hospital, flying ambulance,
etc., contains an up -to -date broadcasting station
fitted with receiving gear and operated by a trained
man, whose job i is to keep in daily touch with
the homesteads in his area.
Each base uses two short -wave channels, mine
at Broken Hill sending and receiving on 44 or 72
metres, according to the time. of day (6,690 and
4,130 megs.), and thy radio operator, Frank Basden,
communicates four times a day with any of the
120 " pedal- stations " on our 400-mile-radius
network.
Medical Calls First
The sessions always start with Frank's " I'll listen
now for medical calls-anyone wanting the doctor
come in, please- over." Two or three may answer
together, each giving his call sign SLG, 8UZ,
8VP, .etc. Frank separates them and calls on one
at a time to speak to me. He has an arrangement
by which he calls me on a private telephone wire
at my home in the town itself,
and plugs me in
can hear the distant voice through the 'phone, and
my replies are put over the air direct and heard on
the pedal -set hundreds of miles away. Medical
advice may be wanted about a child with a sore
throat, or someone with a sprained ankle. After a
number of questions and answers, treatment will
be outlined, or in a more serious case a visit in the
ambulance-plane will be arranged.
To facilitate reception by the operator 'our base
is situated some fi-e miles out of town, but by
means of the telephone, the private line to my
house or through the town exchange, I am always
available for this medical advice, even when flying,
the aeroplane being equipped with radio enabling
me to talk comfortably with the base and with the
tiny outback radio sets.
To go on with the radio session, next job is the
exchange of ordinary telegrams. Frank calls a
certain station for which he has a telegram from
the local post office ; if the station is listening it
comes back, then stands by while the telegram is
read out. -After this someone else " pedals in " to
say that he has a telegram to send ; he reads it
out, and Frank takes it down and -later relays it
over the 'phone to the local post office for transmission to Sÿdney, Melbourne or anywhere. Thus
dozens of " radiograms " aré handled each day by
each base, apart altogether from the medical side
of the work, which was the original object of the
service.
A broken-down windmill requires spare parts ;
a nurse at an outback hospital " pedals " a telegram
for something to bo sent up on the next mail, a

:

-I,

station manager wants accommodation reserved
for him at a city hotel, etc.
The effective range of this mighty atom, the
pedal transceiver, is about 400 miles-anyone
farther away sometimes has to have his signals
relayed by others closer in.
After the session, the air is free to all, and immediately voices pour in from everywhere -out of
the jumble order materialises, appointments are
made as between the two stations wishing to speak
to each other (" I'll see you on 44 in half -an- hour''),
then can be heard an ordinary conversation similar
to that on a telephone except for the punctuating

" Over to you " at the end of each over. Often
a dozen of the ladies will have a yarn to each other,
each taking part in turn, separated by anything
from 40 to 300 miles from each other ; many
have never seen one another, but away they go
talking about fowls, children's dresses, recent
visitors, or the fashions at the race meeting held in
the bush on one of the properties. " Gossip
sessions " these are called, or ` galah " sessions,
after the ubiquitous noisy cockatoo of inland
Australia. Then, in the evening, the menfolk
will take a turn, a cattle muster is' arranged, or a
committee meeting will be held for the local races,
office bearers appointed, etc. The air is indeed
free, for all this costs nothing, and to avoid clutter=
ing up the air, wavelengths are used which are of
shorter range, in our case 148 metres, which can
rarely be heard over more than 300 miles.
Many of the radios nowadays derive their power'
from electric house -lighting units run from wind driven generators -this dispenses with the pedals ;
whilst the portable sets used in aeroplanes, mail trucks and the cars of travelling padres are designed
to operate on the 12 -volt batteries normally carried.
A medical emergency at night is taken care of
by means of an alarm system which rings a bell
at the base as soon as a note of 1,000 cycles is
produced and sent out by any transceiver. This
node is produced by an oscillator on the newer
sets for the necessary ten secondi, but until allsets are fitted out with such oscillators the required
note-is produced in various ways, e.g., piano or
mouth- organ, or even by whistling or singing the
note corresponding to the " C " above middle
C on the piano. In this way the operator at the
base is, notified that somebody wants him -he
warms up his transmitter, powered by the electricity,.
of the town, calls up and ,listens, and switches
through to me. I give advice and perhaps arrange
to fly out at daylight.
The little transceivers have a broadcast listening
"band in addition to the short -wave, só that they
are used as ordinary radios anywhere else ; buti
distances are so great that the short waves are more
reliable, and the B.B.C. overseas broadcasts are
heard regularly by this little band of isolated*
people. many of whom live over 500 miles from
the sea. I have often heard Big Ben striking
whilst flying over the centre of Australia, and
during the war the news commentaries from
London were probably -the most popular items for
the listening public of the outback, with the possible
exception of the local medical sessions, in Which
everybody seems to have an extraordinary interest !
Not all the inland stations are equipped with
pedal -sets -there are probably 600 of them altogether-but those without them know where they
are, and manage, to get to one somehow when
necessary. In some cases our Flying Doctor Service
provides them when the money cannot be spared,
particularly where there are a number of children
likely spot for frequent medical
in a household
advice.
Apart altogether from the medical side, this
wonderful service has provided the outback wr'th
a voice, and something to reduce the awful loneliness and feeling of isolation- something which
allows the housewife to have a yarn over the back
fence to her nearest neighbour 100 miles away.
.

*
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Recording Technique -5
"Off-the-air " Recording
SOONER or later, for one or another of a host of
reasons, every sound recordist tries his hand
at recording radio transmissions. It may be
that he wishes to record on discs some piece of
music not available in the commercial lists, or
perhaps he would like to hear by playback just
what sort of signal his transmitter is putting out
on the amateur bands. The focal dramatic society
needs a sound effect of Big Ben, or a fragment of
Itma, or even some Continental transmitter's
interval signal. Most of the interesting topics of the
day come to us in one form or another by radio,
and any of these characteristic modulations can be
captured ; the range is obviously enormous.
Off-the -air recording has advantages -and difficultics -that are all its own. Taking the advantages

By K. KEMSEY- BOURNE

but also that we must use our native cunning to

make the most of them.
It is possible to make a radio recording by
setting up a microphone in front of a loudspeaker
fed from a receiver tuned to the required transmission, but this type of set -up cannot be fully satisfactory. Neither the speaker ner the microphone
will have perfect characteristics, there will probably be some slight distortion in the output stage
feeding the speaker and possibly mains hum ; and
there is a chance of incidental room noise being
picked up by the microphone.
It is preferable to feed the main recording
amplifier from the detector or first A.F. stage of a
suitable receiver, which may he a commercial set,
a superheterodyne feeder designed to work into an
amplifier, a T.R.F. unit primarily intended for
fiat :
I. The problems of studio acoustics, microphone local reception, or a D.X. or communication rig,
pick -up and balance have been dealt with, well or depending, of course, on what you desire to record.
The over -all get -up is represented by the block
badly, by those responsible for the transmission.
3
The transmission level is continuously diagram of Fig. 1.
monitored during transmission, and compression A Good Aerial is Essential
will be applied wherever necessary by the control
Whether you work from a super -superhet or from
engineers.
a broad -tuned T.R.F. circuit will depend on the
3. B.B.C. and other responsible broadcasting audio quality required and the signal level in your
organisations can provide very good quality signals area. In either case the signal /noise ratio must be
of front -rank performers and one can choose any made as large as possible by having an efficient
of this output to record.
aerial pick -up and interference needs to be cut
The reader will be able to amplify the possibilities. down by means of screened input leads and proper
The difficulties and disadvantages are considerable, layout. Any good reference book will help you to
and more than a little care and experience go to choose the best arrangement for your needs ; it
the making of a really good radio recording. The need not be expensive or elaborate to be reasonably
efficient.
more important problems are :
An indoor aerial will pick up a high proportion
1. The transmission itself may be poor, or a
of
mush
with
whatever
signal it carries, as will a
possible good transmission may be marred by back .ground noise, interference, mains -borne mush, and poorly placed outdoor one. After an anti- interference
aerial
the
next
best thing is a rod mounted
all the other unwelcome visitors.
high on a roof or chimney. The importance of sound
L.
The' modulation levels and degrees of com- connections
and
reliable
a
one -point earth return
pression of different transmitters vary widely.
On a particular radio frequency the modulation cannot be over -emphasised, as these things are
limits can sometimes be seen to change through frequently ignored, even by people who ought to
know better
the day, as control engineers come on shift.
3. Cueing for start and finish is sometimes diffi- The Receiver Unit
cult, Following announcements the item required
A sharply -tuned superhet circuit cannot be
may begin immediately or there may be an appre- expected to give an even response up into the higher
ciable pause before it starts.
\
4. In general, it is not
V
VI
possible to repeat any part of
a radio recording should there
Cutter
be any technical faults during
the cutting. Everything must
Equaliser
Radio Recording
nbe perfect the first time, which
Frequency
Detector
Tone Control
Amplifier
Stages
is not easy to achieve when
Stage
you may not know what is
coming next.
Cutter
!

,

2

Equipment

What this all means is, in Fig. t.Block diagram representing
essence, that we have oppor- set-up of equipment for continuous
tunities to record music,
recording of radio transmissions.
artists, standard frequencies,
amateurs, sound' effects, etc.,
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ranges of the audio -frequency spectrum. " Live "
B.B.C. transmissions not recordings) are designed
to have a flat response between 50 and 8,000 cycles,
but most commercial superhets will cut off well
before this upper limit, and some cut off as low as
2,500 cycles. It is not practicable to boost the top
response under these conditions because this merely
makes the unpleasant background noise more
noticeable.
For good quality recordings of music an extended
high -frequency response is essential, and that means
a broad -tuned T.R.F. circuit working on high signal
strengths (local station conditions), or, as a compromise, a superhet whose resonances have been
flattened to decrease selectivity. For intelligible

Output
Stage

Defector
ß /st. AF
Stage

4-pF

SOpF

i

T
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resistor, marked R in Fig. 3. This serves the dual
'purpose of reducing the voltage appearing across
the input potentiometer of the recording amplifier
to a satisfactory level and of increasing the effective
bridging -resistance of the shunt connection. Thus
the action of the input gain control is not crowded
at one end of the rotation, and the receiver pentode
output stage can be used as a programme monitor,
with its own independent gain control, as distinct
from the recording amplifier's own quality monitor.
The practical value of R will depend on the voltage
available between P and earth, on the input voltage
required by the main amplifier, and on the value
of the input potentiometer ; trial and error will
give results such that satisfactory recording power
is fed to the cutter when the main gain control is
set at 50 per cent. of full gain. Typical values of
R will lie between and 1 megohm.
Pre -tuned Receivers
For recording B.B.C. transmissions a pre -tuned
receiver unit is very convenient ; this can he set
up for as many stations as required, and it is
advisable to leave at least one switch position spare
for future use. Ill is a simple matter to align the
trimmers by using an R.F. oscillator set to the
particular frequency wanted, or by tuning of the
station itself. These pre -set stations are then
instantly available. Sometimes it is of advantage
to be able to receive a programme on any of the

150 fl

E

Fig. 2. -Last wo stages of commercial receiver.
Taking the ou put between point P and Earth
provides an AF signal of 3 to 5 volts. See Fig. 3
for method of coupling.

Output

speech an upper limit of 2,500 cycles is acceptable
and so narrow- peaked tuning circuits may be used,
especially since there is no attempt at linear
response for speech transmission over long distances
on communication frequencies.
At the author's home in the north -west the signal
strength of the Third Programme is so low that it
is usually quite impossible to obtain reception that
is not at least partly spoiled by mush ; under such
conditions high -quality recording of the many
unique musical broadcasts is impossible, and one
must be prepared to sacrifice some top response, since
the ear is very sensitive to high- frequency interference. The Light Programme gives the highest
signal strength, and after that the Home Service.
Adapting Existing Apparatus

If you have not the facilities for using a separato
good- quality feeder emit then you may draw your
A.F. signal voltage from the detector stage of a
normal receiver, and you will get good results if

the preceding stages have been properly trimmed
and adjusted for optimum output. Fig. 2 shows a
typical circuit, the last two stages of a commercial
receiver in which the detector/A.F. stage is resistancecapacity coupled to an output pentode through a
potentiometer gain control. In 'this case we Would
bridge the input of the recording amplifier between
the point marked P and earth. An A.F. swing of
some 3 to 5 volts will be available here, and since
this will be moro than the recording amplifier
requires for full loading we will include an extra

Stage

3.-

Coupling the circuit of Fig. 2 to the
Fig.
recording amplifier. Resistance R (250,000 ohms to
t Megohm) provides high bridging- resistance and
lowers the available AF voltage to that needed to
load the recording amplifier.

several frequencies on which it may be transmitted.
On all pro -set equipment one position of the
selector switch should shunt in an ordinary tuning
condenser, so that other stations may be hand tuned if needed. This is also very useful if any
of the pre -set channels develops trouble or drifts
off its setting this sort of trouble always seems
to occur just before a vitally interesting item comes
on, and it is well to have a reserve method of recep;
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tion. For recording purposexthe tuning must be
very accurate, and it is ivell worth spending some
time an checking this. Fig. 4 represents a useful
medium -wave tuning unit for general purpose
working. Fig. 5 shows a tuner designed to have an
effectively flat response from 30 to 10,000 cycles,
using the Kunde cathode -follower output ircuit ;

513

damage to the output stage. For example, suppose
one item of a recital is to be recorded. During
previous items the main gain control is set up to
an optimum value using the V.I. shunted across
either the dummy load or the cutter -head whichever
is used the reading should be the same. The
monitor is fed in either case. Just before the end of
the announcement of the
required i tern the cutter -head
H.T.+
250 V. (unenergised) is lowered on
to the disc and the cut
Output commenced. Then after the
announcement has ended the
output is switched to the
6C5 /..L\ "r'
cutter and the recording
made.
At the end just
enough time for reverberation
to die is allowed and then
the dummy is switched back
in place of the cutter, while
the cutter makes a few blank
grooves or a run -out spiral.
This avoids the need for
changing the main gain control and allows the monitor
to he used to provide cues,
announcements, etc.
For working two machines
each recordist will have his
own pet scheme of operations.
Fig. 4.- General purpose tuner, using plate rectification. Coils may be Standardise your run-in and
Wearite PHF2 or similar. Trimmers and ganged switches permit pre -setting run -out grooves by counting
of a number of tunings.
irr seconds' For example,
suppose that Cutter 1 is
shunting the tuning condensers has the effect of flat- working and is to he replaced by Cutter 2 during
tening the tuning resonance curve and so maintaining a continuous recording session. At the end of
the extremes of high and low audio response. In both Cutter l's disc we count three, two, one, IN (lower
circuits pre -selector switching is indicated, but this Cutter 2 on to disc), one, two, three, OVER (switch
is purely a matter of choice.
Details of superheterodyne
tuners will not be given
HTt
V
here, since plenty of adapt?OKIl
25014
able circuits have been published in this journal and
elsewhere. Similarly, such
6C5
refinements as tuning resonance indicators and A.V.C.
will be left to personal whim.
Operating Teclmique
For continuous recording
it is obvious that two machines will be needed (motor,

;

IO/NF
y

turntable, tracker and cutting
head, all duplicated) together with suitable switching

Output

20K
12

for changing the feed from
one cutter to the other. If
05pF
only one recorder is being
used to record short items
/OOK11
then a dummy load is
needed -that is, a resistise tuner, with Kunde cathode follower output.
ance capable of dissipating Fig. 5.-Extended-response
Coils and tri niners are as for Fig. 4.
the amplifier output and
of value equal to
the
impedance of the cutter -head at about 400 cycles. the output from Cutter 1 to Cutter 2), one, two,
The dummy load can be switched into the output three, four, UP (raise Cutter 1 from its disc, which
circuit of the amplifier in place of the recording lias a four -second run -out). Standard run -in times
cutter, if necessary while the amplifier is feeding are invaluable when it comes to playing the finished
power at a high level, and there is no danger of discs continuously with two pick -ups alternately.
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Trade Notes

New-style Universal
The Ekco " Consort "
the right is a view of the Ekco Consort,
ON Model
U76, a keenly priced transportable
5- valve, all -wave, A.C. /D.C. superhet, with an
efficient built -in twin aerial system- distinctively
styled in a two-colour plastic cabinet.

suitable for A.C. /D,C. operation, its heater taking
0.1 amps. at 31 volts. At maximum anode voltage
of 250 volts, this valve will supply a rectified current
of 90 milliamps.
Technical data sheets regarding these valves

Special Features
The Consort breaks away from
convention in design but will take
its place with quiet distinction in
any home, either as a second set deluxe or as the main receiver. The
use of side controls has given tie

stylist an opportunity of preserving
clean curving lines, particularly
suited to the plastics medium. Two
colour schemes are offered- maroon
or walnut with an ivory speaker grille

in each case.
The inbuilt twin aerial system
has a special loop giving a shortunusually
wave
performance
efficient for this class of receiver.
(Sockets for outside aerial and cart li
are provided for use in abnormal
conditions where signal strength is
low.)
The receiver has an exceptionally
economical current consumptionachieved by the use of the latest
low-consumption valves. The price is
(inclusive of Purchase Tax).

-

17

guineas

A fine view of the new Ekco.
cari be had on application to the Milliard Technical

Service Department.
have now been released
The push -pull power tetrode, 0707-40, recently
home trade channels. introduced by Mallard Electronic Products, Ltd.,
They are the UAF has been - specially designed to give stable and
41. UAF42, UCH42, efficient performance at very high frequencies and
WI, and UY4I. should, therefore, prove of very great interest to
These valves are those amateurs intending to use the new 144 -146
s'
AC. /D.C. types on Me /s band. A particularly interesting feature of
the new B8A base. this valve is that neutralisation is not usually
The LTAF41 and the necessary. This advance in valve. design results
UAF42 are variable - from special construction. of the electrode assembly
mu pentodes with and the inclusion of a decoupling condenser between
single diodes, having the second grid and cathode. As a result of this.
12.0 -volt heaters it has 'been possible to reduce the anode -to -grid
taking 0.1 amps.
capacitance of the valve to less than 0.1 puff'.
The UCH42 is an These features, together with the low internal lead
A.C. /D.C. triode inductance, ensure stable operation at very high
hexode with a 14- frequencies, and an output power of 83 watts can
vOlt 0.1 -amp. heater. be obtained at 200 Me /s with an anode voltage of
The ÚL41 is an only 500. For reduced inppt it is possible to operate
A.C. /D.C. output the valve economically and efficiently at frequencies
pentode with a 45- up to 250 Mc /s.
volt 0.1 -amp. heater,
This valve is directly equivalent to the American
and is capable of type 829B. The list price is £7 10s.
giving 4.2 watts outThe following changes in nomenclature have
put, with 10 per cent. recently been announced by Mollard
total distortion when
QV04 -20 now becomes QQV04 -210
used as a single Class
QV07 -40 now becomes QQV07 -40.
A amplifier with 165
This modification has been introduced in order
volts applied to its
that the type numbers may be brought into line
anode and screen.
The U141 is a with the Mallard system of nomenclature as applied
QVo7 -40 double-ended
half-wave rectifier to transmitting and industrial valves.
U.H.F. valve.

Five New Mallard Valves

new Mallard valves
FIVE
for distribution through

ì-

The
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Underneath the Dipole
Television Pick -ups and Reflections.

By

" THE

IN spite

of the tense political situation, provincial
interest in the probabilities of local television
transmitting stations is increasing. Vague
and discouraging semi -official statements in the
daily Presa have suggested that the stations at
Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle -on -Tyne and
Glasgow will be opening respectively in one, two,
four and five years' time ; but even these have
failed to douse the enthusiasm of a few stalwarts.
Some of them, whose homes are situated on
reasonably high ground, are planning to erect
high and elaborate aerial arrays which they hope
will pick úp the new Birmingham television
transmitter at distances of 100 miles or more,
pending the erection of nearer stations. I have the
feeling that their optimism will be justified, for
the details I have heard about the new Birmingham
transmitter, now under construction at Sutton
Coldfield, give every indication that that station
will be sending out a signal which will be considerably
stronger than the Alexandra Palace. Sitúated on
reasonably high ground in the centre of a densely
populated area, with a mast 700ft. high, and with
increased power and an improved system of
modulation it certainly would appear to have.
everything in its favour.

SCANNER

"

to be put into operation at an earlier date, using
recorded programmes. I know that the transmission
of film (and of sound on film) still leaves a lot to be
desired, judging the present standard from the
Alexandra Palace. But the equipment now in use
is obsolete and will shortly be replaced. I have
seen some results on the newest equipment both
on closed -circuit and on radio link reproduced on
a large screen as well as on the usual 12in. and 15in.
tubes, and have been very impressed indeed. The
definition wassconsiderably better than the present
standard of direct studio transmissions from the
Alexandra Palace. All the familiar " tilt and
bend " faults, flares, halations and shadows were
completely eliminated, and the progress of a couple
of reels of a feature picture went through with the
smoothness of a well -projected West -end cinema
presentation. I understand that the Charter of
the B.B.C. will not allow more than a certain
percentage of recorded programmes and that
reproduction of recorded television is similarly
restricted. Nevertheless, if the recording of
programmes from the end of a cathode ray tube
can be brought up to the perfection of the
reproduction of films on this latest equipment,
then there are grounds for amending the rules.
I am sure that provincial viewers -to -be would
Between Two Stations
prefer to see recorded programmes next year
I have been asked what the position will be of rather than have to wait five years for the completion
viewers who are situated mid -way between the of a " coaxial- cum -relay- repeater " land -line from
London and Birmingham stations, or those receiving London to Glasgow.
roughly the same signal strength from each. One
conjures up the thought of rotating reflector -type Dollars for Programmes
dipoles, enabling one station 'or the other to be
High -quality recording of the Alexandra Palace
received. But there is likely to Btu rather more programmes might also have a dollar value. I am
adjustment than the mere turning of a tuning dial told that, generally speaking, the American
or an aerial in order to change over from one programmes are not so far advanced as ours.
station to another, since a modified form of American television stations, which, seem to be
modulation is likely to be employed at Birmingham. multiplying with great rapidity, stimulated by the
This does not mean that a set designed for London spur of competition, have barely had time to develop
area transmissions will not receive Birmingham ; the television play or revue. I feel sure that
but that most of the preset controls will require some of the best efforts of the boys at Alexandra
adjustment. However, so far as the enthusiasts Palace would receive a warm welcome on American
are concerned, this presents an admirable excuse television. Already they make use of our excellent
for enjoyable "fiddling " at the controls. Television television news reel and send us prints of their
sets sold in the Birmingham area will naturally be own efforts in this particular line. So far. as
preset for the local transmission. And I have the television is concerned, it should be a case of
impression that the rush for sets in that area will be " hands across the sea," and I look forward with
colossal, so great will be the appeal of television to great interest to the results of the visit to America
the Midlanclers.
of Norman Collins, the B.B.C.'s chief television
executive.
Temporary Stations
The cost of running a television service is so Cabinet Design
high that it is obvious that the majority of studio
The body of a car or the little accessory gadgets
programmes must be centralised in London. The thereon will often decide a prospective buyer of a
special land -line link between London and the car, particularly if the buyer is a woman. And
proposed provincial stations is therefore the since the television set is likely to take up quite a
principal retarding factor in the opening of these sizable amount of space in the home, the housewife
stations. In the circumstances 1 feel that all will have quite a lot to say about the cbo.cice of set.
possible speed should be made with the development And there is no doubt that she will express a
of high -quality recording of picture ,and sound of preference for the set with some particular type
London performances, to enable provincial stations of cabinet rather than make a considered comparison
-

"
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of the technical results of the sets offered. The
cabinet work of Some of the best British television
receivers is poor both in design and in material.
Highly polished, bulbous and opulent -looking
consoles with a tiny tube may appeal to some, but
7 think the majority will prefer smaller and simpler
styles. I must say that the plain type of cabinet
design with doors entirely hiding the tube when
not in use and acting as a hood, half open when
viewing is carried out in a lighted room, appeals
to me, and that the extra 2jn, width of the 10in. by
8M. screen, compared with what hks now become
practically standard size of Bin. by 6in., is well
worth the extra few pounds.
There was a time when it was considered desirable
to disguise radio sets as china cabinets, fire screens
or miniature pianos -indeed. he cabinet designer's
t

ambition was to make a radio set look like anything
else at all. Gradually carne the idea of making the
set look like a radio set and yet retain the aspect
of a piece of furniture. Radio design has turned
the full circle, and now there are television sets
which are so striking in appearance, to the extent
of being blatant, that they positively dominate
the other furniture in a room. Radio and television
have become an important part of our home lives,
but should not upset the balance of the furnishings
or decorations. Few people would choose' to live
with furnishings reminiscent of a chromium -plated
factor which some designers appear to
milk bar
forget. And yet there are some modern functional
designs, notably the Murphy range of radio and
television sets, which have a definite modern individual style and which are pleasant to look upon.

-a

News from the Clubs
THE WEST MIDDLESEX

AMATEUR

RADIO CLUB

Alabaster.:, I. Lothian Avenue, Hayes, Middleséx.
affairs of the Club are in the happy state of gradual
THEexpansion and very welcome new faces are seen at each
meeting of the Club. The G.P.O. have now granted the Club
their transmitting IitCece under the call -sign OJEDH, and plaits
are welliti hand to utilise the facilities granted to the full. Several
members went recently on a visit organised by the Club to
the B.B.C.transmitter at Brookntans Park and a recent interesting
Hon. Sec.

:

C.

meeting was an exhibition of items of equipment constructed
or converted by members.
Meetings continue to be held at the Labour Hall, Uxbridge
Road, Southall, Middlesex at 7.30 p.m. on the second and fourth
Wednesdays of each mouth. Visitors and prospective members
can be assured of a warm and sincere welcome.
THE GRAFTON RADIO SOCIETY.
Hon. Sec. : W. H. C. Jennings ((:2Á1I117.

of the Grafton Radio Society (G3AFT) are held
7.30 p.m. at
Grafton School, Eburne Road, Holloway, London, N.7. Morse
instruction is given at every tacetitic.
Lectures covering the syllabus of the City and Guilds Radio
Grafton's
Amateurs' examination will continence shortly. transmitting
speciality is coaching amateur enthusiasts for (heir
" ticket," and the Club k licensed under the cull -sign G3AF'l'.
Practical sections cater for the constructional enthusiasts,
and a large quantity of valves, components, and ex- Government
gear have been recently stocked. 111 addition to being affiliated
to the 11.S.G.B., this Club is the official Forth London Chapter
of the British Short Wave Let:gue, and SVVL's may gain valuable
knowledge and experience by meeting active transmitting
amateurs. Canteen facilities are provided at every meeting.
At the Third Annual General Meeting, the following officials
were elected:- Iresüleut, G'IV3ALE; Vice- Presidents, (1311 X,
CSDF. and P. Beresford Chairman. A. W. H. \Vermeil; Vice Chairütau, (72AA' ; Hon. Secretary. (:'A Hit Hun. Treasurer,
Il. White ; Hat. Minute Secretary, G3D('F Committee Members,
New members welcome. Hon.
G2l'RP and P. Beresford.
Secretary, W. H. C..Ieunings, G2AH13. Grafton Radio Society
(G3AF1'), Grafton School, Eburne ]toad, Holloway, London,
N.7 (one minute from the Nag's Head).

MEETINGS
every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,

:

:

SOLIHULL AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : H. C. Holloway, 20, Dartford Lane, Solihull.
DIRECTION`Finding Test." was held on Sunday, August
lt iras agreed that
' 2'9th, many members participating.
a good time had been had by all.
at the club
Wednesday
alternate
held
every
Meetings are
headquarters, The Old Manor House, Solihull. where prospective
welcome.
a
cordial
are
given
visitors
and
members

A"

THE HOUNSLOW AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Vice-Pres. : E. Hott, 36, Bulstrodc Road, Hounslow, Mddx.
Hounslow and District Radio Society opened their
THEautumn session with a very successful meeting on September
8th, during which three short talks were given oit "'The Use of
Neon Stabilisers on the B.C.221," " Frequency Meters " and
" Electronic Transmission of Movement," by Messrs. A. W.
Robertson, R. S. Parsons and J. H. Clark respectively. Arrangements for a social evening in the West End ou December 11ith
have now been completed.

STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : W. A. Higgins, 35, John street, Brierley Hill, Staffs.
of the above society was Itch! in the Scienec
AMEETING
Block of King Edward School, Stourbrhlge, on Tuesday,
October 5th, at 7.45 p.m. Mr. N. C. Heathcock (BRS6319),
was in the chair, and a good attendance was recorded:-

Instead of the usual lecture or talk, there were two general
discussions. The first subject was " Band Planning " (as proposed by the Code of Practice Committee of the R.S.G.B.),
and in this there was much divergence of opinion and feeling.
Mr. W. A. Higgins (GRIP), opened the debate by reading a proposal from the Society President, Mr. J. Timbrell (0601), unable
to attend through indisposition, who proposed that Baud
Planning should not be considered in any way until an inter-..
national agreement was reached. GBC:F supported this proposal
and added that the present proposals of the B.S.(:.B. favoured
the high (rower telephony stations. On a proposal by Mr. Jacobs,
it was then decided by vote that the majority of the members
were in favour of the principle of Band Planning. More disussion
followed with many individual opinions and the meeting finally
passed a resolution by Mr. Higgins that, the Society rejected
any proposals of Band Planning unless they were agreed on an
international scale.
In the second discussion, on 144 lids. operation (two metres),
Mr. F. Bills (G3CLG) figured prominently as lie had some
Practical experience to expound. Some apparatus built by
members was displayed: In the main, members were shown that
it does not entail considerable expense or apparatus to operateon these very high frequencies. A vote of thanks was' passed to
G3CLG for his very interesting descriptions of V.H.F. working.
The next meeting will take place on Tuesday, November gild,
and there will be a talk on " Home Recording," by Mr. D. Poe
of B.S.R., Ltd. The secretary will be pleased to bear front any
0
one interested in joining the society.
LIVERPOOL AND DISTRICT SHORT WAVE CLUB
Hon. Sec. : W. G. Andrews (G31)VR'), 17, Liugtield Road, Broad green, Live 'pool, 14.
average attendance has been steadily inireasing over the
THEpreceding
month, and club activity is gaining momentum.
The construction of a 35 nun. film strip projector is in hand,
and it is hoped to give technical lectures with the aid of film
strips issued by Mallard's educational service.
A forthcoming lecture of note is one dealing with high fidelity
AA'. equipment and pick -ups, to be given on October 26th, by
bir. J. H. Brierly, of J. H. Brierly, Ltd.
A visit. has been arranged to th. Ina in automatic telephone
xchange.
DERBY AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
pinadsAv., Lit tleover, Derby.
Hon.SeC.: l'.C.Ward(G2C \\ i..
a result of the Soviet, 's stand at a recent exhibition
AS organised by the Derly Society of Model Engineers,
membership and interest in the society's activities have increased
I

considerably.
The society's own transmitter is nearing completion, application for a licence having been made to the appropriate authorities. It is hoped to participate in a forthcoming contest with this
equipment and at the same time try out a new location for future
N.F.1). events.
The lectures on television receiver construction are proving
very interesting and many members are antieipatiug results
from the Alexandra Palace transmitter itenditg commencement
of transmissions from Sutton Coldileld.
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10,000
VAlVESNw

and obsolete types, augmented
many more arriving gaily (includirg
eletosion types). Order C.O.D. or
enquire please and ask for new Valve
List. We at BULLS can even offer
Replacements for such rare types as
47, 32L7, 70L7, etc.
So get on to
BULLS first-and right away. Also for
122AZ and ?5A7.
Bulls Brimarizing.
TELEVISION Construction Books
Wireless World Telev. Constr., 216.
Electronic Eng. Televisor, 216. Telev.
Constr. Manual, 316. Telev. Parts :
Vision Unit Chassis, 2216.. or completely
wired. £7.15.10. Sound Unit Chassis.
18!9 (comp!. wired, £S.5.5). Time Base
Unit Chassis, 1716 (£8:14.2).
E.H.T.
Combined Power Transformer, 5,000 v..
2-4-6 v., 9116. 2,000 v. 2 -4 v., 54/9.
Focus Coils for 35 mm. Tubes, 3216.
Deflector Coils, 3216.
Line Output
Transformer, 3216.
Varley Choke,
DP52, 5.5 Henries at 250 mla., 1819.
Rubber Masks (cream for gin. C.R.
Tubes), III -.
Co -axial Cable, white,
brown or black, 1!3 per yard. Screen
Enlargers, £6.6.0.
RADIO. -Burgoyne Table Model Sets,
medium wave, a few ,left (then discontinued), reduced to £9.17.6. Weymouth, pair of T.R.F. coils with
basic circuit, 916. Aerials, ex -Gov.,
7 extensions, 14ft., collapsible (suitable as fishing rods), 7(6. " Radio craft." American Library of Ten Books
(last import quota), 351 -. Fabric for
speakers, etc., modern weave, sq. ft.,
316. tin. Radio Extensions (also suitable
for MCRI ), 716. Radio Extensions in
modern plastic cabinet, (SI -. Service
Sheets, Amer. and Brit., our best
selection, 1016 per doz.
Amplion
Pocket Volt and Milliamp Meter,
0 -25 v., 0-250 v., 0-25 mla, 211 -.
Trimmer Tool Kits (re- designed), 301 Avo-minor Universal, £8.10.0. Taylor
Meters on EASY TERMS.
Midget
Soldering Iron, " Pencil " type, works
off 6 v. car battery, 1016. Gram -motor
with Rim drive Turntable, £4.19.3.
ELECTRICAL.-Vibro Engraving Tool,
plugs straight
into light socket,
engraves metal, plastic, glass, wood,
leather, jewellery, etc., 5216. Electr.
L

T

I

:

The

" Flusite

Quins "

Work

at

" If

you all stop staring at me
We'll get something done," shouted
" Nu more broadcast to- night,

'LI

we get some FLUXITE

EE.

;

There's a technical hitch, don't you see."

111

See

that FLUXITE

-

workshop

by you

is always

-in the house -garage

-

wherever

speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and

manufacturers.

Of

all

ironmongers -in tins,
10d.,

116

and

31 -.

To
CYCLISTS:
For stronger
wheels that will remain round
and true, there's a time tested
tip. Tie the spokes where they
cross with fine wire and SOLDER.
It's simple
with FLUXITE
but IMPORTANT.

-

-

The
f+LUXITE
GUN
puts
FLUXITE where you want it
by a simple
pressure. Price
116,

or filled,

216.
51.1

MECHANICS

WIU'NAVE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
on the ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and for leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
10015 with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS."
Price Id. EACH.

Write for Book

Mixer and Whisk, with 3 different
attachments, 31110. Pressure Cookers
for rapid cooking, takes minutes instead of hours, 7716. Soldering Irons,
heavy duty. on/off switch, 230(50 v.,
Ex. Gov.. 1819.
Vidor Portable Elec.
Cooker, with oven (no tax). 4216.
Mouse Traps, Elec. Hygienic (no wattage), 1216.
MISCELLANEOUS : Photo -Magic
Camera for brilliant pictures (films
available), 5715. Compass (liquid), exGovt., 4in. dial, precise instrument,
1519.
Hellerman Tool Kits, complete
with Tool Lubricafit, 250 Assorted
Sleeve and Cable markers, 2516.
STOP PRESS :
4 mfd. 500 v. Condensers, 119._
Pifco All -in -one Radiometer for all
Radio and Electrical Tests with internal
Battery and multi- scale, A.C.ID.C.. 251 -.
Test Prods, Red and Black, plastic
insulated, pair, 316.
25 mid. 25 v. Condensers. 119.
.5 mfd. 350 v. Condensers, 116.
Wonder Crystal Set with pair of
Headphones, 251 -.
Please write immediately to Bulls,(P.W,.)

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.
246.11IGNSIIJÁPlt s

nam
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VALVES
at rock -bottom prices
ALL NEW IN
MAKERS' BOXES
807

-

TETRODE

0.9 a.
Well-known
general
purpo,e K.F. and audio " bottle."
6.3 v.

Price 713

954

6.3 v.

957

x.25 v.

9002

TRIODE, 9
3 H.F. PEN.
6.3 v. "Button Base" both

7/

As 6J5GT but

ACORN H.F. PENTODE
Price 4/-

ACORN TRIODE
Price 41ef00fn

each 416

r;rid on top

with Anode and
Price 316

Assortment of 4 standard
NÉONS type
aeons, two miniature
types and two- z" neons for
2/-

8012

-2

TRIODE

a. t,000 v. So in
500 me s.
Dissipation 40 watts. A most useful
valve for U.H.F. work, note lull rating
covers 144 and 460 mcs.
Price 1816

6.3 v.

IDDYSTONE
" 640 "

RECEIVER

This popular and efficient shortwave Receiver offers unparalleled
value at the new price of £27 /áo /0.
to 1.7 mc's.
Valves.
R.F. Stage.
Noise Limiter.
31
9

Electrical Bandspread.
B.F.O.
Cry -tai Filter.
Accurate calibration.

You could not build an equivalent receiver for this money.
14,

SOHO ST., OXFORD ST.

LONDON, W.I. Telephone:

GERrard 2089

Note our SHOP HOURS : 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to I p.m.

HIGHSTONE

Something here for moll! O. GREENLICK, LTD.

UTILITIES

Model is a real
crystal Sets. -Our latest
with a permanent

radio receiver. fitted
in your
crystal detector. Why not have a setReceiver
own 1ro111-9 6. post Oft. De Luxe
in polished oak cabinet. 18 6. post 1
Spare Permanent Detectors, 2.- each.
When ordered separately, 2 8. With clips
and screws, 2 10. Post 3.1.
Headphone., reconditioned and in good
order. 5 6. post 61. (better quality, 7 6.1
Nev. Ileadpltones, 1D- a pair, post 6d.
Balanced armature type (very sensitive(..
12 6 a pair, post 64. New Single Earpieces.
ex- R.A.F.
3 6. Bal. armature tybe, 4 6
earpiece. 2 -. post 44. Headphones with
moving coil mike. 15 -. Similar phones with
Headphone
throat mikes. 126. Rost 84. Replacement
('orde. 1 3 a pair, post 3d.
Bands. 13, post 411. fire Bands. 44.
All headphones listed are suitable for use
with our crystal sets. Hand Microphones,
with switch in handle, and lead. 4 -. Similar
64,
instrument moving coil, 7.6. postwith
vest
Sparking Ii ug Near Testers
pocket clip. 3 3. and with gauge. 3.6, post 3d.
hand
generaringing
with
Sete,
Telephone
tor, twin bells and G.P.O. type hàndcomb,
30 - each, carr. 2 6. 57 6 pair. carr. 3 6.
New handcomb sets, 7 6. post Kill. Telephone
hand generator with handle. 7.6, post 1'6.
Bell, 4 6. post 6d.
E x- H.A.P. 2-Valve (2 -volt) Amplifiers.
can be used to make up a deaf aid outfit.
intercommunication system, or with
Crystal set, complete with valves. 20' -.
10.' -. Wooden
post 1 6. Ditto, less valves.
box to hold amplifier. 2 - extra.
Meters. 0 -1 m'a. 21in. mc. 136 : 3.5 amp.,
coupled
ther'mo
amp.,
2Iin.
21n.. T.G.. 5 - 4
in case with switch, 76. 30 m. a, 210 m'e.
6 - : Double reading 40 120 m a. 2in., me.
15 volt 24in.,
20 amp, 211n., -m'l. 9 6
m c. 9 6 150 v.. 21]n.. m'c. 10'- 15 v. /600v.
double reading, 21n., m e. 8 - 31111 v.. 211n..
m i. 12 6 30 amp., 6in., m 1. Itt)nclad,
35 - 0.000 v., 31in. ma. 57 6. 3.500 v., 31in.,
m c, 20' -. Meter movements. 21n. size with
Magnet (500 micro -amp.), 2'6. Post Extra.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.
;

:

:

:

:

:

:

.
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HIGHSTONE

58. New
'Letters only.

n'anstead,

I

I

I

.,,

I

1

TELEVISION .COMPONENTS, for E.E.
circuits Scanning Coil unit. 30- ' Line
Focus Coil, 32 6 :
Transformers. 30 Vision E.E. Chassis, with valve holders and
ditto, Sound Chassis.
coil formers. 22 6
set of 8
Time Base Chassis, 17 6
18 6
coils fully wound. 15- Rubber Masks for
gin. tube. 11 - E.E. Television Construc4
tion Manual. 2 6.
CONDENSERS.-Ultra midget 2 -gang condenser, as used for Personal portables, 10 - '
with
standard ditto, 0.0005 mid., 8'6
trimmers. 10. -. Electrolytics, 8 mid.,
8 mfd.. 350 v.. 2 - ' 8 plus 1G,
450 v., q-6
450 v.,56. Paper, 0.01 and 05 mid., 6 dozen
4 mfd., 100 v., 941. each.
DIALS 1)It IVES.-Horizontal Drive assembly. S.M.L. dial, 10 x 41in.. 2 hole fixing,
8in., 4 6 :
22'6. Glass S.M.L. dial, 6ín,
Pan. 4'6; Escutcheon, 5 6. Full Vision
Drive assembly with glass escutcheon.
etc.. 71 by 4(10., 12'6 ' ditto, Square Plane.
MIL, 4 x 31in., 11.6. Dials. S.M.L., 4 x31in.,
ditto. B' x 511n.. 1'6. Drum drive
1'(drum, pulley, spring,, 3'- Epicycle drive,
2'
ItESISTANCES. -Mains droppers, 600 ohms
0.3 and 1,000 ohms. .2. 4'- each. Heavy duty
variable resistance, 300 ohms 1 amp, 15, -.
TRIMIMIiR KITS. -In smart metal case,
comprising 17 tools. for the service engineer.
" Qualrad " product, 45' -.
SPEAKERS. -P.M.. less trans.. 5in., `15'- ;
8in., 17'6 ; 61in., A.M. with trans., 22;6.
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, in 6.12 v.,
out 200'280 v., 50 mA. or as small motors,
D.C. mains, 15. -.
VI RRATORS. -Non Synchronous, 6 volt,
4 pin, 6 -.
SWITCHES.-Yaxley type, 3 -pole, 2 -way.
4 -pole, 4 -way.
4 -pole, 3 -way, 3'2'36 midget. ditto, 4 -pole, 2 -way, 3'- ;
:

:

'

:

:

:

t

:

;

:

;

:

YOU

can become
a first-class

:

-pole, 3-way,
Our list at 21d., gives full details. of all

I -.

4

FREQUENCY METERS by Crompton
stocks.
and Nalder, IIC 230 volts 40160 cy., 5in.
dia., flush panel, £7 10s.
Nr. Whitechapel Met. Station.
WATT METERS. Met. Vic. watt meters,
265, Whitechapel Road, London,
5 -30 kW. 230 V. 50 cy. 3 ph., full circular

UTILITIES,
London, E.11. scale 61in. dia., £S.
MICROPHONE INSETS. New G.P.O.

]Ilnslra fed 1.1.1 sent on
request with 14. stamp and s.a.e.
New

RESISTANCES. Variable, panel mount ing wire wound on porcelain former,
amp., 216. Slider resistances,
10 ohms
3 ohms 10 amp.,
6 ohms 6 amps, 1716.
ohm
1716.
1.2 ohm 15 amp., 1216.
4 amp., 1216.
DIMMERS. Panel dimmers totally enclosed for valves, small light controls, or
safety switches on test circuits, 100 ohms
I amp., 50 ohms !. amp., 216 each.
10
relays,
model
G.P.O.
RELAYS.
make contact and 10 with 2 break
case,
201 in
metal
and
contact, on strip
for 20 relays.
watts,
250
for
rewind,
TRANSFORMERS
with lams and wire in good condition,
ex G.P.O., 1214, carriage and packing 216
extra. Transformers B.T.H., double wound,
200/230I250V. 50 cy., input 2 volts 20 amps.;
30V. 6 amps. with 22V 6 amps. tapping,
551 -; or 2 volts 20 amps and 75 volts 6
amps, 651-.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS 230V. input
Fuses,
85 watts. 251-, 150 watts 351-.
Slydlock, 30 amp., 301- dzn.. 5 amp. 121- dzn.
DYNAMOS for windmill work, 12115
volts 10 amp. 60011,000 r.p.m. with shaft
12 volt. 10 amp.
extension for prop.
dynamos 1,400 r.p.m., 401 -, 30V. 5 amps.
1,500 r.p.m., £4. 50170 volts 10 amp. £16.
24 volts 30 amp. £S.
HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS.
4 and 5 magnet type, 150 volts 50 mla.,
X.C. output, new condition, P.M. Steel
magnet and gearing in handle, 1216, postage

E.1.

Phone

surplus carbon inset fitted in neat bakelite
case, 316, postage 6d.
INVISIBLE RAY CONTROL. Raycraft
kit with solenium bridge in bakelite case,
relay megostat resistor,
10,000 oh(n
valve holder, etc, with instruction booklet,
451 -.

THE DEM. CONTINUITY -TESTER.
A self- contained portable circuit tester for

electrical circuits, almost pocket size,
6; 3; x24in., a beautifully made Govt.
Instrument, new, totally enclosed polished
wood case with carrying strap and contact
switch. The experimenter's best friend.
Worth 2 guineas. A limited number are
offered at 1216 post free.
WIRELESS CONTROL UNITS, exR.A.F., contain Yaxley switch and knob.
connection strips, fuse and holder, coil
socket and connections, 216, postage 9d.
We are specialists in Home larger model dGith 2 Yaxley' switches and
pilot lamp, 41 -, plus II- postage.
Study Tuition in Radio,
ELECTRO MAGNETS. Powerful IIC
electro- magnet, 6125 volts D.C., with screw Television and Mathematics.
Ib. 10 ozs.,
in solenoid core, weight
Post coupon now for free
2¡x)1 in., will lift 7 -28 lb., type No. I,
magnet
electroD.C.
216
-volt
small
4f
-;
booklet and learn how you
weight 10 ozs., lift 11 to 4 lb., 716. Solenoid
can qualify for well -paid
Coils of 27 gauge wire, 6 ozs. weight,
21- each.
employment or profitable
Dewar Key switches,
SWITCHES.
spare -time work.
7 pole C.O., as new, with top plate, 51 -.
D.P.C.O. Toggle switch, flush panel, 250 v.
S.P.C.O., 21- each. Lucas
Y amp., 31-.
T.
C. RADIO COLLEGE 8 -way switch box, 316; 6 -way, 31 -. Santon
10 -amp. D.P.S.T., back of board type, 716
KING EDWARD AVE., AYLESBURY each. Square type, S.P.S.T. back of panel,
15 amp., 2in.xl "in.x2 in., 316.
Post in unsealed envelope ld. postage-1 PARCELS. 10 lb. useful oddments for
dismantled from
Please send me free details of your 1 the junk box. All clean,surplus
apparatus,
Government and other
Ilome -Study Mathematics and Radio
buyers.)
Overseas
for
(Not
717 post free.
1
Courses.
orders.
for
mail
I
Please include postage
I NAME
all

RADIO
ENGINEER

:

BIS. 5079

MAINS
TRANSFORMERS
Improved Machines improve ProOUR
duction and lower Costs.
are
NEW MULTI WINDERS
turning out thousands of Mains
Transformers each week. HENCE
we can pass this saving on to
our many friends. LOOK !

I

&

I-

ADDRESS

LT. 94

ELECTRADIX

214,

RADIOS

Queenstown Road, London. S.W.S.
__Telephone

MACaulay 2159
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2001250 v. Sec. 350 -0-350 v.
:
80 m.a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a. ; or 250 -0-250
with 4 v. or 6.3 v. heaters. All fully

Primary

shrouded.
Prices better than pre -war.
...
...
Drop thro' chassis type
.. ...
...
Chassis Mounting
Postage,

1716

1916

111d.

H. W. FIELD & SON LTD.,
Cable Works, Station Road,
Harold Wood, Essex.
Ingrebourne 2642
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Programme Pointers
This

Mpnth MAURICE REEVE'S Subject

is

without the present restrictions and
frustrations of modern continental travel,
it would be difficult to imagine a more
delightful holiday than a trip round the Hebrides
and Trossachs, or Skye and Shetland, through the
roost varied and mountainous scenery Britain has
to offer us, winding up with a week or so in
Edinburgh, the Athens of the North, Auld Reekie,
or what you will from the many titles given to the
loveliest city in the Empire, at the height of her
newly founded Festival of all the Arts.
The second holding, which is just concluding,
has been so enormously successful, that it will
now take its place with Salzburg, the Three Choirs
and others, as a landmark in the artistic calendar.
A galaxy of world -famous artists were engaged
for the Festival to appear in many of the greatest
masterpieces ; whilst there was also a liberal
sprinkling of modern works and first performances.
Some splendid concerts came over the air, and one
was tempted to wish they had been present in the
splendid Usher Hall in actual fact.
Not all the performances were of equal merit,
and perhaps the least satisfactory was the first
cmrcerto of the Concertgebouw Orchestra of
Amsterdam.
Although Mendelssohn's brilliant
Italian Symphony sounded rather as though the
players had not quite recovered their breath from
their long journey, the main trouble with Bruckner's
seventh symphony was probably the work itself.
Its discursiveness and the absence of the tightlyknit methods of Beethoven and Brahms were felt
through the very impersonal medium of the radio
even more thank they usually are in the concert
F4VEN

hall

Two distinguished artists in Menuhin and Kentner
combined for the whole cycle of Beethoven's Violin
and Piano Sonatas, two programmes of which were
broadcast. A dazzlingly technical team they made,
making one feel that only one of them need have
journeyed north ; they would have combined just
as perfectly with the other remaining back home
in London and only a starting button, installed
either end, needing pressing. They never tugged
at the heart strings once.

fan Tutte
A memorable broadcast was that of Mozart's
Cosi fan Tutte, from the King's Theatre, done by
The Glyndebourne Company and the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Vittorio Gui.
The incomparable work came over with all its
gaiety and freshness. Stabile's personality, as
Don Alfonso, " stood out " most pronouncedly.
One could almost imagine oneself back in the
Cambridge Theatre, where we all look forward to
seeing him again in further triumphs this winter.
The Augusteo Orchestra, of Rome, under Carlo
Zecchi, also gava an excellent concert, its best
items being a Concerto Grosso, by Geminiani,
and Verdi's Sicilian Vespers.
But I purposely leave to the last what was, to
one listener at any rate, the highlight of the
Corsi

r-

The Edinburgh

Festival and Three Plays

musical side of the Festival as broadcast : namely,
Schnabel's playing of Mozart concertos, with the
B.B.C. Symphony, under Sir. A. Boult, and the
B.B.C. Scottish, under Ian Whyte. This was
Mozart playing in excelsis. Not only is Schnabel
the master pianist in this genre of music, but he
knows, understands and feels it through and through
to the remotest fiddle desk. Steely fingers run up
and down the keyboard, but they wear a velvety
glove in the slow movements. The rondos are things
of sheer delight, whose tunes and rhythms are left
dancing in one's mind and heart long after we have
turned the knob off.
Only Casals, of contemporary artists, seems to
unlock the secrets of great concerto playing to the
same extent, and to have the orchestra " with him"
to the same degree. When listening to playing
like this, one feels that the announcement
is
accompanied by the such and such orchestra,
conducted by so and so . ." is, apart from the
proper etiquette due to distinguished artists,
quite misleading. Schnabel makes a homogeneous
whole of the thing with himself, the orchestra, the
conductor and, above all, the music, integral parts.
Only the greatest artists can achieve this.
Also, with the B.B.C. Symphony, another night,
were Menuhin and Piatigorsky in a brilliant performance of Brahms' massive double concerto for
violin and violincello.
Remembering that the variety of art on show at
Edinburgh ranges from Handel manuscripts and
16th century masques and moralities onwards to the
best, and less good, of to -day's outpourings. I
have said sufficient to show that this Festival has
come to stay and to command our attentions every
summer.

"...

The Critics
Before mentioning plays, I would like to welcome
back the critics " Here are the five critics again,"
on the Home Service on Sundays at 12.10 to 12.55,
whose first programme of the present series came
from Edinburgh on the 5th. This wholly delightful
résumé of current films, theatre, books, art and
radio, by an ever -changing number of experts on
the various subjects, is probably missed by large
numbers engaged either in preparing the Sunday
shillingsworth or in sharpening up the appetite
for, same. If so this is most regrettable, as it is
that rare combination -capital entertainment
and
first -class information. If you haven't tuned into
it yet, do so. I'm sure you'll like it.

I thought the best play broadcast last month

was Constance Cox's dramatisation of Oscar Wilde's
remarkable novel, " The Picture of Dorian Gray."
The amazing and fascinating story of the brilliant
and Adonis -like young man who, sitting for his
portrait, is cursed by having all the marks and
wrinkles of experience -his soul, in fact -normally
shown on our countenance, grow on the picture
instead. Until, in middle age and still looking
twenty -one, he breaks the spell, whereupon bn
one shattering revelation in the mirror, and seeing
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corruption in his own face and the purity and looks
of his youth returned to the picture, he commits
suicide.
To make a play of Wilde material, Wilde, ono
of the stage's master craftsmen, and the creator
of the gayest and wittiest comedies since Sheridan,
sounds something of a paradox. But Wilde must
have known that, in spite of typical Wildean
wisecracks from Lord Henry Wrotton,'who is of the
company of John Worthing, Viscount Goring, Lady
Bracknell, and all the others, the dramatic and
psychological qualities of " Dorian Gray " were
more suited to novel form. At least, he doubtless
felt that he would best express that particular
story in prose rather timan in stage dialogue.
Ineffective Play

Whether this is so or not, Miss Cox, together
with the adaptation and production of Howard
Rose, made a most effective radio play, in which the
climax, the metamorphoses of both Dorian Gray
and his picture, was most dramatically conveyed.
Hugh Miller strolled through the part of the
hardened sinner. Lord Henry, whose evil influence
is Dorian Gray's undoing, with great charm and
conviction. David Peel in the title role was also
excellent, especially in the earlier scenes before he
comes under Lord Henry's charming but corrupting
influence. The ladies in the story are of less importance than the men, which is perhaps why Wilde
did not himself put the story into dramatic form.
They were all most convincingly portrayed.

Television Receiver
Construction
HERE are two handbooks at present available
dealing with the complete construction of
modern television receivers. Both books cost
2s. lid., and one is published by Electronic Engineering and the other by Iliffe. They are obtainable
from most bookstalls and newsagents.

T

Tho Televisor described in the Electronic
Engineering book incorporates an eight -valve
vision receiver (EF50's and EA50's), and a'fourstage sound receiver (EF50's and EBC33) tetrode,
with output stage (Mullard EL33). Both tine
bases utilise time Thyratron (T.41), with a single
amplifying stage, and the power pack includes a
valve rectifier for EHT. Time receiver is designed
primarily for a standard gin. tube, and the input is
taken to the grid.
Time receiver is of time straight type (tuned
anode couplings), and is designed for single-sideband reception. Aerial input is taken to both sound
and vision receivers, and a simple and reliable two stage synch separator is employed. We understand that a complete kit of parts.works out at
about £65.
Tho Wireless World receiver is a more elaborate
circuit and utilises the first two H.F. stages in the
vision receiver for the reception also of the sound
signals. A filter takes out the sound signal and
passes it to a further H.F. stage, feeding a diode
and the output from this point is intended to feed ap

" The Bill of Divorcement," that great West End
success of twenty -odd years ago, was put over on
September 4th. Like many another play heard
again after such an interval of time, it is difficult
to see what there is in it to have caused such a
stir, bother and commotion as it did in those now
lamented days. The subject, that of the woman
who divorced her lunatic husband in his " absence,"
only to have him return, cured, and about to
scotch her 'second romance until their daughter
saves it by sacrificing her own happiness, may have
been more topical then than now ; I don't know.
It may also have been very good " theatre."

Listening -in, I thought both the story and the
characters very forced and unreal, though it was
played very well indeed, especially by Olive Gregg
as the young daughter.
The dramatisation of Neville Cardus' auto biography -Home, September 1st-missed much
of the essential flavour of the original, which has
been the literary feature of the year. All the
gorgeous cricketing and musical stories were missing
as was the essential flavour of that wonder-fat
woman, Aunt Beatrice. Also, I couldn't imagine
the youthful Cardus talking and seeming like he
sounded as played in the early scenes from the
book ; it sounded like one of the most insufferable
film children- English variety. But the programme was a signal and most deserved honour
to one of the .most remarkable men of our time.
It will be long before I read a better or more
valuable book.
-

existing' amplifier (or the pick -up terminals of a
standard broadcast reeei\-er). There are six stages
in the vision amplifier (ER50's and EA50), which
is designed for double -side -band reception with
transformer couplings tuned by brass slugs.
The time bases incorporate three val=es for frame
and three for the line, using a blocking oscillator
and a Miller transitron integrator. The line output
transformer is tapped to feed two metal rectifiers to
generate EHT from time fly -back. The power pack
employs two standard full -wave rectifiers connected
' as half -wave units to supply the necessary 500 volts
at 250 mA., and time book gives full conseructional
data for the scanning coils, focus coil, tuning
coils, frame and line transformers which, however,
are now available ready-made to the specification
from various manufacturers.
A gin. tube is also specified for this receiver, and
the input is taken to cathode.
We understand that time kit for this receiver
works out at over £70.
Both receivers may be used to operate a 12in.
tube without alteration, although naturally
brilliance Will suffer slightly.
The experienced amateur will no doubt find little
difficulty in incorporating ex- Service valves and
other items, and both receivers are relatively simple
to build. A signal generator and some form of output measuring device is an essential with the
Wireless World receiver, but although it is claimed
that the Electronic receiver will give results without
-suelm test equipment, a generator is essential to
obtain accurate alignment of the single- side-band
arming circuits and thus get the best from the set.
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SPECIALISTS SINCE

10 -100 m. tuned by 160 pf., 33/- ;
:
16 -50, 200550, 800 -2,000 m. tuned by 500 pf., 33/ -. Also available with
RF stage at S01-. These packs are s /het types and use separate
high " Q " coils individually trimmed for each range.
I.F. Transformers, very high
Q
perm. tuned 465 kc /s.,
aluminium cans, I4/- pr., or 7/6 each ; 125 kc /s capacitor,
tuned pairs only, 18/6 ; Midget type, 465 kc /s, in pairs only, 19/6.
R.F. Chokes wound on polystyrene, S.W., 2/3 ; A.W., 3/-.
Twin mains filter, 3/3. Aluminium chassis punched for 5 v.
slhet and fitted with 5 Amphenol v /holders and AE /P4f
sockets, 12/ -. Special offer of dial, I.F.'s, tuning condenser,
chassis, etc., see catalogue,

1516

Metal

419
319

II661-

neteriers,

Send for our 1949 Catalogue, 3d. post paid.

"

1925

A few items from our Latest Catalogue
Resistors, 100 assorted 1 watt...
...
...
Condensers, 8 -8 mfd. 450 volt, metal can ...
Rectifiers, 240 volt, 60 m /A. ...
...
Sleeving, best braided, 11 mm. 3ft., per dozen
Microammeters 20-0 -20 pa, 31" edgewise scale
10 m /A. special
...
...

...

COVENTRY RADIO

DUNSTABLE
LASKY'S

ROAD,

LUTON,

MIDLAND RADIO COIL PRODUCTS,

BEDS.

Newcomen Road, Wellingborough.

19,

RADIO BARGAINS

SHORT

BRAND NEW ANI) UNUSED INDICA-

1-\\®ae

TOR UNITS, TYPE 96.- Containing bin.
cathode ray tube, type VCR97 (short persistence). 10 new valves
6 VR65, 3 EB39,
1 EA50. 14 pot meters, dozens of other components.
Totally enclosed in grey enamelled case, size 18m. a 81in. x 71ín. Weight.
35 lb.
Lasky's Price, 90 / -, carriage 7 u
extra. (Packed in wood case 15 /- extra.
51- returnable on case.)
MODULATOR UNIT, TYPE 64. -Contaming 7 valves 2 EF50, 1 807, 2 high volLtage rectifiers, type CV54. a CV85 (special
type), 1 CV73, 3 relays, high voltage condensers, resistances, pot meters and other
components. Enclosed in metal case, size SPECIAL OFFER.- Universal Avominor,
D.C. Avominor, £315' -, new,
10in. x 18ín, x 6in. Weight 30 lb.
Lasky's £7'13
boxed, guaranteed. All other Avo instruPrice, 22/8, carriage 5/- extra.
ments available
Stock, including new
SPECIAL CONDENSER BARGAIN. Electronic Meterexat £35' -/ -.
8 x 16 mid. electrolytic condensers. 450
TEST EQUIPMENT. -The entire
volts working. Aluminium can type. Lasky's TAYLOR
range of test equipment by this famous
Price. 4111 each, post extra 50/- per doz.
maker is now available on hire -purchase.
25 mfd., 25 volts working, bias electrolytic
S.A.E. for catalogue and terms.
condensers, small aluminium can, Lasky's
Price. 1'6 each, 15'- per doz., post extra, SPFAKEIfS. -Rola 6in. P.M., 2 -3 ohms,
new and guaranteed, 17 / -. For the HI -FI
300 pf (.0003 mfd), feed through capacitors,
enthusiast
Goodman's 12ín.
Axiom
6d- each, 5;- per doz., post extra.
Double Cone, £8181Wharfdale 12ín.,
EX-GOVERNMENT H.T. ' ELIMINA- £6'15B.T.H. -R.K. 12in., £6'151- : VitaTORS. -230 volts input 50 c.p.s., output 120 vox K, 12 -10
watts,
Vitavox
£7;
-/K,
12 -20
volts D.C. Enclosed in neat black crackle watts, £11r -1- : Goodman's 12ín,, 66/15,-;
or olive green metal case, slotted for cool- Goodman's 15in., £1810 /-.
ing. On. Off switch, etc. Size 9ín. x 6in. x
4in. Weight, 15 lb. Lasky's Price, 39/6, ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.-TMC,
450 volts working, not ex-Government
carriage 3.16 extra.
32 mfd., 416 ; 16 -8 mfd., 5/- : 16 mfd., 4' -.
Owing to shortage of space we are unable STROBOSCOPES.-Single-speed,
78 r.p.m.,
to give a full list of our ex- Government 50 cycles,
6d. each, Bid. post free.
radio gear. However. if you will send us
your name and address we will send you a GRAM MOTORS. -Collaro, A.C., 100 -250
v. motor and 12ín. turntable, £5,'8,4
copy of our latest bulletin, giving full
Collar°, A.C., 100 -250 v. with magnetic
details of our stocks.
We also stock a comprehensive range of pick -up and auto -stop, £9/13,6: Collard
radio valves and components. Let us have Auto -changer, mixed records, magnetic
pick -up, £22' -,-.
your requirements.
Under 20/- C.W.O. only C.O.D. or C.W.O.
LASKY'S RADIO
over
20' -.
When ordering C.W.O. please
370 HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON,
LONDON. 1V.9 (opposite Paddington allow sufficient for packing and postage.
Hospital)
MODERN ELECTRICS LTD.
Telephone
CUNningham 1979.
164 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Hours
Mon. to Sat., 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
7eí: TEMple Bar 7587.
Thursday half day.
:

,"

Horizontal Dial, IOin. x 41in., with drive, etc., 22/6. Square
Dial, 51 in., 6/6, with drive.
350 -0 -350 80 m /A. mains transformers, 6.3 and 5 v., 25/6, or
4 v. and 4 v. These items are not Ex -W.D. but new products
of well -known maker, are fully shrouded and tested to 1,500 v.
Write for eatalofue with derails of our weakly " SNIP " offer 21. stamp.

'19

Details of thousands

of components.

RA DIO

MIDCO

Coil Packs

MmO

COVENTRY
COMPONENT

521

e\e

Ckvic5

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

-

;

;

WAVE

COMPONENTS

Introducing a new range of Raymart High
Quality Short Wave components,
('oils.-Plug-in type wound on RD4 low loss
dielectric formers. Both 4 and 6 -pin types
being interchangeable with competitive

makes.
Coverage with
.00016
mfd. Variable
Condenser.
Type CA 4 pin 11 -25 metres at 4/Type CB 4 pin 20-45 metres at 41Type CC 4 pin 44-100 metres at 4/6
Type CD 4 pin 80 -180 metres at 4/9
Type CA6 6 pin 1l- 2.5 metres at 4/3
Type CB6 6 pin 20- 45 metres at 4/3
Type CC6 6 pin 44-100 metres at 4/9
Type CD6 6 pin 80-180 metres at 4/8
Type CE6 6 pin 110 -250 metres at 5/6
Condensers. -All microvariables are of the
all -brass construction type, using ball bearing spindle and ceramic insulation.
Single hole fixing and double ended for
ganging purposes.
Type VC í5X ,023ín. gap 2.5,15 pf. at 3/9
Type VC 40X .0231n. gap 2.75140 pf. at 4Type VC 100X .0231n. gap 3.8/100 pf. at 5,6
Type VC 160X 023in. gap 6160, pf. at 8,8
Type VC 250X .0231n. gap 7.3'250 pf. at 7;9
Insulators,-Aerial insulators Type AG,
311n. ribbed Pyrex glass at 1/1.
Stand -off insulators type SX 31in. high (ex

terminals) at 2/ -.

Stand -off insulators type SM 1í1n. high (ex
terminals) at 9d.
Stand -off insulators type SS lin. high (ex
terminals) at 7d.
Stand -off insulators type ST lin. high (ex
terminals) at 5d.
Knobs and Dials.
Large skirted bakeli to knob with 4in, graduated metal dial, 01100 deg., Type TXD at B 6.As above, but 21ín. diam., Type TXJ, at 311.
Pointer Knobs, 2iin long. Type I.PK, at 1.3.

;

DAVIES SUPPLIES LTD.

ALEC

18, Tottenham Court Rd., London,

:

:

RADIO

MORTONS

ANI) TELEVISION BOOKS
AND MANUALS. Send stamp for booklet
describing over 50.
MAKE A CR)'STAI. SET FOR SIX
SHILLINGS.
Two components only
required. A special coil ready wired to
terminals (instructions enclosed), price 3.6
and a Dustproof Detector. price 2'6.
Ideal reserve set for use during " power
cuts " or personal use when others don't
wish to hear Your favourite programme.
HEADPHONES suitable for crystal sets,
718 pair new ex- Govt.).
MOVING COIL :(I ICROPIIONES for
serious work or home entertainment, great
fun at parties, etc., 6- each.
SIMPLE HOME TELEPHONE, complete
and ready for use. Amuse the youngsters

for hours, 10'- complete.
Supplied)
Post Orders t(Trade
MORTONS, 13, Camden Road, Waltham stow, London, E.17.
Callers to 17, Station Road, Walthamstow;
E.17. Near St. 'James St. Station, 685 or
687 Trolley Bus route.

A FREE BOOK

on Morse Code Training
Thera are Candler Morse

,Code Courses for

Beginners and
Operators.
Send

for

this

Free

" BOOK OF FACTS"

It gives full details concerning all Courses.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System co.. Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

Tel.: Mus. 4539. Tel.: Mus. 2453

IJPACOILS
present the "SUPACOILER't
extremely high -efficiency, highquality, 3- waveband (L., M. ,S.), 4-valve
plus Rectifier A.C.;D.C. Superhet, on
cream sprayed chassis, size Olin. x gin..
with large dial and slow -motion tuning
for ease of station finding. The, dial,
attractively finished in three colours
on a cream background, is calibrated
in metres and printed with station
An

names.

Thecosts

ONLY- £9/7/6 INCLUSIVE.
For further particulars of this set and
of our latest models in coil packs, etc.,
send three 21d stamps for our Illustrated
Constructors' Handbook and Catalogue,

wIlich contains many Circuits, Hints,
etc.. and is invaluable to every radio
enthusiast. Mail Order only,

S
98
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STORES

SURPLUS

SIN

LRS

SAMSON'S
NEW DELIVERY OF R.C.A. MASTER
OSCILLATORS. LIMITED NUMBER
ONLY.

Frequency range 0 -10 mc's. Output sufficient to drive any P.A. Uses 807 valve in
extremely stable circuit. Very accurate
dial calibrations with unique dial mechanism. Metering of doubler or buffer
stages, grid current included. Housed in
solid cast case with shock absorber mountings. Supplied brand new with accessories.
including valve and operating manual. All
in carton as from makers. Our price
£5 10 0, plus 5.- carriage. No C.O.D.
TRANS - RE" 58 "
CANADIAN
CEIVERS. Complete with power pack,
Freaerials, phones, spare valves, etc.metres).
to 33.3
s,
(50
to
9
me
6
quency range
Absolutely brand new and sealed in makers'
cartons, with book of instructions, £19:100,
plus 76 carriage. No C.O.D.
50 ASSORTED CONDENSERS, all In
useful sizes, including from .01 mid. to 2 mfd.
All brand new and guaranteed, £1 post free.
A.11. RECEIVERS, TYPE R.1355. Complete with 8 VR65s, 1 5U4G. 1 VU120. Ideal
for television construction, 35. -, carriage
5 -.

Tel

PAD 7851.

:

STOCK

Goodman's " Axiom Twelve " Speaker
Unit. One of the finest quality speakers
available to -day.

Avo Model

And

Cash price

practically

tt

complete

f 17

í

pp

0

L8

Cash price

7

Valve Tester,

1

I

//
V

00

6 00

the whole AVO

I

range.

Avo Wide Range Signal Generator
An R.F. Generator of remarkably wide
range and accuracy of performance.
Cash price

L

2

Collaro Radiogram Units and Auto
Record Changers available from stock.
Specifications of the above
on request.

*

MAINS

:

LONDON

RADIO

SUPPLY CO

BALCOMBE, SUSSEX

EUS 4982.

and guaranteed.
6_6(1. Brand newmanufacturers'
cartons,
1íF50 in original
Drop through 7.8.
with
P.M.
Olin.
or
Loudspeakers,
-0
-250
250
ROLA
H.T.
shroud.
with
top
type
Universal output transformer. brand new. 21' -.
300 -0-300 or. 350-0 -350v. 80 mA.
S. (i. BROWN HEADPHONES, 5,0001?
L.T.s 4 6.3v. 4A C.T. 4'5v. 2A.
Impedance, lightweight, 121.
VALVES
type relays. 200 f1,
P.O.
A few of the types in stock -all at reduced SIEMENS.
P. Tax Rates. Valves sent C.O.D.
2 pole, making 5 amp. contacts. 3'6.
Brimar 7D3. 7E15, 8A1, 9A1, 9D2, 10D1, 11D3, WESTINGHOUSE metal rectifiers, 250 v.
11D5, 15D2, 20D2. 1D5, 1D6.
41MP, 60 MA.. 7.6.
Cossor : 2P. 13SPA, 40SUA. 4IMHL. B.
SMOOTHING CHOKES. 10H 120 m'A.,
210VPA. 240QP, 21OVPT.2MS PEN DL74, 1001, tropicalised, 6'9.
Marconi -OSram : 304, D63, DH63,
Please add 8d. for post. 21d. stamp for list.
HL2/K,
HL2,
HD24,
11014,
H30, N30, H63.
Mail order only. Full satisfaction or
KT2, KT33C, KT41, PX4, PX25.
money back. '
AC PEN. AC2!PEN DD, AC5 PEN
Mazda
DD. AC; HL, D13207. PEN 44, PEN 45,
UU7,
UU6,
4020,
UU5,
PEN
DD
PEN 383.

19/6 POST PAID
200'2í10:250v.

:

VP23. VP41, VP133, VP210.
AZ31. CI,
Dullard : 2D4A. AC044, AZI, CYl.
CY31,
CIC, CBLI, CBL31, CL4, CL33.

-

PM2A, PM22A, FC2, FC2A, PEN36C.
TH30C, UBL2I,UCH21, SP2B, VP4B
: APP4A. APP4B, APV4, AS412o.
AS4125, HL2, LP220. MH4105, P215, PP215.
PP35. V30. PV495, PP13A
American Types
5V4, 5Ì3, 5L .
5
3Q5,5U4,
1S5,
5Z4. 6A7, 6A8, 6C6, 6D6. 6K8. 6K7. 6J8,

Tungsram

-I5,

6L6.

MINE DETECTOR AMPLLiFIERS
3 valve R.C. Midget Amplifiers with three
IT4 valves in ceramic holders. 22 6.
.3 AMP LINE CORD
3 -way,
way, 1'3 Yd,
60x70 ohms per ft.
e
L'NDR1LLED ALUMINIUM CHASSIS
Heavy gauge, 16 S.W.G. Polished. 3in.
deep, 4 sides. 10in. x 6in., loin. x 8in.. 8'6
12ín. x 9m., 10/8: 14in. x lin., 16in. x lin.,
20in. x 8ín., 126.
118
. or C.O.D.
NEW GOOOST
:

:

FREE

C.W.

COULPHONE RADIO

:

VIBRATOR PACKS. Mallory Vibrapacks.

TRANSMITTING VAI.VES. Ex- Government. brand new in original cartons. WT.
8 6

67,

832,

25.-

Also 808, 30'-

;
:

832A, 25i-

;

865'565, 25 "-

:

100TH, 35,'-

:

10s.

:

813 £3

and many other odd transmitting valves too numerous to mehtion,
RIBBON FEEDER. Heavy Duty 300 ohm
low -loss twin lead for folded dipoles. Price
866 866A. 25 -,

2ld. per foot.
Also full range of RAYMART comp6nents
available. Send 2 /d. for list ; also No. 7
Special Offers List.

BRAND NEW
COMPONENTS
CONDENSERS

Erie 100 pf. Ceramicons N750L. Micamold
.001 mfd., 350 volt. Hunts. .002 mfd., 350
volt. Mica UIC. 200 pT. and 250 pf. silver
mica. SRC 4,000 pf. silver mica. Sprague
.02 mfd., 750 volt tubular.
All 4d. each, 316 doz.
EI -Mento 20 pf. and 200 pf. Midget mica.
3d. each, 219 doz.
Midget .1 mfd. 150 volt and .05 mid. 350
volt. 6d. each, 5/6 doz.
Electrolytics. 16 mfd., 350 volt, 2/6.
Midget two gangs, 315 pf., Polar. As used
'
in personal receivers, 101-.

Osnaburgh Street,
London, N.W.1.

MISCELLANEOUS

Permeability
Midget I.F. Transformers.
tuned, 465 kc /s., 14/6 per pair.
Amphenol American Octal Valveholders,
6d. each, 513 doz.
CALLING AMATEURS
Sin. diameter.
Aladdin coil formers.
Complete with spire nut for fixing and
with BUCCLEUCH
on 6BA brass shank. Four tags
core
dust
Precision Built Equipment
Similar to the formers used on
at top.
Smoot h
Atkin 's coils, 8d. each, 716 doz.
Chassis,
steel
Black, 171in. x101in. x 2 /in..
Multi ratio output transformers, 4/4.
9.9. 1710. x10in. x 2in.. 8,9.
Dial springs, 6d. a doz. Small grommets,
PANELS 6d. doz. Octal grid caps, 8d. doz.
CRACKLE
Large, padded
120 ohm.
Headphones.
19in. x 311n., 4' -.
earpieces. Long cord with jack plug, 5/6.
19in. x 7in.. 8:9.
191n. alun.. 7.9. 19ín. x 1011n.. 8/9. Potentiometers. Morgan midget. I meg.,
21 -.
Angle Brackets. 128m. long, pr.
7/6. (Bright aluminium, same Socket strips. Aerial and Earth, 3d.
ASSEMBLY
cost,) RACK
E. P.U., 4d.
A2,
Al,
(Rigid 4- pillar), 311ín., £2 5s.
available. Send for list.
631n -, £3 5s. Chassis to order. Many other bargains
extra under 201-.
Postage
depth
supplied.
Trade
Charges are as example,
less than 3in. Example: 71n, x
S1n.x2in. totals 14in., at ed. per
M.
inch - 7/ -. Drilling Charges :Holes
Min. or illo.,
up to tin., 3d.
38, CHAPEL AVENUE,

lin
Large.

Small
2/3.
9d. each.
Square, 2/3. Large square. 3.8.
58, Derby Street, Ormskirk, Lancs. BUCCLEUCH RADIO MANUFACTURERS,
Send 21d. stamp for 32 page catalogue
Melville Ter., Edinburgh, 9.
I & 2
The Return of Post Mail Order Service,

:

250TH. 45 -.

DUNK & HEALEY
7 6.

U403

FREQUENCY METER LM7. U.S. Navy
improved version of BC221. 195 kc's- 20,000
kc's. Black crackle case on Lord mounting
base. 1,000 kc's crystal check points, hand
calibrated log book, super vernier drive.
internal modulation, stabilised H.T. line.
250v. or 3.50v. H.T.,
Power requirements
with internal adjustment for difference.
Heaters 12v., easily modified to 6.3v. A few
only. Brand new, price £10. including waterproof dust-cover.
Kit of spare valves, neon signal limiter.
crystal, potentiometers, etc. Price, £2.
Kit of spare valves only. Price £1-

'

NEW GOODS -NOT. SURPLUS

Primary for

48, Holloway Head,
BIRMINGHAM, 1.

Brand new in black crackle case ein. x 6in. x
Olin. Self- rectifying type. 12v. input, 300v.
at 100 m /A. output. (Built -in noise suppres-

(Est. 1925)

TRANSFORMERS

G5NI (B'ham) Ltd.

efficient low frequency hung
terms sion includes
filter.) Price 16-6. postage L' -.

125, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, W.1.
Tel

'1x348

'CASH or EASY TERMS- RADIOMART

We can supply on convenient
HEAVY DUTY CO-AXIAL ('ABLE.
30ft, lengths, 72 ohms impedance, with much of the Radio and Electrical Equipment
each,
post
plugs.
8
2 Pye female connector
being
Extra female and male connectors, at present available, all transactions
Od.
strictly between customers and ourselves.
1:3 per pair.
UNITS.
BRAND NEW MLNE DETECTOR
Please let us know your requirements.
Wonderful component value comprising
3 IT4 valves and bases, 9 condensers, volume
control. 8 resistors, etc. 25/-, post extra. THE
Separate IT4 valves 7/6 each.

169 -171, EDGWARE ROAD, W.2.

',
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Impressions on the W
0

Y

Review of the Latest Gramophone Records

r

Po

ONE of the highlights of the recent releases is a
new recording of Beethoven's " Choral "
Symphony, played by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Herbert Von
Karajan, on Columbia LX1097 -1105. The soloists
are all Viennese singers and the chorus is that of
the Society of the Friends of Music of Vienna.
This is most fitting, for after all Vienna is a city
steeped in memories of Beethoven. These Viennese
artists have been brought up in a great tradition,
and their performance of Beethoven's crowning
achievement in symphonic writing deserves the
closest attention. The recording plays for over an
hour.
Artur Rubinstein's recordings for " His Master's
Voice " have shown collectors his phenomenal
power as an interpreter of the great romiantics.
This month he devotes himself to a brilliant performance of a delightful suite by Francis Poulenc,
which will be new to most music- lovers. Poulenc
is at the head of the modern group of composers
in France. " Napoli " is fascinating music, as are
" Barcarolle," ` Nocturne " and " Caprice Italien,"
played with a light touch by Rubinstein. There is
little to choose in merit between the three pieces,
all remarkable evocations of the Italian scene
by a composer whose mastery of pianoforte writing
is indisputable. The record is H.M.V. DB6614.
Saint -Saëns was a prolific writer of concertosfive for piano, three for violin and two for 'cellô.
The A Minor Concerto is the finer of the' two
'cello concertos and it has been recorded by Pierre
Fournier ('cello), with the Philharmonia Orchestra,
conducted by Walter Susskind, on H.M.V. DB66023. Fournier's performance in this concerto is a
revelation to anyone interested in 'cello playing/
Another interesting recording is Liszt's Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 1, played by the Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted by Eugene Ormandy, on Columbia
LX'I107. Liszt's first Hungarian Rhapsody is not
so often played as the more famous Second, yet it
has an extraordinary wealth of exciting ideas in it.
This Rhapsody No. 1 was No. 14 in the original
piano versions of these pieces, and it exists also in
an arrangement for piano and orchestra under
the name of Hungarian Fantasia. The themes in
the Hungarian Rhapsodies are all based on gipsy
music, which must be distinguished from the real
Hungarian airs.
Vocal
The dramatic cantata, Hiawatha, was the work
that made Coleridge -Taylor's name. Dying at
37, he had not attained his full maturity which
would undoubtedly, on the distinction of Hiawatha,
have produced further fine work. Goring Thomas'
opera, " Esmeralda," has yielded at least one song
which is a frequent target for tenor voices. John
McHugh hits the mark on Columbia DX1512,
and the attraction of his singing of " O Vision
Entrancing," and the famous aria from " Hiawatha"
is ably underlined by Stanford Robinson's handling

of the orchestral accompaniments.

It was the late Count John McCormack who
advised Josef Locke to give up opera and devoto
himself to ballads, for which the rich timbre of his
tenor voice was considered particularly suited.
Having regard to such sound advice, it is perhaps
appropriate that Josef Locke should this month
feature one of John McCormack's most famous
songs, " Macushla." He couples it with one of the
hit tunes of the moment, " Galway Bay," on
Columbia DB2447.
Variety

This month, Bill Johnson, star of the long running stage show " Annie Get Your Gun." sings
Walter Donaldson's American evergreen, " Little
White Lies," and a new British ballad, " The Heart
of Loch Lomond," on Columbia DB2450.
Peter Yorke's orchestra is a full -bodied ensemble
which can be relied upon to add lustre to any
arrangement, whether the material be light, classical
or in the dance vein. His latest recording is
" No Orchids for -my Lady " and " Somewhere
Beyond the Stars," on Columbia DB2452. Both
the vocals are sung by Steve Conway.
A new record for the children is always an
event of importance to the family. The success of
any record as entertainment for youngsters depends
to a great extent on the wholehearted Fay in which
the artist enters the spirit of the story; Mr. Taylor,
in " Jumbo, ", the true story of -a baby elephant,
has this ability to get right into the heart of his
tale -H.M.V. BD1217.
Popular baritone, Tony Martin, is featured as the
male lead opposite Marta Toren and Yvonne de
Carlo in the new Universal film " Casbah." This
month he has recorded four of the five songs he
sings in the film. " For Every Man There's a
Woman " and " What's Good About Good -bye," on
H.M.V. B9685 and " Hooray for Love " and "It
was Written in the Stars," on H.M.V. B9686.
.

Dance Music

Geraldo has recently commenced a big new radio
series entitled " Melody Time " and his latest four
titles feature the 17 -piece band and vocalists heard
over the air. They are, " Take me to Your Heart
Again" and "So Tired," on Parlophone F2315, and
Everybody Loves Somebody,' and " That's
You," on Parlophone F23I6. Other recordings are,
" The Heart of Loch Lomond " and " Say it Every
Day," by the Skyrockets Orchestra, on H.M.V.
BD6023 ; " Underneath the Arches " and " Hair
of Gold, Eyes of Blue," by Joe Loss and his
Orchestra, on H.M.V. BD6021, and " On the Painted
Desert " and " Mississippi Mud," by Tommy
Dorsey and his Orchestra, on H.M.V. DB6024.

DUSTBIN MENACE
Waste Paper thrown out as rubbish means
dollars lost to Britain, so save every scrap..
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3, Goldhawk Road,
Shepherd's Bush, W.12
Telephone: Shepherds Bush 1729.
" FRACMO " 1 20t II.P. ELECTRIC
MOTORS
200'230 v. Universal, 4,000 r.p.m., spindles
project 11in, and lin. from each end.
17:6 each (postage 1,6).
Perfect order.
FOLDING FRAME AERIALS
6ft. square when erected (fold flat when not
on 7ín.
in use). Wound with 10 turnscondenser
Detachable tuning
spreader.
new.
included. Beautifully made and brand
carrying
In special canvas bags with leather
45;- each (carriage 3:6).
'candles.
CONTROL UNIT TYPE 7A
These units are fitted with 2 P.O. relays,
4 P.O.
each having 6 change -over contacts.
jacks, 4 multi -contact telephone switches.
For 191n.
and either useful components. New,
with
lin, high.
rack mounting
76 each (postage 1,6).
dust cover.
MOTOR GENERATORS
at 50 m.a.,
Input 11 v. Outputs 2005 v.
lbs. As new.
13 v. at 1.8 amps. Weight
(postage 1 6). Also available at the
each
86
outputs.
same
with
same price for 22 v. input
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 157 -ray
cathode
with
fitted
A most useful unit
tube, type VCR.97 (bin, short persistence).,'
SP61s). Muir Contains 20 valves (mostly
head slow- motion drive and Inconsiderable
excellent
r umber of components.
condition. £4 each (Carriage 126. with 5,refundable on transit case).
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Secs.
200 230 2.50 v. (50 cps.).
Prim.
300 -0 -300 v. at 85 m.a.. 6.3 v. (C.T.) at 3.5 a.,
a. All connections brought out
v.
at
3.5
4
quality
Super
board.
to engraved terminal
21'- (Postage 1'6).
and brand new.
465ke "s LE. TRANSFORMERS'
31in.xllin.
Superior quality in metal cases.Brand
new.
xllin. Permeability tuned.
With or without top lead.
5 - each (postage 6d.)
;

'

:

:

:

AN INDICATOR UNIT
FOR 50/-

Brand new type 73 Indicator
units in maker's cartons.

MODEL A70
replacement chassis
fitted with new dial

22,

M C 0 -330 ma. Meter.,.
new, boxed, 2 8 P.M. Speaker, 10,000 lines.
list 24 6, 17 6 : International Octal Holder,.
doz. 3.8 ' 2-gang 500 pf Condensers. 8'9
3 -gang 500 pf Condensers. 8'9 : 1 -gang 500 pf

Sangamo- R'c,ton í1.F,
;

Condensers, 29 Pentode Speaker Transformer, 8.$ 7.5 by Choke. 3 9 ; 32 mfd.
350 v. Condenser, 3 9 : Clip for same. 40. :
25 mfd. 25 v. Metal Tube. 1 6 25 mfd. 25 v.
Cardboard Tube. 1'- 4 v. Midget Chassis.
steel, 10 x 5 x 21, 2i- Aluminium Sheet.
8 -way Jones Plug and
14 g., 14 x 91, 2Socket, 1'6 : Assorted t watt Resistors.
doz.. 2 6 Octal Plugs, l'8 Co- axial Cable.
yard, 9d.
VALVES.-Unbeatable price SP61 6.3 v.,
4'8 6J7G. 7 6 6K7G. 7 6 : 6SN7G, '6'6 :
)SL7G, 7 6 6H6G. 8.8 ' HL23DD. 4 +8.
10 v. I. F. F.Receiver with valves and (M Gen.
Convertable to 230 v, A C motor). Motors
advertised at 27.6. My price. 30'- inc. cart.
American 51in. Vision Tube. 6.3 v. heater,
type 5CP1, with base and connection chart.
Preset Pots. used, guaranteed:'
50'14 gns. plus P.T. £3.3.3
assorted, doz.. 9'- American Mica H. V Condensers, coded, used guaranteed, assorted.
or as kit of parts for home
doz., 6 - 100 K C Crystal and Base, 171 :
construction from £8.10.
Partly dismantled American Chassis with.,
Set of constructional blueprints 4I -.
26 V holders. Resistances, Condensers, all
multi -bank switches, knobs.
Special Offer. Few only DENCO four coded, Yaxley
flex. coupling. -Over'
waveband 5. valve superhet chassis at £14 10ín. extn. shaft and
parts, complete in metal case,
each, including tax. Cabinet to suit, £1.19.6. 200 useful
carr.
inc.
27.8
TELEVISION. Send for 70 -page booklet
Please send postage for
on television construction 218d. post free. Terms- C.W.O.
orders under £1.
Components and chassis available. Focus
coil assemblies 30I -. Combined EHT and
money -back Guarantee.
carry
All our goods
;

:

;

:

;

:

1

watt. l'-

:

5

watt,

Droppers,
sliders. 2 amp., 4; 3 amp.,
Humdingers Rests. 2: -.
4 11
7d.
CONDENSERS, 'Tub. up to .0005.
1 mfd.
;
up to .005, 8d.: up to .1, í1d,
mfd., 3 4 8 mfd., 3'9
22 2 mfd., 2:98-16 4mfd.,
v.,
-50
29
6,3 50
8-8 mfd.. 5'9
25-25 y., 2:2 ; Tuning Condensers, smal

feet and

2

:

;

:

:

:

t

,)m

3
tg and Cord,)
Pulley. Spring
Dres(Drrum.
v
M. and L., 8'6
TUNING COILS.T.R.F..
pr., all
pr. Sup. Het., S. M. and L., 101
23.
with Cir. Dials to suit above.
Belling
At RI.-AI.S. -Pix stick on, 2,6
:

Winrod, 19 6.
3 :
VOL0. ME CONTROLS.-Lg. Spdls.. 3less
with Sw., 5.- 5 watt Wire Wound,
Sw.. 5 -.
;

:

:

:

:

:

:

LHT transformers £5.I5s.

THE TELERADI,O CO.
Fore St., Edmonton, N.I8

157,

CRAIG'S LATEST

Radio Circuit. Personally designed, tested
and guaranteed. No experience needed to
build this super T.R.F. 4 -valve set. M.W.
Clear
A.C. D.C. High Quality Output.

Diagrams. Detailed Instructions, parts list,
etc., 3'6.

CRAIG, 64, Conyers Road,
Streatham, S.W.16.

%.
S\F
--

,

(tvolu

This new
dual model in-

dicaces 2 to 30
and-IOO to 750 volts.

SERVICE,
Castletuwn, Portland. Dorset. Tel. 3104.
CASTLE ELECTRICAL

G200's

Guaranteed Radio Tubes
6H6. 3 6. 6L5. 6J5;
RL16 (VR1371, 2X2a. EF50 (VR91). 5'-. 6AC7,
SSA7, 6SN7. 6SH7, 6 8. 6K7. 6K8, 6.17.
Transmitting :
6,78. 6L7. 6SQ7. 6G6. 9`6.
RK34 (CV18), 6 6. PT15, 2C26, 676, 12 6.
doz.
808. 35 -. I Oct. valveholders, 4
.1 mf, 2 - doz. 1 mf. 600v. wins.. 1 - each.
4 -pin Jones plug and socket, 1 6 each.

Receiving. HL23DD.

ALTIMETER.

Transmitter-receiver.

American
VR150;30. 9 metal
tubes.
acorne,
c. enthutubes. Very useful for the
siast. Brand new in original packing for
only 70, -.
250-300
Power supply No. 4. 12 volts inideal
for
volts at up to 100 MA. Vibratorfor
use on
ear radio, 19:8 each. or converted
230v. A.C. mains, giving 300 volts. 120 MA=
1.$lliamps approx. together with 4 -5-6.3 -12.8
volts, 5 amps. for heaters, a bargain. 45'--

Send for leaflet (A.24) on " Testing "

Frances Street, Scunthorpe.
No W.D. Surppllus.

New Goods Only.
RESISTORS.-Carbon.
watt, 8d.: wire wound,

;

;

Oakfield Road, Bristol, 8. RUNBAKEN MANCHESTER'1
RADIOLLCTRON Lines.

5,

IT'S

IF

"CASTLE" IT'S GOOD

SPECIFICATION
111 1 R.
8A. 4 H F. Pentodes VR.65 (SP.VR.92
Double Diode VR.54 (EB.4) 1 Diode
(EA.50) 4 Position 10 wafer wavechange
Many
switch. Two high speed relays.
condensers,
potentiometers. resistors,
etc. All in
transformers, viewing xhood.
16(10. x 121n.
grey metal case 511.n.
4v. 1 A.
NOTE : VCR.138A.(Sim. ECR.35) hasthe
best
v. H.T. It is
heater and needs 1.500work
with a One green
tube for oscilloscope
duration. The
trace of 5 milliseconds'
carton for 50.- plus
indicator in maker's passenger
train.
10:- for carriage by

A. McMILLAN,

OP

-
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' liadioslPUres'
Quality Parts
The
Service Engineer's
First Choice

PIFCO ALL-IN-ONE RADIOMETERS,
25 -.
over 10' -.
Terms ' Cash with order. Orders
post It-be. under add 4d. C.O.D. extra.
lid. stamp for copy of our latest list.

A. C. HOILE
Loose Village, Maidstone, Kent
Loose

83579

A SUCCESS

!

Pardon our pride but the Home Construc-!
tor's Handbook is sweeping the Country
of
Make sure of your introductory copy
formulae. hints,
this 21i0. book of circuits,three
210. stamps.
components, etc.. for only
See Nov. P.W. HURRY
Here are a few items from our Mail
Order shelves. New goods-cheaper
COIL PACK 30. -3 wave s'het completely
assembled and wired. 6 permeability coils
with trimmers, 21 -.
with push
('OIL PA('K P.B. 30. -Same 30'
-.
button switching, inc.30.Gram..
with 9 is coils and
('OIL PACK 40. -As
completely
stage,
R.F.
trimmers. inc.
Tired. 39,' -.
k,c., Litz
LE. TRANSFORMERS. -465
wound. iron cored. only 5:- each.
ea. : 61in.,
LOUDSPEAKERS.-51n.,ea.10'- L.F.
trans.,
w tr.. 15.- ea. ; 8in.. 17,6
trans.. 4,'-.
2'6 ea.: Output-Special
Offer -complete
A.C. RADIO.
ready to play 3 wave s'het, less cabinet,
£9 7 4.
BODING LARORATORIF.S. Dept. P.70.
!

!

;

Lord Ase., Ilford,
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Open to Discussion
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters
must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

Measuring Meter Resistance

Assistance Wanted
SIR,
would be pleased to correspond with any
an ingenious method of measuring meter
of your readers who would be willing to help
resistance. The method is not accurate, however, me make
a start on the short -wave side of radio.
unless the voltage on the slider of R1 remains I am 31 years
of ago but very keen to get ahead
constant during the test.
This will not be the case unless the tapped -Off with this interesting hobby.
Their help will be greatly appreciated and
portion of R1 has a very low value compared with
the meter resistance. The method can be macle returned to the best of my ability in other ways.
more accurate by connecting a voltmeter across the Wishing your journal continued success.- JosErn
O'HANLON, 7, ,Knowe Terrace, Inverkeithing,
tapped -off portion of R1. Then :
Fife.
1. Set R2 to zero ohms.
2. Adjust R1 for full -scale reading on meter under
test.
10/20 Metre Log
3. Note voltage on slider of R1.
SIR, -Not seeing a log in your columns of recent
4. Successively adjust R1 and It, until the meter
date, I submit mine, being a selection of 'phone
under test reads half-scale deflection and the
voltage on the slider of RI is the same as it was at stations heard over the past few weeks on 10 and
20 metres.
3 above.
VQ4NSH, VQ2JC, MD7QRP, XG6AJ, C7TY,
5. Measure portion of R2 tapped off. -R. W. A.
YVIAN, TI2OA, MD4JG, ZS6Q, TA3FAS, CX2CO,
HILL (Nr. Oldham).
MIR, HKIFQ, MD2B, ZE2JK, XE1SE, OQ5CL,
VK7AZ, ZD2RGY, CE3DW, ZL3LE, KP4HN,
D.2 QSL Bureau
AP2F, AR8BM, etc., also 29 states of the U.S.A.,
SIR,
would be appreciated if you could inform including 35 (WO) and 12 (W7). The receivers in
your readers that all QSL Cards for D.2 use here are a home -made 1 -v -1 (VR91- VR91 -6J5)
(other than those sent direct to D.2 Amateurs) and a modified BC348 with 3 valve 10 metre
converter in front. Aerial is a 33ft., inside type,
should be forwarded to the D.2 QSL Bureau
running east -west.
address as follows :
I would be pleased to have a chat and exchange
D.2. QSL Bureau,
views with anyone interested, who would care to
E. G. Styles (D.2. GU),
call at this address, preferably Sundays, and
PW /DP Branch,
dropping me a card so I can arrange to be at home.
120 HQ CCG (BE),
-ARTHUR F. WALTON, 396, Moorside Road,
Brunswick, BAOR 11.
The D.2 QSL Bureau will handle and clear in- Fagley, Bradford, Yorks.
coming. and outgoing QS'. Cards for TX Hams
and incoming SWL reports for D.2 Hams.
Modified Service Equipment?
Thanking you in anticipation for your co- operation and wishing all Hams best 73s and 100 per
SIR, -Ref. letter " Set No. 18, Mk. III," 'on
cent. QSL's.-E.- G. STYLES (BAOR 11).
page 394 of your September issue. Very
recently I bought a set from one of the local " junk "
dealers.
The set was intact in every respect,
Ex- Service Equipment
except for the fact that one of the output transreference to Mr. Stevens's letter in the former terminals was damaged.
November issue of PRACTICAL 1VIRELEss,
The power plug was as stated in, the letter
concerning the. 18 Mark III set.
referred to. On connecting
L.T. terminals to
While agreeing this unit was built for use 'as a 3 dry cells (flash -light cells) in the
series, only one of the
Rx /Tx, I must point out that for the past six valves was found to glow. This
was the first one.
months I have had one working perfectly without
The others when tested individually were found
the refinement of an aerial tuning unit or any other to be in good condition, but
the filament " pins "
modification.
were a pair quite diffèrent in position to that of the
My latest experiment with this set is the fitting first.
of a (lin. P.M. speaker and the building up of the
The L.T. wiring to all
valve bases is on a
complete job in a cabinet with mains power pack, similar basis. Therefore I the
believe that the valves
and it is still possible to use the two pair of head- have been replaced with types
quite different from
phones.
those that were used. The valves being coded as
Any reader who possesses one of these sets and follows : 1st : V.R.65 ; 2nd
is interested in doing the same, will be most welcome 4th : V.R.57. As I took to and 3rd : V.R.53 :
only recently I
to write to me and I will supply them with the cir- do not know much about radio
a sùperhet receiver,
cuit and any other details they may require.
and I shall be grateful if any reader could let me
KENNETH REASON, 20, Holly Grove, Peckham, have the correct type
of valves to be used-both
London, S.E.15.
in Service and civilian codes-in this set

SIR,

-In the November issue Mr. Bryant suggests

-I

-It

-
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May I take this opportunity of thanking you for following list is not in any way complete ; all
such a fine periodical which is of much help to very the Service types are preceded. by VT.
many amateurs like myself. and Mr. Moore for-the
Service VT65= Civilian 6C5 ; VT66 =6F6 ;
information he has willingly given in the letter VT68 =6B7 ; VT69 =6D6 ; VT70 =6F7 ; VT73=
referred to.-S. PATHMANATHAN (Ceylon).
843 ; VT74 =5Z4 ; VT86p6K7 ; VTS7 =6L7 ; VTS8
6R7 ; VT90 =6H6 ; VT91 =647 ; VT92 =6Q7 ;
VT93 =6B8 ; VT94 =6J5 ; VT96 =6N7 ; VT98=
Reader Co- operation
;
SIR, -May I through your columns thank all 6U5 ; VT99 =6F'S ; VT100 =807 ; VT103 =6SQ7
VT107 =6V6 ; 171.109 =2051 ;
those who so kindly.answered my call for dope VT104 =12SQ7
VT117 =6SK7 ;
VT116 =6SJ7 ;
VT115 =6L6
on the valve V.C.L.11:
= 121(8
I have had over 20 answers, each containing a VT120 = 954 ; VT121 = 955 ; VT132
VT134 =12A6 ; Irmo- 68A7 ; VT163 =6C8G ;
diagram and full instructions.
VT172 =155 ;.
VT171 =1R5
Many of the letters were from radio engineers, VT167 =6K8 ;
= 1T4 ; VT174 = 3S4 ; VT189 = 71'1 ;
who must realise that our magazine is a book of VT173
VT203 =9003 ; VT210 = 1S4 ;
" Practical Wireless," not just another catalogue. VT202 = 9002
=EF50.
One answer came from Norway, which I have VT238 =956 ; VT250
Hoping this list will be found useful to readers
answered by return letter. In it f had sent me a
J. F. MooRE, 16 Silverbirch Road, Solihull,
complete circuit.
.
H anyone would like a copy, drop me a line and Warwickshire.
I'll do the rest. -G. HUGHES, 14, Fraser Grove,
C.R. Tube Voltages
St. Annes, Carlisle, Cumberland.
S111, -After much correspondence regarding the
pros and cons of the E.H.T. necessary for the
German Valve Details
some
refer to my two letters published in your V.C.R.97. 1 feel that this problem needs
IR,
S7 paper in May and July and can tell you that clarification.
I would like to point out that if 800 volts is so
answers have come in steadily ever since (at a rato suitable
for the 97, why was so much work and
of up to six a day !). Owing to the summer months
put into the Service units to obtain 2,000
and the economic changes in Germany-; I am afraid expense
?
I am a bit behind in answering. But everybody volts
The one important point that all correspondents
shall get his answer
is what type of voltmeter was used
Owing to lack of funds, may I ask all future fail to mention
measure this voltage. I have made many tests'
correspondents to enclose an International Reply to
trade voltmeters against a high -grade voltCoupon ? All obsolete and commercial valve tiata with
and the supply has varied as much as 200 -400
are gladly accepted and returned in due course if meter,
so that if S00 volts was obtained on a voltrequired. Thanking you for -your kind assistance. volts,
meter the results may appear very startling on an
-WEaNER MAASS (Hamburg).
electrostatic voltmeter.
If the voltmeter takes 1 mA. this alone would'
Receivers
in
Radio
Noises
produce a volt -drop of 250 volts across a mega
SIR,-Having recently carried out some experi- smoothing resistance.
I agree with Mr. Telco that 800 volts is not
ments with noise limiters, I studied the circuit
illustrating Mr. Cartwright's article in the October enough for a television, but gives quite a good
issue (Fig. 2, p. 421) with particular interest. How- trace for an oscilloscope. -G. A. WIRCKLE (Liver -'
ever, it appears that a slight error has crawled pool).
uninvited into the diagram ; the cathode of the
Signal Tracer
EA50 should have been earthed, as neither end of
SIR,
built the Dual Purpose Signal Tracer,
the diode load is at earth potential.
described in your June issue, and have found it
This circuit is similiar to one which I have tried
Would it be possible to combine this
and found to be very effective on ignition noise invaluable.
a pattern generator so that it would make a
and short -bursts of static. It was less useful for pro- with
test set ? I am experimenting in
longed and steady noise, as this tends to build up good televisionand
have so far been unsuccessful.
a higher bias voltage on the limiter diodo cathode, this direction
reader is looking fur a good tester. I can
which allows this diode to pass a higher incoming If any other
this piece of apparatus, and
voltage. The limiting eflicieney is increased by definitely recommend
in making the combined tester I
tapping the bias voltage front lower down the if I am successful
to submit the design to you for the
demodulator diode load, but this causes some shall beofpleased
WATTS (14. \1".9).
distortion due to the " clipping ", of the negative benefit other readers.
half-cycles of modulation. Fortunately, on very
weak signals, when the limiter is most needed, this
distortion is less noticeable ; and judicious use of THE French Television Service, which resumed
this control appreciably improves the signal -totransmissions on October 1st, 1945, has á
noise ratio. -P. D. THOMAS (Natal, S.A.).
unique service area due to the height of the radiating
system; which is on the top of the Eiffel Tower.
Service Valve Equivalents
The illustration on our cover this month shows
thought readers would be interested in a the tele -cine equipment, and the mottled finish
SIR,
list of American Service valve equivalents, which characterises all the French television
and I wonder if any reader could supply me with equipment may clearly be seen. Next month we
The hope to publish full details of the system.
English ex- Government valve equivalents.
;

;

;

-
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!
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ALUMINIUM CHASSIS and ! anels, any
size made quickly finished bright, black
crackle, or cellulose. Holes punched, etc.
Estimates free. Radio feeder units from
5 ans. T.R.F. :oil pack, 12.6. Superhet
coil packs, amplifiers. tuning condensers,
etc. All new and guaranteed. Willingly.
sent on 7 days' trial. Data sheets and lists
free. -Read, 13, Bence Lane, , Dayton,

J. V. NEWSON,
28, Market Place,
ADVERTISEMENTS North Walsham, G3GY,
Norfolk.-Everything for
the transmitter, receiver and test gear.
Stockists
of
equipment by Eddystone,
RATES : 3i- per line or part
Hamrad, Raymart, Denco, Labgear, Wearite,
thereof, average five words to line.
Weymouth, Woden and other well -known
minimum 2 li nes. Box No. 6d. extra.
makers. Stamped envelope with enquiries.
Advertisements must lie prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Rapid postal service, C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Manager,
Practleal Wireless,"
TEES -SIDE Radio Fans
Large stocks
Tower (louse, Southampton St..
of radio components, constructors manuals.
Strand, London
etc:, at Palmers, 114, Waterloo Road,

CLASSIFIED

'

;

;

...

CW.C.2.

R.
WITHOUT RESERVE
By Order of the. Minister of Supply.
MINISTRY OF SUPPLY STORAGE
I)EPOT, ROTZIER WAS, HEREFORD
(About two miles from the Centre of the
City)
RUSSELL, BALD WIN R BRIGHT, LTD.
are Instructed to Sell by Auction at the
above Depot on
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
and FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th.
1948
at 11 a.m.. punctually, each day
Approximately
loo '4OTOR VEHICLES
By
Chevrolet, Austin, Crossley. Bedford, F'ordson. G.M.C., Guy and Dodge, etc. 90 Two and Four- WHEELED TRAILERS.
600
ELECTRIC MOTORS and SWITCH GEAR
EQUIPMENT. 10,000 10in. and 20in. diameter
G.

FIRST SALE

RUBBER TYRED BOGIE WHEELS. 200
AUXILIARY GENERATING SETS.
8
PORTABLE GENERATING SETS.
450
6 -volt and 12 -volt BATTERIES. 300 lots of

Radio Receivers. Radio Components and
Power Units, and a large Quantity of
MISCELLANEOUS STORES
including Wheels with pneumatic tyres.
Bogie Wheel Assemblies. Hand Tools.
Hydraulic and other Lifting Jacks. Jack
Blocks, Inspection and other Lamps. Oil
and Petrol Cans. Instrument Panels. Grease
Guns. Picks anti Shovels, etc. etc.
ADMISSION (on View Days and Sale Days)
on production of Catalogue only. One
Catalogue will admit Two Persons on View
Days and One on Sale Days.
VIEW DAIS. The Lots may be viewed on
Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday and Friday,
November 9th to 12th. and on Monday.
November 15th. between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m. and on Sale Days from 9 a.m.
to 10.30 a.m.
CATALOGUES (Sixpence each
Postal
Orders only), may be obtained from the
Auctioneers' Offices. 20, King Street.
Hereford (Tel.
2184), also Leominster and.
Tenbury Wells.
R.S.G.B. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS.
The following are of special interest to
transmitting amateurs and short -wave
enthusiasts.
VALVE TECHNIQUE.
Presents the calculations associated with
the application of thermionic valves.
104 pages. Fully illustrated, 3,9 post free.
V.H.F. TECHNIQUE.
Comprehensive account of techniques
employed for generation, propagation and
reception of frequency between 30 and 300
Mc/s. 96 pages.
Fully illustrated, 3/9
post free.
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE.
theory
and
Describes
practice of microwave
Fully illustrated,
technique, 68 pages.
2/3 post free.
SERVICE VALVE EQUIVALENTS.
Third edition. Lists commercial equivalents
of Service and CV valves, also Cathode
Ray Tubes. 36 pages, 1'- post free.
THE TRANSMITTING LICENCE.
Second edition. How to obtain an amateur
licence. 32 pages, li- post free.
R.S.G.B. BULLETIN.
Monthly publication of R.S.G.B. 1'6 post
free. (Free to Members.)
THE RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT
BRITAIN
28, Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1
NEW CATALOGUE by Radio Unlimited.
16, Carnarvon Road. Leyton, E.10, containing details of ,100 new publications, also
bargain lines in Radiogram, Amplifier and
ex -Govt. Equipment ld. stamp, please.
SPECIAL OFFERS.- 1155s. as new, 10
valve. £7, few only. Power Pack to suit as
per W.W., inc. 6F6 output, £55/0. 10 mfd.
1,000 v. T.C.C. block paper cond.. 7'6. Oak
Ext. Speakers, excellent value, Trugnol v.c.
Grampian unit, 35,-. Cabinet only, 15/6.
Unit, 16/8. V.C.S. ; 6/ -. All goods guaranteed.
Post paid over 10/ -. -G: A. Taylor, 125,
Manchester Rd., Denton, Manchester,
:

-

:

;

Middlesbrough.
HAVE YOU SENT for my list
of
t
0 radio
components ? Everything for the wireless
constructor. 'List free. -Fred Taylor,
Commercial Street, Tadcaster, Yorks.
SPARKS' DATA SHEE'T'S provide detailed Instructions and Full -size Constructional Print of Tested and Guaranteed
Designs by L. Ormond Sparks. The latest
The Pocket Pak, all -dry 1- valver, med.
wave. self- contained aerial and batteries,
good 'phone sits.. size approx. 7 x 3) x Bins.,
2/9. The " Conquest," A.C.iD.C. all -wave
Superhet, 4 valves plus rect., P,U. sockets,
4 watts, 2 9. The " Cruiser " all-dry T.R.F.
3- valver. M; W. One range with rod or short
aerial. 22. The " Compact Two." Mil,. 2 v.
valves, lane power and good range, 2/6.
T.R.F. Three- Valver, batt., MIL, a good
set for general use. 2 6. T.R.F. Four Velver, as above, but with P.P. output,
MIL, 2 6.
A.C. All -Wave Superhet. 4
valves. exceptional range, 28.
Two Valve Amplifier, batt.. 2 6. Three -Valve
ditto, P.P., 2.8. The " Cub." A.C. /D.C.
2- valver plus rect., M L. fine power, 2'6.
Many other designs for sets, portables and
amplifiers. See previous issues. Stamp for
List and with order. Components available.
-L. Ormond Sparks (P), 9, Phoebeth
Road, Broekley, S.E.4. (Phone : Lee
Green 0220.)
ELECTRO CONDENSERS.500v, 8 mfd.,
3- 4 mfd., 2,8. Mains Transformers, 27' -.
All new stock. Send for cut -price list to
384, Two Mile, Kingswood, Bristol.
EXTRA HIGH-GRADE Amplifiers and
Receivers designed and constructed to
individual requirements.
No standard
models. Let us quote for something that
is different. -Dennis Bryan, 30. Windsor
Dive, Timperley, Cheshire.
EVERYTHING for the wireless constructor. Send stamp for price list.
H. Tabner, 118, Nightingale Road, Hitchin,
Herts.
EVERYTHING for Radio Constructors.
Condensers. Coils, Valves, Resistors, etc.
Send stamp for list.--Smith, 98, West End
Road, Morecambe, Quick service.
MOVING-COIL. MICROPHONES with
Press to Talk " switch, each with one
pair moving -coil headphones, cord and
Brand new, boxed, 4'6. post 9d.
Plug.
Selsyn Motors for remote- control of beam
aerials, etc. Precision made with ball
bearings, weight 41b., torque illb., 3in dia.,
three required per set (transmitter and
2 slaves)
work direct from 230 v. A.C.
mains (in series). Brand new in original
packing with instructions.
Per set of
3 motors. £3'10 6. post free. -Logan Radio,
1, West Alley. Hltchin, Herts,
VALVES. 6SN7, 6SJ7. 6SL7. 6'6. 18/- for 3.
6116. 2,2. 6'6 for 3. lin. C.R. tubes 5 C.P.1,
17/8. 100 kc. sub- standard crystals £1.
All post paid. Brown, 58, Crescent Rd..
Sheffield, 7. 52232.
VALVES. -AC Pen, CL33, EBLA, EBL21,
EF39, FC4, FC2, FC13, HL2, KT2, KT66, LP2,
MI14, MKT4. Pen A4. PX4, SP4, SP2, UU6,

;

:

;

-

;

UCH21, UBL21, VP2, VP2B, VP4, VP4B,
105, INS, IR5, IS4, 3Q5, 6L6, 6V6, 35Z4, 35L6,
210LF. etc., etc. Electro-

42. 43, 75, 80, 50L6,

lytics, B.I. T.C.C., Hunts, etc, ; 8 mfd..
25, 32 and 50 infd. New
Goods only. C.W.O. or C.O.D. S.A.E. for
List. -J. Ryding, 41, Green Lane, Horwieh,
8 -8, 8 -16, 16, 16-16.

Lanes.

COPPER WIRES, enamelled, tinned, Litz,
cotton, silk covered. All gauges. B.A.
screws, nuts, washers. soldering tags,
eyelets. Ebonite and laminated bakelite
panels and tubes. Paxolin coil formers.
Tufnol rod. Crystals, permanent detectors,
headphones. Latest radio publications
full range available. List S.A.E. Trade
supplied.-Post Radio Supplies, 33, Boume
Gardens, London, E.4.
SPECIAL YEAR END OFFER. Bumper
Parcel of assorted ex -Govt. Radio Equipment to clear small remaining stocks on
hand. Worth between £5 and £7 even at our
current list prices. Per Parcel, 50/- post
paid. The biggest bargain we have yet
offered.
You'll want more.
Radio
Constructors, 28, Spital Hill, Sheffield 4,
;

-
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Barnsley.
AMAZING BARGAIN.-9 6. Complete
kit parts for 3 W.B. Superhet, coil packs
including Yaxley, coils, chassis. trimmers,
etc. I.F.T.s 465. 7'6 pair mains trans formers, 16'6: droppers, 2 9. Send for
cheapest list in England.- Sussex Electronics. Ltd. (P). Brighton. 7. 'Tel.: 444,5
THE IDEAL XVMAS GIF"l' At The Ideal
Price. Lewis Radio Kits again announce
their amazing bargain in kits and urge
prospective clients to order as early as
possible to avoid disappointment during
the Christmas rush. The, kit is absolutely
complete and includes a beautiful walnut
cabinet, 13ins. x 8ins. x Gins, deep. Price
£7/17;6, inc. postage.
All main components, including dial, coils, tuning condenser and power section are already
mounted or chassis AND wired. One hour
completes wiring. Four controls V6i.OffTone -W /c.- Tuning.
A.C. D.C. mains.
3 valves and rectifier. Medium and Long
wavebands, C.O.D. or C.W.O. and enquiries
from Lewis Radio Kits (Dept. C,2), 322,
High Road, Wood Green, London, N.22.
'Phone Bowes Park 5997.
MAINS TRANSF()RMEI4ti -Best makes
from 23/6: R.H.T. o.p. Trans., 30 -watt, 10
ratio. 23/6: E.H.T. 2 kv. from 186 Line.
Transformers. 27'6 Scanning Coils. 29 6
Focusing Coils, 33:8, and many others, all
fully guaranteed. Range of American
valves from 3'6, and others.
NF,W V: \EVES,- Boxed, all guaranteed to
clear, 6/6 each. 6V6G, 6SN7GT, 15D1, 9112.

I

I

:

:

:

-

:

:

637G, 6K7GT, KT24, KTZ41. 5Z4, 5U4, MÚ14,
ELM. 6N7, EL32. Also many ex- Service

types. S.A.E. for list of remaining stock.
Special prices for quantity. -Duke & Co..
219. Ilford Lane, Ilford.
BRAND NEW Transformers, 230 v,
at
1Ói v.., 30/-;3005
at
4 v3
Super heavy duty, 350 -0 -350 v. at 300 126:
m.a.,
2 x 6.3 v., 5 v., 20 -0 -20 -v 42.6.
10-valve
I.F.F. Receivers, 30
Condensers. 4 mfd.,
350 v. Micropacic. 1 6
.01, 1.000
9d.
4 mfd.. 1,000 v., 29: pots. WW, 2K, 5K,
10E, 2/3. S.A.E. List of many bargains.
Cross, Skerries, Cross Lane, Grange, West
Kirby, Cheshire. SOUTHERN RA DI(l'S WIRELESS
BARGAINS
Bendix Command Receivers. BC 453 (190550 kc /d), BC 454 (3 -6 megs.) and BC 4.55
(6 -9.1 megs.). Six valves 12SK7 (3), 12SR7
(1), 121(8 W. 12M Ill. Brand New in sealed
cartons. 35!- each, plus 1 6 postage.
Ideal
for conversion to (1-Fivers, car radios or
A.C. /D.C. receivers.
Few only BC 455
(modified), 28 -41 megs. Ideal for television
sound, 50'- each, post 1,6 extra,
Whip
Aerials, extend to 15ft., in 7 sections, 5'6,
plus 9d. post. Delco Hand Generators,
6 volt 4 amps, brand new with spare brushes,
17/6 each. Contactor Time Switches, made
by Smith's or Venner's. Beautiful 10 hr.
Clockwork movement adaptable for master
clocks and time switches. Brand new, In
sound -proof cases, 15 -. plus 14 post.
Bendix Radio Compass, Type MN26Y, range
150 -325 kc's., 325 -695 kc's., 3.4 -7 megs.
12 valves, 6N7 (21. 6K7 (5), 6B8 (1), 6F6 (1),
6J5 (2), 6L6 (1). 28 volt generator. Brand
new, £5. plus 10'- carriage and packing,
R.A.F. Bombsight Computers with Sperry
Gyro, 3 -24 volt motors, gearing, barometric
bellows, counters, etc. Ideal for experimenters and model-makers, Brand new.
55- each, carriage 5'- extra. V.C.R. 97
Tubes, Olin. dia. non -persistent white
tubes, suitable for television, 47/6 each.
Special packing and carriage, 5/- extra.
V.C.R. 97 Tube Bases, 2'6 each, post free.
Permanent Crystal Detectors, 218 each,
post 4d. Lufbra Adjustable Hole Cutters,
for use on wood, metal or plastic, 5'- each,
post 6d. Westectors WX8 and W112, 6/- per
dozen, post 4d. Lucas Inspection Lamps,
with lead and plug. 3!6. R.A.F. Morse Keys,
1'6 each, post 4d. 15 per dozen, post Ií -.
Recording Discs. 58ín. dia., 1/- each, post 3d.
M.C.R.1 Batteries, 90 volts H.T., 7l volts
L.T., 6/6, post 9d, Indicator Units BC1151A.
Two 41ín, semi -persistent tubes, type 5FP7,
two 6116 valves. 8 double volume controls,
brand new in black crackle finished case,
55/- each, plus 7'6 carriage.
Southern Radio Supply, Ltd., 46, Lisle
Street, London, W.C.2. GERrard 6653.
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to loud -speakers. Cones, coils
TELEVISION. -Govt. Surplus radar re- REPAIRS
altered. rewound. Output.
ceivers. brand new in makers' cartons. No fitted. Fields clock
coils. No mains trans.
transformers,
alterations required for use as vision
Prtces q....,,...-.
receiver : 45 mcr s., bandwidth 4 me s, accepted. -L.
S. Repair Service, 49.
Contains 4- EF50's. 1 -EA50, 1 -807. Meter Jack guaranteed.
Upper Tooting. S.W.17. Closed
and Selector switch, 75' -, including postage Tri0ity Rd., 'Phone
Balham 2359.
and circuit diagram.-Hanstead, 38, Elsham Saturdays.
Road. London, W.14.
REWIND SERVICE.-Armatures, Gram
Drill and all.
Cleaners.
Vacuum
motors,
Chassis.
TELEVISION KITS and Complete
Fields PickAmplifiers, 5 -500 watts. Feeder Units. The small motor Transformers-New Cones and Speech Coils
complete range of Denco Products, including ups, SpeakersVac.
Cleaners supplied. All
the latest CT7 Turret (with R.F. stage). -fitted-New
and promptly exec.ted.
Also 5 and 10 waveband Gram Chassis work guaranteed the
Trade. Send S.A.E.
covering 3 -60 mc s. and 150 -1.500 kc's. S.A.E. Special terms to Radio
Spares. -A. D. S.
for leaflet of single items, or illustrated for Price List and
Lichfield Road, Aston..
261-3 -5,
catalogue, price 9d. to Masons (PW), Co.,
6.
Birmingham.
Wivenhoe, nr. _Colchester.
Resistors. 50 assorted.
IÈRIMEN ELLS.-01d TESTED GOODS. nuts,
TELEVISION
bolts, etc., 2 - lb.
5
church Laboratories have everything you our selection.
3/- pr.: M'C midget.
need. For those using the V C.R.97 and 3,000 ohm phones,
26 :
5'- and 7/6 : valves from plugs,
-inijlar tubes we have introduced a snod al speakers.
Test prods W leans and
K.H.T. transformer. delivering 2,060 V. toggles, 1!Lane.
67,
Bell
9d.
Carter's,
Catalogue
2,6
valves.
pr.
re.
and
V.R.65
V.R.91
Pr
.' in a.
£1.
xch 5 -. ' uaranteed perfect. Specified Marston Green Birmingham.
for 'Electronics" televisor. SMASHING PRICES-Moving Coil Meters.'
mpor
.. 65' -. Heater and H.T. trans.. 3,9 : Chokes, 1. - : Neons, 1'- ; Generators.
I'.11.1'.
-.
oils. 33'-. Adjustable scanning 4;6 ; Valves, 116. Hundreds of New BarComplete set of specified dust gains. Stamp for List. Jack Porter, Ltd.
Sound chassis, 18 9. Radio). 22,31, College Street, Worcester.
15 -.
haseis. 189. Vision chassis,.' SALE.-Àvomotbrs, Avominors, Speakers.
conversion data still in Valves, etc. Big reductions. List S.A.E.
'
'9 fi.
Young, 134, Old ShorehamRoad, Southwick.
demand. Price £. for 4
Versatile
i instruction booklet. Our adverased,
each. advertised. Sussex.
al available, as
4. 5 -948, CW- 46046I).
nil available, at î:6 each. Send lid. CIRCUITS.-BC-453,
"6SN7"
Beacon lax, R107, 2 6
rs', -r list. L. P. Dismore, 52e,' 12060
30 me s Converter.
tracer.
DoubleScope
E.4.
('hingford.
13. -25. Glenmore Road, Birkenhead.
F.
midgetlat
RLtte
(OPILS.- "Practical Wireless," Feb..
1s ntnviI 's IS
n n
battery ost ofat
" Practical Mechanics
1916 onwards.
Send for list
Ip
Dec., 1944. Offers. -Box No. 168.
for Christmas. from
315.5 m. Perfect.
(,r;n,-ille Place, Withl'phMk.IIIIII(BBo
(not Radar ConverTELEVISION
hr.
24
size.
m.11.-.
small
(7
61:
Iii
.i
II
5F4,
8
it
'li
,1,I,\
6X5,
15D2.
ECH35.
Uses V.C.R. 97 Tube. Send S.A.E.
6N7. t, 0u s..,,
.i.. 30 - dug. ,)00 v. 90 m'a, Sion).
6K7, 7K7G, IQ7G. 6V6. 6V6C, 616G.
Rd..
250 v. 50 in a, 3 3 ea., 33 - T-H. PRODUCTS. 92, Leathwaite
ea..:, ,
6N7G. ECC31, 6SN7GT, 6J7G.61,6.KT33C,
6L6G, 518
doz. : 75 m a S.W.11. BEAT. 4889.
;3 6 ea., 36-doz.:
FW4 500, 5U4G, U52, 10 - (9 -);
-. good order, transport.
pairs
Valve
Matched
New
60'
II1116:
100ma.
-doz.
-.
5.6
ea..
15
4_6
-):
PX25
:1.,
(12
12 8
in Instru170.
,- ea. 6 -12 v.,25 a., 16 ea.
gladly supplied. We specialise
21d. for advice and
--is. 16 gauge aluminium
ments by mail order. TERMS:
TUITION
C.W.O. or i0
116-tans., 39 ea.
a.
new AVO catalogue.
three, 1282/ín
R:1DID
8- 211ns., 5.6 ea.
46 ca.; IeTill. BRITISH NA'TlON.VI.
C.O.D., bracketed prices lots of
valves
Parkhill
surplus
102,
£5.
N.R.S..
Gov.
ea.
1940) for New World Ideas.
under
(Estd.
9
SCHOOL
extra
21ins.,
6
postage
20-8
7'9. and Old World Ideals ! The Urge to Serve
n). S.ti .9. Tel.: Gulliver 1453.
(unused), KTW61 6.9. EL32 7'6. 6V6 6AC7
Home Study
and the Knowledge How
'..A. crystal calibrated 5U4G 7,6, 6116 1.9, SP61 2 3. 6X5G 8 9,
nit 5 5 i .. v1
50 v., Specialists with the Personal Touch. Radio,
to 25 mcs.. .complete 3 9. Sias Elecs., tubular. 12 mfd,. i8
ea. Radar. Maths., Physics.
The B.N.R.S.
valves. 1.000 ke. crystal 11'9 doz. ' 50 mid., 50 V. Bunts,
in
t ii
with
mall.
full
syllabus of
2
gangs,
covers
the
mid.
Variable ÓO5
Four Year Plan
,: instruction book, £7 10e.
spar'doz. Bulgin A.M.I.E.E.. A.M.Brlt.I.R.E. and City and
eplcyciic drive, 441 ea.. 54 - ea.,
i. R.F. units type 24, 86 ea. :
ea.
13
-- doz. Guilds Radio and Telecommunications
1 6
S.P.S.T..
with
switches.
.;
complete
toggle
All
27,
21
-.
lU
type
.5 meg, w s. long spindle.
Exams. Six months' trial period without
excellent condition. Carr. Volume Controls.Small
valves agi.
Black Poin ter Knobs, obligation to continue. Day classes in all
45;-doz.
,tor Units. Type 6E. 96. and 44ea.,
1,8 ea.
and 12 v.. 4 -pin, subjects, including P.M.G., recommencing
29 doz. Vibrators, 6 B.v. Epicyclic
116 at £3 I,1 -. ,.a. Type L. £4. These units
Drives, shortly.
Send for free booklet to :0 the 6A type and use the 46 ea., 42'- doz. J.
)den''
'Drive Drums, 21 in.. 8.- Studies Director. British National Radio
Type L are new in cartons, 19 ea., 18 /- doz. tubular.
VCR97 tu,Hunts, .01 mid., School, 66, Addiscombe Road, Croydon.
as new. Carr., 7 6. doz. Condensers,
the other- a new or 966
Electrolyttcs.
(Phone
gross.
: Addiscombe' 3341.)
tranceivers with 350 v., 3'- doz., 32 - 2+6
£1 dep. on crate. BC
ca., 27.- doz. : 8 16
8 mid. 500 v., cans.
1NS'fITUUE of Practical Radio Entl13 valves and generator, as new. 35 - ea.
mfd ., THE
unused, mid.. 450 v., 411 ea., 51'- doz. 32
H
Study Courses
THE have available Home
5'- carr. Mallory vibrator packs.ea.
guarandoz.
Satisfaction
ea.,
A.C.
33.
v.,
3
350
3
150v. 80 ma.. 10'8
elementary, meret
tested pg. 12v.brand
21d. stamp for covering
tattle heoreatory
new (converted gener- teed or money refunded. Send
and
element
m
verin
motors, -0 h.p..
Cho
full list of bargains. Trade supplied.
against load, excellent
in radio and television engineering
ators), self startingcarr.
engineerinP.R.E.,
2/6. All types in Radio Supply Co.. 15, Queen Square, tevtisio
torque, 278 ea.. frequency
2.
150:
meters.
exams.
Leeds.
and
en t
Service entry
stook. BC 906D
.ALUMINIUM or Dural sheeting. 1;- luitionary fees at pre- war rates are
250 mss.. brand new in transit case, £6
mes., sq. ft., c.w.o. Discount for quantities.
,Aerate. The Syllabus of Instructional
ea. Bendix Signal Generators. 100 -155meters
Field strength
,t tart,
may be obtained post free, from the
Carriage forward.-Bullanco. 66. Queer brand new £12 ea. new
Fairlìeld Road. Crouch End,
£5. D.C. to A.C. Road. S.E.15. (New Cross 1092,)
n
100 -155 mes. brand
12 v. D.C. input.
convertors. 230 v. 50 ce. receivers.
nos
SALE
STOCKTAKING
Senior ANNUAL.
Here is an oppork's
I
ti
Ili
i1
C 551
t.
23-10s. 24 v. £3. H.R.O.
lowest:
the
crystal and in progress. The finest valueforatour
Officer
, r,, i.,, .r, s,r,
,'r as Radio
model complete with 9 valves.
current
and in very prices ever I Sendforto-day
'i'he big liners are
S meter, £20 ea. Tested OK, Hallicrafters
S.A.E.
r merchant ship.
list.
bargain
and
ask
catalogue
for
first
qualify
must
you
nice condition. less coils.
but
"n
to
you,
all
-carriage
we
pay
usual.
as
Note,
OK fi Please.
30 years.
527 U.H.F. F.M, -A.M. receivers, tested
picked at random ^.tI.G. Certificate. Established
less 5 meter. Here are a few items
of
and complete with valves
an put you through in the minimum
A selection of 4
stook
our
varied
from
52
type
Marconi
ea.
The
115 -250 v. A.C., £32
Prospectus from Director,
me.
milliamemeters, including voltmeter,
valves.
HelloGardens,
Manor
Communication Receivers. 13
21.
School.
normal
delcos
Our
etc.
meter,
micro-amp.
L.R. type. 3"meter.
'Phone ARC 3694.
new. £12 10'.. ea. Phonestype.
., v. London, N.7.
Price, 12'8 th..
7'6. M.C. list price. 23 6 Special
pr. Bal. Arm. 5:8 M.C.
6 different flying and
st DIELESS (sea and air) TELEVISION.
complete with cos, four. -A Selection of: original
with mike. 10,6. Allnew
the
of
cost
etc.. offer tremenRadar,
sIroadcasting,
otberìnstruments
Tel
as
new.
or
'and plug and either
over £100 our Special dous opportunities. Students. both sexes.
in excellent con -;Iselection usually
phone Sets. Jerry type-set
the 6. Bendix control panel. age 14 upwards, trained for appointments
21'Price
W11
double
hand
double
with
dition
Low fees.
s type BC938-A Contail 7 -way push button in all branches of Radio.
ea. Charging a
ringing generator, 17'8Large
jack, toggle switch, boarders accepted. 2d. stemlir for pros.
chargi>916lautits.. Switches, tel. and mic.
as prey. ad.. £3 ea.
of
consignment
Bay.
fresh
Colwyn
A
College.
only
5
-.
Wireless
850
etc.,
c. 5 a. rWs.,
containing 2 Westhse. 24
enable us to repeat this AMATEUR Radio Transmitting Licence.
la, 60 v. rotary transformers
w. trans, 230 v. A.C. 53 v. 15a., 30 v.
210 c. !popular item, 24 volt in, 80 volt A.C., 5.00 postal Course of Instruction in the theory
I a.. 6v. 5e.. and a 250 w. auto forswitch- cycle out. now 39s6. Instrument boxes in
various
Wireless Telegraphy covering all requirewith
wky. in metal case
highly polished and of
Valves. New oak or mahogany.
the syllabus for the examination.
gear sockets, etc.. 24 ea. 5U4,
two ments of
Ltd..
2X2. VP41, ideal for that multi- range meter
British School of Telegraphy,
6SN7.
x
x
Sin.
and boxed. 955. 9556,untaxed
Sin.
at
Tim x Bin, x 41 in.. at 6'8.
sizes,
Road, London, S.W.9. (Estd.
807.
10
Clapham
61,6.
179.
New
ea.
at 10 with handles, 1906)
fitted
Both
at
66.
41in.,
.6AC7
EF50,
5;ea.
9D2. 15D2. 8D2. 4D1. 5ß,- doz. yards,
VUIII, 9 - approx. 80 ohm Co -Ax cable,
City and
6SN7. 61-. Pen 46 10' -. VU39,
Stainless steel air - A.]I.t.StetIi.E., ":1,b1.I.E.1:.,
tested any length supplied.
NO PASS -NO FEE "
EA50. 4 -. SP61 in soiled condition,
1 11 complete. Twin tough Guilds. etc., 95on
aerials,
craft
receivers.
details of
For
UHF
R1132a
",.
successes.
doz.
Over
ea.,
24'terms.
coils
OK. 3
doz. .yards ; 150ft.
and in excellent con- rubber cable.
Exams. and Courses in all branches of
Complete with valvesPlus
tel.,5-cable, steel and copper
7.6 carr., Lt dep. insulated ideal
- Engineering, Building. etc., write for 108
dition, £4 10s. ea
tele
supports.
for-aerials.
strands.
ready.
Send S.A.E. for bur new list now
English, Raleigh Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, phones.
Stratford1iaci', London, V1 .1.
tores, 203. Stavcley Road, Wolverhampton. 2.428)

for
TELEVISION. Fun range of parts
Engineering (lame
building the Electronic stock.
21d. for list.
8,1111 'relesNor now in
A.C./D.C.
The N.R.S. " Fidelity " 5 -valve
feedback,
Medium and S.W. Superhet, neg.
plastic cabinet, comattractive 12- colour gas.,
incl. tax and carr.
plete, guaranteed. 91
l'onvlructional Manual enExhaustive beginners
to build a powerful
abling even
5 -valve 3- waveband A.C. Superhet of excep5' -; all parts
tional power and range, price
walnut cabinets.
available, inc. figured
A.C. D.C. model, too. Also our ever- popular
with
T.R.F.
cabinet, t £810' -m We Nov% Announce
9 -valve All -dry Battery version of our
by popular request; Con" Overseas 5
The N.R.S.
-.
structional Manualfor 3A.C.
200-250 v., 4
Audio Amplifier
Pickup and
watts undistorted. o valves.
volume.
indist tedl[s available).
tone and neg. feedback controls: Corn
lid. now (
piece, tested. £519'8. Send
above and special " P.W.
leaflets on
transformers. 6.3
Bargain List. HeaterUniversal
type tapir
1.2 amp.. 12 6 (11. -).
4 v.. 5 v. and 6.3 v.. 12 watts. 17'6. Ironcor.,
midget pre,
I.F.s. 465 kc s. standard orP.M.
Speaker
sion adj.. 136 pair.
etc.. 15.ü
E.M.I. 5in., 116: Goodmans,
10íu..
19 -: R.A. 8in.. 21 -: kola
output
Standard
25
-.
trans.,
ratio. 818. Wharfedale (r
66; multilu
3 and 15 ohms. 75'-. Gramophone
mint: A.C. gram.
vnriah:
ditto, with d12in. table.
motor pxk
speed. 1184. Collard A.C..
sceed,
£9 A.(
stop combined unit. Plessey
£12 18'9. both 5,- carr.Changers, sups
with
action A.C. Recordcarr. Ex-Gov.
Veit,.
pickup. £189 8. 5'6J5G. 6J5GT, EBC
tested 100 per cent.,
be
\alds,EI,:
EF50. 56 (5'.-). Brand NeW
makes only, guaranteed: EF36 EF39, 6K8t
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Practical Wireless

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

F. J.

of

F. J.

eh,

-.T.

17,7,1:

i"

,.

11...11(.0.10

Iteune ts
The '12Ttouit " tfue-valver (Ilk+
r

Two-valve Blueprints, 2s.
'Ille Siznet. T o .14 S I
Three-calve Bluevials, 2s. each.
D, it LP
Select. ro II utelv

[a

Pa, II, Noll
III I)
'Ad., 1,
411, or Slui-air (HP

Harm., Three
Hail-U.411.

I

F. J. Ca

1H

I

I

Pen. 11 (Pei.., In at (All-)1 aye
Came. Nlioget Three (IL E LP
(,e

Tile

1.ree-le,or

')

ill' Pea,

IN

eshnInr.

(1), 2 LI,

)2. Wave

)

11,111, /RI, P,o, I), Pen)

..

\. oe,
Two-valve Blueprints, 2s.

--

--

--

lt " All-Wfve 'Phree (D,
2- IIt': & 'Icone,)

12

2

P. J.

Itsphle " Straieht :3 (L),
Trans))
tira. le All-Wave

(11P

F. J.

Per,
1,11,

P.

i

1/,

"

.1.

UlF

Four-

Cn

tin, lee) Class

)(alter,
"

tr,

,lie "

The "

4

PW46.

(DP Pon.

..

(11P

l'eu (10,))..

PWS3

Po..

Mains Operated
Two-vabfe : Blueprints. Es. each.

eeto.L.ne A.C. Iturlingielu Too
uo
Or,
Three-v .lve : Bteeprints, 2,. each.
ee.la .. lice (HP
1

P%:.4O

,

..

11F Pew,

po-:411

.

Wave
LI', in.

'I

Four-valve

'

..

Idol Irre

Pncaltle

MISCELLANEOUS
SAv

-

(D, 1,F, LP,

Blueprint, 2e.

l..ri erIerAdauter

(1

'I

MVP)

-

PW1300

-

--

iscil Set

Is

Ito

011,

.

Two-salve

Tint,

7

7
-

.11a.o.

r

Blueprints, 2, each.
uct,

'1Inee De

..
(SC fl,
l'Imsp.rtahle 'three

l4,%, II,

ro.rannly Peal, de 'l'hier fsE, D,
" I1 .NI." 1934 Scandant Three
23 :is. Three fSil. D, Trans)
11413. 46 .4, Battery 1-iiree

r three
ertainly

All-maio

N't

Sa.lia

..

(80,

Blueprint.. 2e. each.
IIeprele Soper

AA) i(e/

13)

13 ere Pert/03(e (SO, I),

luring 11.1ee )c(4, D,
Blnefirints. 3g. each.
'I

host

..

Pour Chi, II, LP,

-

.2

Teo-valve

t

Blueprints, Si. each.

:

v

Tan (Sri, let

Ta o ID, Ir 11)
Three-valve i Blueprints, 2s. each.
ire cut (D,
Lapel (,:enter',
14.1neo. ,-le

'I

The

.

..

run, Super,. e.111
1..1 I

lier

&A

er

(SG,

Superhet

WM:i31
W M354

Malas Operated
Two-valve : Blneinints. Ss. each.
er
u
valve Maine

AW370

'

Slraight Fear .(8
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ANN-39.3

frau.)

WM337

WM400

59.

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
Blueprints. Is, each.
One-valve
A W.129.
01112-1 lIer 1,4 Af11,11,
s
A W 422.
.h.'1111 SI. It -4-.1A en

RA1271

IN .S139:3

WB 4c7
WM:i

..

..

.

Blueprints, 3.. each.
Foor-valve
Shrxt-ii a ve 'Aorta-beater
A
.11' l'en, II, la',
Peur-N ()her Short,eaver

W M:111

l'en)

ii-Nt;i3h

PORTABLES
Blueprints, 3.. each.

: Blueprint. 3s.
citnitined 81,11-4,11e Sepee.

1111,59

(Pr.
IL 1(C,

. --

aver ..

Mains Sets

Is)

ANN-4:I5

Per)

A11-11

Fanolv Potable (HP, I), RC,

AW422

I

'IL, tteuliest

PW48A

AW412.

...)
Luse I exunn
I.,

SDPERHETS
Blueprints, 3s. each-

:

Pe,

Four-salve t
Pr rtuble (SU, D, LP,
11,11J

A 113971
SI 51409°

0

Sets

I'W 34)*

ANV7.

ino.lern 'I t.,-,
Three-valve BIarpriali. 2s. each.
U m.
ont. P. T,
A

Four-valve

PW2:1
PR 2.1.

-

Battery Operated.

:

I

PW19.

PR-65

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprint.. le. each.
AW427
i cri st..1 Set ..
le.
for AW427
Lu, erne 'I 111111
AW44-4
11144 crvslol Set

STRAIGHT SETS.
One-valve Blueprint, 2s.

W.C.2.

Pveria"

Blueprint. 24.

:

"

Ilou,e, Southampton Street. Strand,

PW 63*

Wee

D. Pen

1.Iva ele1.1.

TWIT*

S.:. D, Peu)
ll P. Peu,
I

.per
II:Ill-Math
S

U!' Pen.

h'

Pla,C,3*

til

I

PW30A

:

Pour (SG, D

13

<CC.. 1.1', Cl.

Fore 4, or

PR-498

over the host of the Blueprint
'(urn! s over litI, lino coePtable to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Etd., Tower

PWP1.

Three-valve Blueprints. 2,. each.

Pori.

2.:

Leur TIE. D, LP

oi

7.

W.

:

W
trarolstoernt
(111' Per, I/ (Peir, Pet.)

IR EL ESS, A.W. to Anoteitt Wireless.
M. to Wireless Magi,ine.
Send (preferably/ a postal order to

Mt

3C,)

PORTABLES

1,N

PW92`

(lha.1..r.r.)

1055'

El

k'Wefi

Pot-nui ten

Blueprint..

'Inc

PW84
141) e7'

ote " tii-1Vave Three

Ian

e

IN

PW'Pia

FIVES

Pen)
41/ette " Three

i)

PP,

11A

re, '5

PW t'i'

Three

-

each.

an .11.

"

P1( et

1

'I

(11 .111( Per h I'../
Three-valve Blueprints. 2s. each.
Lap.. Hirt. Sil..rIca e I hiee
1st., 1/, Pre) ..
II, 2 LI, t ItC and
Tte oll,t

PW

PW72*

11(1
t
''iii,: 'o

"

l'W59

I

:

Purl.

Men,. eli.11-1141,

Operated

The "
The

-

Battery Operated

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Cue-calve Blueprint, 2v.
I

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery
One-VDre : Blueprints. 2s. each.

4

Universal £4 Cilper

drn

full
aw
blueprin ts nre
containing
The issues
sets are now out
de,oriptions of these
the
iI print, but an ()stet (cl< beside coneluepri It number denotes that free
de La ils are ava ilable,
with the bluePrint.
The iudex letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the per41(ca I in WhiI11 the descript ion appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL

Tillze.

" CIO vrrsal Fe-ir

CRYSTAL SETS

IlIcteniuts. Is. roch.
Ir, 1 Ile,

Ife.17

Snuerh.)

caw,.

SPECIAL NOTICE

SE

Blueprints. 3..
eta,..Iald Pout -I ale, II'. Short-

Four-valve

y." if

-

WI!
UPI

AVI-439
IS3U0

A

W4:16.

W14111(7°

AW413

:

i,MIE,

D,

Iii', Touv(

MISCELLANEOUS
S.W. 1-valve Converlso (Pik e Is.)
thusIser's P. er Aniplilie

WM391r
AW329
WM3S7(

PREI "MN METER
The Taylor lrtrlussriiil 4(71W Tebtipr

POE *ET S jlZds

1

range, specially deIrned for TELLPIi(\li AND
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S Requirements:"
Features
A.C. /ll.C. VOLTS
0 -7.5v. to 0-750v.
D.C. CURRE \T
0 -3mA to 0 -15A
RESISTANCE
0.2- 100,000 ohm(with internal batters
ROBL ST METER .
Fitted with instantaneous
.
OVERLOAD PROTECT1O
SHOCK-PROOF MOULDED CASE -

-1

sßY
1

17

£8

PRICE

MODEL 123A
TAYLOR

W:LLOE

PRODUCTS

GENERATORS

VALVE

-8-O

H.P. TERMS i íQ.16.3 deposit and
11 mentói. paymeote of LO .16 .1
MULTIRANGE AC. DC

TESTERS

A.C.

TEST

,1

SIGNAL

METERS

CIRCUIT

BRIDGES

ANALYSERS

CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHSAD HIGH AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS
OUTPUT

METERS

INSULATION

TAYLOR
4

1

9

4 2 4

M O N T

ON2 - EIGHTH

MOVING' COIL

TESTERS

ELECTRICAL
R

O

S

A V

E

N

U

E

.

IMtTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS
S

L

O U G H .

S

U C K

HORSE - POWER UNIVERSAL

S

.

E

MOTORS

This mains motor is ideal for use with Grindstone, drilling chuck'
polishing mop, etc.. anti is supplied ready for use on 200 -250v. A.C.
or D.Ç. Two models available, one with speed of
ONLY
5,000 r.p.m., the other 1,500 r.p.m. approx. Please state
preference. Another M.O.S. ' once in a lifetime " offer.
22/6

INTERCOMMUNICATION
Suitable (or use with electro-ma one
ç.

Post Free,

AMPLIFIERS.
--. phones. Sufficient
' ",tight
.

LTD

N G L A N D

Telephone
Grums

R

SLOUCH

Cables

21381

(4

lones,

TATLINS' SLOUCH

